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ABSTRACT
The increase in demand for channel capacity and the limitations in satellite power and 
frequency spectrum is leading to requirements for advanced multiple beam antenna 
systems with frequency reuse. The concept of the Olympus satellite evolved from the 
fact that new technologies and methods are to be explored for future satellites. The 
role of Olympus can be seen in both the development of earth station networks and at 
the same time the satellite requirements for the future satellites. It is a step between 
advanced transparent repeaters and the future intelligent satellite with on-board 
processing.
A review of commercial and experimental satellites employed in the European region 
is given in the thesis. The services offered by these satellites and the access methods 
used are discussed with particular emphasis on business seiwices.
The new research work reported was done on the experiments related to the Olympus 
SS-TDMA payload. First a survey of commercial TDMA systems was performed 
and their capabilities discussed in detail for the SS-TDMA experimental application. 
The Olympus payload description and link budget analysis was performed in order to 
identify the size of the earth station required for these networks. The performance of 
the satellite link was simulated using BOSS software package together with some 
earlier simulation using the TOPSIM software package. The methods of BER 
estimation used are investigated and various results compared. These simulations 
covered most aspects of the RF (degradation due to TWTA non-linearity, fading, 
carrier spacing, co-channel interference) and some aspects of the baseband circuits. 
These simulation results have been compared with the experimental results and were 
found to be in close agreement. Thus giving confidence in the simulation methods 
used.
In SS-TDMA the problem of acquisition and synchronisation is very important. In 
this respect the design of the acquisition and synchronisation unit (ASU) is discussed 
in detail. The resulting ASU was interfaced with the reference station of the 
commercial TDMA system for the first phase of the SS-TDMA experiments. Finally 
we present results of various network control methods for the SS-TDMA network, 
including the buffer requirement for the on-board clock control with the sidereal day 
clock correction.
II
The ASU design, its interface to the reference TDMA terminal and successful 
operation with the reference station in acquiring and synchronising with the satellite 
switch provided the real time operation of the SS-TDMA scheme. The operation was 
conducted experimentally using the BTRL (British Telecom Research Labs) 
experimental earth station at Maitlesham both in the “reference station loopback” and 
“reference station and traffic station” configuration via the the SS-TDMA switch. 
Full details of the experiments and comparison with systems simulations are 
presented in the thesis.
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IIIn satellite communication, the aim is and always will be towards optimum utilisation I
of power and bandwidth on the spacecraft. Frequency division multiple access 
(FDMA) remains the access method most used in commercial satellite communication 
in the INTELSAT and for most of the domestic systems of various countries. 
Although the concept and advantages of time division multiple access (TDMA) were 
predicted in the mid 1960's. The economical choice of analog voice and video 
transmission and the extensive experience of frequency modulation (FM) and 
frequency division multiplex (FDM) led to the choice of FDMA. In FDMA due to the 
shared use of the transponder bandwidth, the earth station HPA and satellite TWTA 
nonlinearity produce intermodulation products. In order to avoid these 
intermodulation products, the TWTA is operated at a certain value of input back-off 
which results in the reduction of the amount of capacity that can be realised in the 
TWTA.
In TDMA, earth stations access the satellite in time (burst mode) on a frame basis. 
Since these bursts are non-overlapping, many earth stations can shaie the same 
TWTA. The TWTA can be operated close to saturation. The technique provides 
significant increase in capacity and operational flexibility (secondly it provides 
compatibility with the evolving digital terrestrial networks). This is achieved at the 
expense of complex acquisition and synchronisation procedures. In TDMA, the 
timing amongst the earth stations in the network is critical. The INTELSAT 
TDMA/DSI system now constitutes a high-speed backbone digital network and is in 
operation to many countries.
The development of antenna technology from the early days when omni directional 
antennas were used to directional antennas and later spot beams/ shaped beams with 
frequency reuse by spatial and polarisation diversity has contributed to further 
increases in capacity.
In the 1970's, the domestic/ regional satellite networks began to form. In the case of 
Europe, the Orbital Test Satellite (OTS) was used by ESA for a variety of 
experiments as a technological test bed. The OTS was followed by the EUTELSAT 
series of satellites. The EUTELSAT satellites, in addition to main route telephony 
and TV distribution also provide special services for the business community. These 
special services are used for data transmission and teleconferencing to small, simple 
and cheaper earth stations.
XI
Taking into considerations these developments in satellite access techniques and 
antenna technologies, the European Space Agency (ESA) decided to launch :
"OLYMPUS", a new experimental satellite to explore new technologies and methods jIfor future applications. In addition to the 20/30 GHz payload and Direct Broadcast !
experiments. It has a specialised services payload. The specialised services payload j
is a combination of satellite switching (using on-boai’d microwave switch matrix) and 
time division multiple access and is termed "SS-TDMA". In the business service j
system with many earth stations, the earth stations must be small and cheap. This can j
be achieved if the satellite provides high G/T and high EIRP. The solution is to |
provide spot beam coverage of Europe. In OLYMPUS, there are five spot beams; •
four beams can be used at any one time. In order for all of the earth stations residing j
in different beams to communicate with each other, on-board switching was 
incorporated which is able to set up repetitive sequences of connection states (among i
uplinks and down links) on a frame by frame basis. i
i
In SS-TDMA the acquisition and synchronisation is more complex compared to 
conventional TDMA because of the multibeam environment and the dynamic 
switching between the beams. Conventional narrow-band TDMA systems were 
designed primarily to work in global beam environments. Some of them can also be 
used in non-switched multibeam environments. New acquisition, synchronisation 
and control procedures are required in these TDMA systems if they are to be used for 
SS-TDMA applications. These changes should be engineered such that they are 
transparent to the existing traffic terminals i.e. traffic terminals can be used without 
any changes. Whereas the reference terminal needs to be modified for the purpose of 
acquisition, synchronisation and network control.
At the University of Surrey most of the work on the SS-TDMA experiment was 
carried out under contract from the British Telecom Research Labs (BTRL), 
Martlesham Heath, Ipswich. Other experimenters in this group (with British 
Telecom) are Telecom Denmark and FTZ Germany. Thus Surrey assisted BTRL in 
the experimental design, earth station equipment production and theoretical 
simulation back-up. All experiments, some of which were initiated by Surrey, were 
done at the BTRL earth station at Martlesham Heath. The following work was done 
at the University of Surrey, as support to the experimental gi'ouping:
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(a) Selection/ Identification of  TDMA terminals suitable for SS-TDMA  
applications.
This study produced an in-depth and detailed description of the available TDMA 
terminals with emphasis on their acquisition, synchronisation and network control 
procedures. This resulted in the identification of suitability and limitations of various 
commercial narrowband TDMA systems for SS-TDMA applications. As a result of 
this study it was concluded that the then proposed TDMA terminal (Dornier Dynac 
TDMA temiinal) severely limited possibilities for future expansion. Thus this TDMA 
system could only be used for the first phase of the SS-TDMA experiments and only 
with the modifications, detailed from the Surrey.
(b) Link budget/Link simulation.
The earth stations taking part in the experiment were not specially designed for the 
Olympus experiments. However it was important to identify the size of the earth 
stations required for the low-rate SS-TDMA network. Secondly it was also important 
to evaluate the link degradations. The link degradations were required in the link 
budget analysis and at the same time also gave a good degree of confidence to the 
simulation methods used in evaluating these results. In addition to the single carrier 
simulation the degradations due to multicarrier operation were also evaluated. These 
simulations included RF (degradations due to TWTA non-linearity, fading, channel 
spacing and co-channel interference in terms of BER versus Eb/No) and some 
aspects of baseband (effect of filter roll-off in single carrier as well as multicarrier 
operation and the effect of carrier and bit timing biasing errors on the BER 
performance). The simulations were carried out in a step by step method. Initially a 
channel with known theoretical results was simulated and later this model was 
extended to model the BER performance of the satellite link. In a similar way, in the 
multicarrier case, some of the theoretical results were confirmed by the simulations.
Some of these results (satellite link evaluation in terms of BER, two carrier third 
order intermodulation ratio as a function of TWTA operating point, fading and 
channel BER as a function of TWTA operating for multicarrier operation) were 
compared with the simulated results and were found to be in good agreement. This 
provides a very good base for evaluating and designing further communication links 
using these simulation techniques. However other results, such as the effect of filter 
roll-off and co-channel interference remain to be confirmed by experiment.
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(c) Satellite link measurements
The satellite link measurements in SS-TDMA operation were very important. The 
reason for making these measurements was to compare them with the simulated 
results (e.g link performance versus Eb/No) and at the same time to determine any 
additional degradation due to the inclusion of the acquisition and synchronisation unit 
(ASU) with the reference TDMA terminal. The multicarrier measurements were also 
conducted whilst in the SS-TDMA mode.
(d) ASU Design
The design of the ASU unit was based on previous work on the acquisition and 
synchronisation of the sync, window. All of the previously proposed methods were 
studied in detail to determine which were most suitable for operation as well as 
implementation in the OLYMPUS experiment. Modifications were made to 
ct^entional methods in order to come up with the new proposed design. Another 
important aspect was that the design of the ASU had to be very flexible in the sense 
that most of the parameters of the ASU needed to be variable via software. It should 
be mentioned here that the implementation of the ASU design (based on a Z8000 
microprocessor) was performed at the British Telecom Research Labs. For this 
reason most of the hardwaie details of ASU and the ASU interface to the TDMA 
reference terminal are not included in this report. The work at Surrey contributed to 
the overall design.
The interface of the ASU with the reference terminal is also critical because the 
reference burst is transmitted with reference to the ASU synchronisation burst. 
Secondly the TDMA terminal is not allowed to boot-up until the ASU is 
synchronised to the SS-TDMA synchronisation window. Thus this interface and its 
control required thorough knowledge of both hardware and software of the TDMA 
reference terminal. The network map (burst time plan) code generation and their 
timing relationships are very important. The work on the necessary TDMA unit 
hardware and software changes was performed at Surrey, and the final interface 
board was implemented at the British Telecom Research Labs.
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(f) SS-TDMA Network Design
This work was intended for the second phase of the SS-TDMA experiments. In the 
thesis we discuss the design of the network control for low-rate SS-TDMA systems. 
Two methods of network control using one primary reference terminal are proposed. 
Network control deals with the acquisition, synchronisation and status monitoring of 
the traffic terminals in a multibeam satellite switched environment. Taking into 
consideration the Olympus SS-TDMA frame time, minimum switching period and 
other satellite parameters such as satellite position keeping accuracy, network state 
diagrams are given, these are then modified to achieve better frame efficiency. The 
network control methods are capable of acquiring, synchronising and controlling 
large number of traffic terminals. This section also includes the theory and 
requirements for plesiochronous operation. Methods of on-board clock control 
which can be used for the Olympus experiment are given and the buffer requirements 
due to such on-board clock control methods are also calculated.
CHAPTER-1
SATELLITE COMMUNICATION; PAST, PRESENT, AND 
NEAR FUTURE SCENARIOS
Chapter-1
1.1 Introduction.
This chapter looks at the development of satellite communication from the early days, 
followed by the commercial era, in which INTELSAT played the major role in the 
development of satellite communication on a global basis. The effect of satellite 
antenna technology on the system capacity is discussed for the INTELSAT satellites. 
This section also covers the role of other international organisations, i.e. 
INTERSPUTNIK and INMARSAT. Next we come to the Regional/Domestic satellite 
communications, that started in mid 1970's. Here most of the domestic satellite 
communication systems are reviewed, with their near future plans. Some regional 
satellite systems are also discussed before we focus on Europe,
The aim of this chapter is to see where the OLYMPUS satellite fits into the 
development of satellite communication networks, particularly in Europe. In this 
context, it is important to see the development of satellite communications in Europe. 
The section on Europe describes the role of European Space Agency (ESA), in the 
development of Orbital Test Satellite (OTS), and Eutelsat series of satellites. In 
addition to the Satellite Multi-Services (SMS) or business services provided by the 
EUTELSAT, we look at the business services provided by other European satellite 
systems. This gives a good picture of how business services began in Europe, and the 
present and near future likely developments «
Next we look at the two multiple access methods, i.e. Frequency Division Multiple 
Access (FDMA), and Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA). The reason for 
discussing these two methods is because FDMA remained the backbone of 
International and Domestic satellite systems, whereas TDMA because of its inherent 
advantages, is becoming the major multiple access method for international networks, 
as well as for domestic satellite systems. The section on multiple access describes the 
role played by FDMA, and the development of TDMA, since its early experiments with 
INTELSAT-1. Now we see the introduction of SS-TDMA in INTELSAT-VI. At the 
same time the OLYMPUS specialised services payload carries the SS-TDMA payload, 
which will exploit the use of SS-TDMA for business services. Olympus satellite 
payloads and their intended experiments are given, followed by the discussion of 
future satellite technologies (i.e. after OLYMPUS) and finally, near future advanced 
satellite projects are discussed.
1.2. Early Satellites
In the 1950's the U.S Navy used the moon as a passive reflector for a low data rate 
communications link between Washington D.C. and Hawaii [1]. This can be regarded 
as the first operational communication satellite link. In 1957 the Soviet satellite 
Sputnik-1 was launched which provided telemetry data for 21 days.
The U.S.A. started its space activity with Explorer-1, launched in 1958 which 
provided telemetry data for five months. This was followed by the launch of SCORE, 
placed in a low earth elliptical orbit with a period of 101 minutes. It was used to 
broadcast the U.S President’s Christmas message of that year. SCORE’S batteries 
failed after 35 days in-orbit. The TELSTAR-1 and TELSTAR-2 satellites were 
launched in 1962 and 1963 respectively and were developed by Bell Systems. The 
TELSTARS were also in low earth orbits with periods of 158 and 225 minutes. They 
provided a 50 MHz bandwidth for analogue FM signals, a 6 GHz uplink and a 4 GHz 
downlink was used [2].
The use of Geosynchronous orbit, i.e., the orbit in the equatorial plane and the orbital 
period is synchronised to the rotation of the earth, was first suggested in 1945 by 
A.C.Clarke [3]. He was a member and later the chairman of the British Interplanatory 
Society, and presided over the first London meeting of the International Astronautical 
Association in 1951. It was not until 1963 that rocket technology was available to put a 
satellite in the Geo-stationary orbit.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) launched the first 
geostationary satellite called SYNCOM-I in February 1963. Unfortunately SYNCOM-I 
was lost at the point of orbit injection. However SYNCOM-II and SYNCOM-III, 
launched in the same year were successfully placed to demonstrate communication 
using Geo-synchronous orbit.
1.3. Commercial  Satellite Era
At the moment there are more than one hundred operational geostationary 
telecommunication satellites. These satellites are owned and operated by four 
international organisations, INTELSAT, INMARSAT, EUTELSAT, 
INTERSPUTNIK and a few regional organisations like NOTELSAT, ARABSAT, 
ASIASÀT. More than a dozen countries have domestic satellites. Over thirty countries 
lease capacity for domestic satellite systems within their own countries.
1.3.1 INTELSAT
The commercial satellite communication era started with the launch of EARLY BIRD 
(later to be known as INTELSAT-I) on April 6, 1965. Communications between the 
United States and Europe began on June 28, 1965. The spacecraft had two 25 MHz 
bandwidth transponders. The evolution of the INTELSAT system from the launch of 
the Early Bird until now has been a dramatic succession of increasing satellite 
capacities and enlarging earth station networks as shown in table 1-1 below [4].
TabIe.1-1
System Intelsat-I II III IV IV-A V V-A VI
No. of Satellites 2 5 8 8 6 9a 6t> 5c
Design Life (yrs) 1.5 3 5 7 7 7 9 10
Oper. Life (yrs) 3.5 3-5 5-7 7-10 7-10 - -
No. of trans. 2 2 2 12d 20 21,6 6 32,6 f 36,10 g
Failures 0 1 3 1 1 0 0 0
Manufacturer H H TRW H H F-A F-A H
Launch Dates 1965 66-67 68-70 71-75 71-78 80-84 88+ 90+
H: Hughes Communications 
F-A: Ford Aerospace.
a: Last four satellites of nine carry maritime mobile payload (7 additional transponders), 
b: Last three spacecraft of six were modified for specialised business services, 
c: Intelsat has option to buy eleven more spacecraft, 
d: 36 MHz transponders
e: 21,6: 21 C-band (4/6 GHz), 6 Ku-band (12/14 GHz) 
f: 32,6: 32 C-band, 6 Ku-band 
g: 36,10: 36 C-band, 10 Ku-band
INTELSAT, an international communications satellite consortium managed by 
COMSAT between 1962 and 1978, and since then by INTELSAT's Director General, 
has been the leader in international commercial satellite system development.
The INTELSAT-I and INTELSAT-II satellites used omni directional antennas. These 
satellites were relatively inefficient and the number of carriers possible were limited by
transponder power and intermodulation distortion. Each of these satellites 
accommodated 240 telephone circuits. The method used to achieve a fully 
interconnected network was FDMA (frequency division multiple access). This was 
achieved by the assignment of telephone channels to frequency positions in FDM 
(Frequency Division Multiplex) basebands carried on frequency modulated (FM) 
FDMA carriers, received by all stations. It permitted full mesh interconnectivity among 
N stations with only N carriers (one carrier originating from each station). In terrestrial 
links it would require N (N-l)/2 links to obtain the same flexibility, as shown in Fig.l- 
1 below [5].
F ig .1-1
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Satellite Connectivity.
N multi-destination carriers.
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mesh network
INTELSAT-III carried two 25 MHz transponders. The antennas used were directional 
(the first earth coverage antennas) with increased EIRP. INTELS AT-IV used 40 MHz 
bandwidth transponders and, in addition to earth coverage beams, used two spot 
beams to increase the EIRP by 8 dB. INTELS AT-IV A was the first satellite to use 
multiple beams to achieve frequency reuse by antenna beam pattern control. 
INTELS AT-V has enhanced the use of multiple beams by including reuse by dual 
orthogonal polarisation as well as antenna beam pattern control. In the case of large 
number of non-switched multiple beams, full interconnectivity becomes difficult. By 
having a dynamic switch on-board the satellite, the full interconnectivity is restored. 
This principle is used by the INTELS AT-VI. The Intelsat satellites are shown in Fig.l-
2. overleaf [6] [7].
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1.3.1.1 Satellite Antenna Technology and its effect on S y s te m  
Capacity.
(i) Omni-directional Antennas
Starting from the beginning of the geo-stationary era, i.e. the launch of the Intelsat-I 
and Intelsat-II satellites, their antennas comprised of vertical linear arrays of dipoles 
aligned with the spin axis, which provided toroidal beams with no directivity in the 
orbit plane. Much of the transmitted power did not intercept the earth. The satellites 
demanded very large directive antenna systems on the earth.
fii) Directional Antennas
INTELSAT-III offered major improvement in system performance. A horn antenna 
was then intioduced with a 17.5 ° beam width, which allowed major part of the energy 
to be directed towards the earth. INTELSAT-III offered 1500 voice circuits and four 
TV channels (compared to 240 voice circuits and one TV channel offered by 
INTELSAT-I and INTELSAT-II).
(iii) Frequency Reuse bv Spatial Diversity
INTELS AT-IV and INTELS AT-FV A marked an important change in satellite antenna 
thinking, which resulted in overall better system performance. INTELSAT-IV series 
provided 3750 circuits with two TV channels. INTELS AT-IV A introduced the first 
'zonal beam' antennas. This antenna system comprised offset parabolic reflectors fed 
by multi-feed array which generated two spatially isolated zonal beams on the east and 
west hemispheres. This spatial isolation was very beneficial as it allowed the Intelsat 
network to reuse the same 6 and 4 GHz frequency band twice. The result was that the 
satellite capacity was increased to 6000 circuits and two TV channels.
(iv) Frequency Re-use bv Spatial Diversity and Polarisation Diversity
INTELS AT-V earned an improved antenna system and higher power. It was the first 
dual band satellite using an allocated 21 transponders at C-band and another 6 at Ku 
band. INTELS AT-V has six communication antennas. It has two global horns, two 
off-set reflectors providing 6 GHz and 4 GHz zonal beams, and two off-set reflectors 
providing spot beams at 14 GHz and 11 GHz. Zonal beam antennas are used for 
spatial diversity and polarisation diversity to achieve four-time frequency re-use at C- 
band (polarisation diversity was achieved because of the development of high 
performance dual-polarised microwave components). This has contributed to a further 
increase in capacity to 12000 circuits and two TV channels [8].
INTELS AT-VA satellite capacity was increased by the addition of three global beam C- 
band transponders, using the same frequencies as the original transponders but 
operating in the orthogonal polarisation, and one new transponder in each of the two 
geographically separated zone beams. In addition, C-band feed horns were added to 
each of the re-orientable spot beam reflector antennas so that these could be used for 
transmission in both frequency bands. The net effect of these changes was to increase 
the overall capacity to 15000 two way (telephone) circuits. These INTELSAT-VA 
satellites were later modified for Intelsat Business Services in the Atlantic Ocean 
Region (AOR) by adding repeater capacity in the spot beams at Ku-band frequencies in 
the 12.5-12.75 GHz band [9],
(vi) Dynamic Beam Switching
In order to achieve greater capacity from the same orbital locations, the INTELSAT-VI 
satellites extended these principles to achieve six fold usage of the RF spectrum at the 4 
and 6 GHz, somewhat expanded by the allocation provided by the WARC (World 
Administrative Radio Conference) 1979, They also provided greater bandwidth in the 
11 and 14 GHz bands and continued the established pattern of frequency reuse of these 
bands. The communication payload provides 50 transponders operating over the C and 
Ku-bands providing the traffic carrying capacity of approximately 120,000 two-way 
telephone channel and three TV channels,
A key feature of the INTELSAT-VI is the introduction of SS-TDMA, which provides 
cyclic and dynamic interconnections among six isolated beams for two independent 72 
MHz frequency multiplexed channels at C-band. Usage of this technology in the 
existing spectrum allocations significantly increases satellite utilisation efficiency. The 
INTELSAT-VI radiation pattern is shown in Fig. 1-3 [10].
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1.3.1.2 INTELSAT Earth Stations
The earth station network of Intelsat has changed continuously. Initially Intelsat used 
large earth stations to operate in C-band (4/6 GHz), using standard 'A' earth station, 
and in the 11/14 GHz band using standard C antenna. Afterwards lower cost antennas 
were introduced. These small earth stations are standard B, used for international and 
domestic services; Standard D, E and F for business services; and standard Z for 
domestic services. The earth station characteristics are summarised in the following 
Table.l-2[10].
Table.1-2
ntelsat Earth Station Standards
Standard Antenna Size Freq. Band (GHz) GAT (dB/K) Services
A 30 4/6 40.7 Fixed International
B 11-30 4/6 31.7 Fixed International
C 16-18 11/14 41 Fixed International
D-1 4.5-5 4/6 22.7 VISTA
D-2 11-13 4/6 31.7 VISTA
E-1 3.5 14/11-14/12 25 Business
E-2 5.5 14/11-14/12 29 Business
E-3 8 14/11-14/12 34 Business
F-1 4.5-5 4/6 22.7 Business
F-2 7-8 4/6 27.0 Business
F-3 9-10 4/6 29.0 Business
Z 4.5-15 4/6-14/11 22.7 - 35 Domestic
1.3.2 IN M A R SA T
INMARSAT provides maritime satellite communications. It formally came into being 
in 1979. Prior to this MARISATs system, launched in 1976, formed the first world 
wide maritime communications network [11],
INMARSAT took over the responsibility for management of the three MARIS AT 
satellites, INMARSAT contracted with ESA (European Space Agency) to lease service 
of its two MAREC satellites. It also leased the capacity of special maritime payload of 
Intelsat-V satellite. The third generation of (maritime services) satellites are 
INMARSAT-2. Initially four satellites are ordered by INMARSAT with the option for 
the supply of a further six satellites. INMARSAT services are already offered on a near 
global basis. There are however limits, both physical and legal, to the coverage 
provided by the system. INMARSAT currently provides maritime telephone, telex, 
facsimile and data communications to more than 8,000 ships at sea and is offering a 
similar range of services for aircraft. First commercial public telephone calls from an 
aircraft were initiated in early 1989. INMARSAT has been actively developing a range 
of data communication services for land mobile applications.
1.3.3 IN T E R S PU T N IK
INTERSPUTNIK was established in Nov. 1971, by nine Soviet bloc countries, to 
provide communication satellite services to its members. The original signatories to the 
INTERSPUTNIK convention were Bulgaria, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, 
Hungary, Mongolia, Poland, Romania, and the USSR, later joined by Afghanistan, 
Laos, South Yemen, Syria and Vietnam.
USSR developed a system using satellites in inclined, highly elliptical 12 hour orbits. 
The first of such satellites, named MOLNIYA-1 was launched in 1965. These satellites 
were used for both civil and military communications and for television distribution, 
eight satellites being normally operated in orbit at any one time. An improved version 
MOLNIYA-2 was first launched in 1971, for civil traffic only. MOLNIYA-3 was 
launched in 1974, with four being operated in orbit at any time.
USSR stepped into geostationary satellite communication by the launch of TS’ satellite 
in 1975. This was followed shortly (same year) by first in a series of geostationary
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satellites 'RADUGA' and 'STATSIONAR'. In 1976, the USSR launched the first in a 
series of direct broadcast satellites (DBS) named 'EKRAN' or 'STATSIONAR-T'. In 
1978 the Soviet Union launched the first in a new series of geostationary satellites 
called GORIZONT' for television and telephony distribution.
1.4. Domestic/Regional  Satellite  Systems
By the mid 1970's, a new aspect of the satellite communication industry, 
domestic/regional satellites began to form, the reason being that the cost associated 
with satellite transmission had dropped dramatically from those early years and it was 
practical to consider domestic and regional satellite networks. A brief description of 
most of the countries/regions which developed their domestic/regional satellite systems 
follows.
1.4.1. C ANADA
Canada was the first country in the world to have its own geostationary satellite for 
domestic communication, operated by TELESAT Canada. In 1972 ANIK satellite was 
launched. Second and third ANIK satellites were launched in 1973 and 1975. In 1977 
Telesat system comprised three active satellites and some 90 earth terminals. The 
Canadian network included interconnection of all the major cities, and many small 
communities, into a network that provided TV distribution, radio, telex, data 
transmission, and facsimile services.
The next generation ANIK-A and ANIK-B satellites were built by RCA. Canada in 
1979 became the first country to begin broadcasting television by satellite direct to the 
home using 14/12 GHz channels. In 1982, Telesat introduced new services using an 
eight metre antenna mounted directly at the sites of businesses. To provide these 
services Telesat used ANIK-C and later ANIK-D. Telesat Canada is introducing two 
new satellite systems by launching two new satellites, ANIK-E.
The second new satellite system planned for launch in 1992, is the Land Mobile 
Communication Satellite MSAT. It will provide significant improvement to the 
communication infrastructure of Canada.
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1.4.2. JAPAN
In 1969 National Space Development Agency NASDA, was formed to develop 
application satellites, launch vehicles, and space platforms. Japanese satellites can be 
divided into following four groups [12]:
1. Experimental Test Satellites (ETS)
2. Experimental Communication Satellites (ECS)
3. Operational Communication Satellites (CS)
4. Experimental-Operational Broadcasting Satellites (BSE-BS)
ETS-2 was first geostationary satellite launched in 1977. ECS or Sakura series of 
satellites were used to develop Ka-band (20/30 GHz) satellite communication 
technology. Its new generation communication satellites are Superbird-A and 
Superbird-B (CS-3a and CS-3b). Superbird-A was successfully launched in 1989. 
Superbird-B was destroyed because of the Ariane launch failure. It is now planned for 
1991 or 1992.1ts first operational broadcasting satellite was launched in 1984. Japan is 
the world leader in domestic satellite communication for High Definition Television 
(HDTV).
1.4.3 USA
U.S.A was the second country in the world to put up a domestic communication 
satellite. WESTAR series was launched in 1974. WESTAR was also the world's first 
privately owned communication satellite. At the moment, in U.S.A., there are more 
commercial domestic satellites in orbit and more companies competing to provide such 
communication services than in all the rest of the world combined. There are quite a 
few companies operating communication satellites for domestic U.S. communications. 
As far as the manufacturers are concerned, there are only few. The companies which 
dominate the U.S.A. domestic satellites are Hughes and RCA as shown in table. 1-3 
and table 1-4 [4].
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Table. 1-3
U.S Domestic Satellites Duilt by Hughes
No. Satellite System Operator
1 WESTAR 1,2,3,4,5,6 Western Union
2 SBS 1,2,3,4 Satellite Business/ Hughes
3 COMSTAR D1,D2,D3 COMSAT
4 TELSTAR 3A, 3C AT&T
5 GALAXY 1,2,3 Hughes
Table. 1-4
U.S Domestic Satellites built by RCA
No. Satellite System Operator
1 SATCOM 1,2,3,3R,4,5,6 AMERICOM
2 SPACENET 1,2,3 SPACENET
3 GSTAR 1,2 GTE
1.4.4 INDONESIA
Indonesia was the first developing country to have its own national domestic satellite 
system. Due to the geographical conditions of Indonesia (it has more than 5000 
inhabited islands), a satellite network was implemented. PALAPA-Al and PALAPA- 
A2 were launched in 1976 and 1977 respectively. PALAPA was originally only 
intended to carry telephony, TV, and data for Indonesia. PERMUTED (Indonesian 
PTT) later leased its transponders to the Philippines and Thailand. PALAPA-B was 
launched in 1983. The leased services were extended to Singapore and Malaysia 
(second PALAPA-B launch was not successful).
1.4.5 ITALY
ITALSAT is the first preoperational communications satellite for domestic services in 
Italy. The first satellite to be launched within the framework of the Italian Space 
Agency (ASI). Developed by Selenia Spazio, it will be launched in 1991. It will be the 
second Ka-band (20/30 GHz band) communication satellite in Europe (the ESA's
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Olympus satellite, which is now in operation is carrying a 20/30 GHz payload 
developed by Selenia Spazio).
1.4.6 BRAZIL
The geographical conditions of Brazil and its population distribution (80% of its 
population live on the Atlantic coast, rest of the populated area consists of small cities 
quite far away from the centres) is such that the most cost effective way of providing 
telecommunication services would be by satellite system.
The first Brazilsat was launched in 1985 (by ARIANE). The two satellites in use were 
provided by SPAR. Recently Brazil has given contract (to Hughes Pramon 
Consortium) to replace the two existing Brazilsats. The new Brazilsats, each will have 
28, not 24, C-band transponders and a new X-band transponder for military use by 
Brazil's Armed Forces. Also, the projected years of service have increased from 8 to 
12 years.
1,4,7 NORDIC Satellite System
The Nordic Satellite System, TELE-X, is operated by NOTEES AT. It is owned by 
Norwegian and Swedish Telecommunication Administrations. Tele-X is developed by 
Eurosatellite. It is used to develop a multipurpose satellite system for direct broadcast 
and data transmission. It has two channels for Direct Broadcast TV and two other 
channels for data and video. NOTEES AT is considering a follow-on program for a 
next generation of satellite Tele-Y.
1.4.8 ASÏASAT
Asiasat is the first commercial satellite to serve the Asian 'mainland'. The two beams 
of its 24 transponders cover half the world population. The operation of this satellite 
was long foreseen by many telecommunication agencies. This region is poorly served 
by Intelsat. Secondly if we look at the geographical conditions, densely packed 
population separated by mountains and vast empty spaces, use of satellite 
communication is more than just an option to consider.
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1.5. FOCUS ON EUROPE
1.5.1 Developm ent of Satellite Comm unication in Europe
British and other West European companies have made significant contributions to the 
development of satellite communication technology over the years, particularly with 
regard to the INTELSAT system. After a slow awakening, the rate of development in 
Western Europe has begun to accelerate. Much of its activities are done by European 
Space Agency (ESA). The European Space Research Organisation (ESRO) and the 
European Organisation for the development of Space Vehicle Launchers (ELDO) were 
merged to form the European Space Agency in 1975.
Since 1975 the principle countries in Europe have coordinated their space research and 
satellite communication development programmes under the aegis of the European 
Space Agency (ESA). The EUTELSAT organisation has been established to 
commission the design and construction of satellites and manage the operation of 
European wide services on behalf of the participating countries. EUTELSAT 
(European Telecommunication Organisation) is an inter governmental agency with 26 
member states.
The first communication satellite to be launched was OTS-2 (OTS-1 launched in 1977 
was unsuccessful) in 1978. The GTS (Orbital Test Satellite) was an experimental 
European community satellite produced as part of the ESA communication satellites 
program. The coverage area of OTS-2 is shown in Fig. 1-4 [13]. The satellite was used 
for a variety of experiments. The experiments included the following.
(  I ). Experiments with small dish antennae in the 12.5-12.7 GHz range,
( i i ). Video conferencing.
( iii) . Investigation into the interconnection of Local Area Network in the Project 
Universe experiments.
OTS-2 was taken out of active service in 1983, but was continued to be operated 
thereafter by ESA as a technological test bed.
The ESA plan for the European Communication Satellite, ECS (renamed as 
EUTELSAT-1) began in 1976 (ESA continues to control the satellites in orbit, and 
receives periodic payment from EUTELSj^ T for their provision and operation).
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EUTELSAT (FI) was launched in 1983. EUTELSAT (F2) was launched in 1984. 
EUTELSAT-1 coverage is shown in Fig. 1-5 [14].
Initially it was planned to have only a single satellite operational at a time, but because 
of the increasing demand, EUTELSAT decided to use both FI and F2 simultaneously. 
FI has been used for TV distribution whereas F2 is used for Telephony, Eurovision 
Television, as well as providing business communication services (via 12/14 GHz 
payload). F3 launched in 1985 was not successful. EUTELSAT F4 and F5 were 
launched in 1987 and 1988 respectively.
EUTELSAT satellites are used for main route telephony in Europe, TV distribution 
services and exchange of TV programmes within the European Broadcasting Union 
(EBU). In addition, for the business community, special services (SMS: Satellite 
Multi service System) are provided for the purpose of data transmission and 
teleconferencing.
The second generation of EUTELSAT satellites i.e. EUTELSAT-II will replace the 
first generation satellites. The new generation will provide a tailor-made response to 
the escalating demand for TV distribution capacity in Europe. EUTELSAT-II series 
have substantially improved communication performance and capacity compared with 
previous satellite programmes.
The dispersion of effort between the many prime contractors of Britain, France, West 
Germany, and Italy, largely remained unchanged since the mid 1960's. A wave of 
mergers is now reshaping Europe's space industry, putting its satellite manufacturers 
on par with their U.S competitors in terms of size. If we now look at the present and 
near future satellites in Europe, as shown in table. 1-5 [15], we can see the phenomenal 
increase in the usage of the regional and domestic satellite networks in Europe.
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Table. 1-5
EUROPE: Existing and near future satellites
System Operator Launch Dates
ASTRA-IA SES 1988
ASTRA-IB SES 1990
Atlantic Sat Hughes/Ireland 1993
EUTELSAT-1 F1,F2,F4,F5 EUTELSAT 83, 84, 87, 88
EUTELSAT-IIF1-F5 EUTELSAT 90, 90, 91, 91, 92
Hispasat Spain 92, 92
Italsat Italy 90, 92
Marco Polo 1, 2 British Sat. Broad. (BSB) 89, 90
OLYMPUS ESA 89
DFS (Kopernikus) Deutsche Bundepost 89
TDF 1, 2 France 88+
TV-SAT2 Germany 89
Sarit 1, 2 Italy 91, 92
Telecom lA, 1C Telecom France 84, 88
Telecom 2A, 2B, & 2C Telecom France 91, 92, 94
Tele-X Notelsat 89
Turksat Turkey 93
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1.S.2 RIITELSAT SMS
The EUTELSAT SMS coverage area is shown in Fig. 1-6. The SMS transponders are 
of the same design as those of the main payload. The network is based on 
SCPC/FDMA concept. The carriers occupy 70% of the spectrum. This gives flexibility 
in assigning the carrier frequency to minimise the contribution of intermodulation 
products to the total noise of the links. The data rates offered to subscribers are 2.4, 
4.8, 9.6, 48, 64 Kbit/sec. and n*64 Kbit/sec. where n = 1 to 31. For video 
conferencing, a European standard based on a bit rate of 2048 Kbit/sec is used [16].
SMS capacity became available in 1984. The early use of this capacity however, was 
lower than anticipated and therefore a number of actions were rapidly taken in order to 
stimulate the demand for this capacity. In addition to the reduction of SMS tariffs and 
to facilitate utilisation of closed network business applications, was the introduction of 
smaller, simple and cheaper earth stations. This was achieved by the adoption of 
second and third standard of SMS earth stations. These three standards of earth 
stations are listed in table. 1-6 [17].
Table. 1-6
Eutelsat SMS Earth Stations
Standard G/T (dB/K) Antenna Size 
(metres)
one (A) 29.9 5.5
two (B) 26.9 3.5
three (C) 23.9 2.4
The EIRP necessary to communicate with standard 'A' stations ranges from 57.2 dBW 
for 64 Kbit/sec. stream to 72 dBW for 1920 Kbit/sec (An additional 2 dB is required to 
communicate with standard 'B' stations). The configurations used are as follows:
(i) Single path for point to point transmission (Transfer of files, pictures, 
diawings, electronic mail etc)
(ii) Dual paths for bidirectional traffic at different speeds.
(iii) Circuits of symmetrical bidirectional traffic.
( i v ) Combination of paths for point to multipoint application.
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The control and monitoring of this network is perfomied by SMS Monitoring Station 
and National Control Centres of various countries.
Since 1986, EUTELSAT has been in the process of procuring its second generation of 
satellites. Although one of the missions of the EUTELSAT-II satellites is to permit the 
continuation of the operation of the services that will be carried via the EUTELSAT 
space segment when they take over with the EUTELSAT-I satellites, the EUTELSAT- 
II design offers a number of novel features which will greatly facilitate the use of 
smaller antennas in the future for all type of services.
In EUTELSAT-II, two multifeed antennas (called East and West antennas) will 
provide wide transmit beams accurately shaped to match the specified EIRP. Fig. 1-8 
shows the area within which a minimum EIRP of 42.5 dBW is currently available with 
the EUTELSAT I-F2 in transponders operating on the west spot beam, and how this 
area compares with the 42.5 dBW coverage of the EUTELSAT-II West and East 
antennas. A similar comparison is shown in Fig. 1-9 and Fig.1-10 for 12 GHz 
transponder and the G/T of the two satellites.
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1.5.3 TRLECOM-T SMS
The TELECOM-I coverage is shown in Fig. 1-7 [14] [16]. The access technique is 
TDM A with a bit rate of 24.576 Mbit/sec. and all earth stations are of standard design 
with a 3.5 meter antenna (without tracking). The satellite G/T at the edge of coverage is
3.3 dB/K and the EIRP is 44 dBW. The earth stations required are shown in table. 1-7 
below.
Table. 1-7
Telecom-I Earth Station Characteristics
Antenna Size (m) Coverage Area EIRP (dBW) G/T (dB/K)
3.5 beam centre 72 25.5 (withFETLNA)
3.5 beam edge 77 27.6 (with para, amp)
The TELECOM-I network supplies a demand assignment circuit service for voice, 
video or data, and for bit rates from 2.4 kbit/sec to 2 Mbit/sec, in reservation mode or 
call by call mode. The TDMA traffic terminals may be connected to the subscriber 
equipment for use in reservation mode, or connected to a terrestrial switch for use in a 
call by call mode.
Services offered with the Telecom-I network are essentially the same as with the 
ECS/SMS of Eutelsat, except for the demand assignment capability. The main 
difference between the ECS/SMS and Telecom-I SMS is that ECS/SMS was a quick 
response of the growing demand and much freedom is left to the national entities in 
interfacing the earth station with the terminal equipment or the terrestrial network 
whereas Telecom-I network is the first step towards the long term plan for an 
integrated digital network.
1.5.4 ITALSAT SMS
Italsat Special Services payload will produce an elliptical beam encircling Italian 
peninsula, Sicily, and Sardinia as shown in Fig. 1-11. Its purpose is to make capacity 
available for interconnections between low traffic stations, as might be used for 
corporate organisations. The payload consists of three 40 MHz transparent
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transponders and the access scheme will be frequency hopping TDMA at 24.576 
Mbit/sec. Its operation will be in the 20/30 GHz band. The Italsat services at 20/30 
GHz are similar to the services provided by the other systems at 12/14 GHz [14].
1.5.5 Tele-X Business Services
The objective of Tele-X system was that the system should be a complement, not a 
competitor, to other existing or planned data transmission systems. The coverage is 
limited to the Scandinavian area. By limiting the coverage area, higher EIRP is 
achieved. In this way small 1.8 metres antennas could be used for data rates up to 2 
Mbit/sec.
During the system definition phase there was choice between TDMA and SCPC 
(Single Channel Per Carrier). The inherently much lower price for SCPC stations as 
compared to TDMA was a decisive factor. The access system is able to handle 5000 
earth stations by the use of demand assignment system for the SCPC-channels with an 
ALOHA-type signalling [17].
1.5.6 German Business Services
Using its Kopernikus Satellite, Germany, has initiated testing of the DFS national 
business service. This operates at 60 Mbit/sec. and provides demand assigned TDMA. 
The system operates on two Ku-band transponders in a national spot beam (0.6°) with 
a beam edge EIRP of 49 dBW and G/T of 8.5 dB/K. Small earth stations with 3.5 and 
4.5 metre antennas and 250-W power amplifiers are used. The national business 
service is intended for business subscriber access to the major cities.
1.5.7 Satellite Antenna Technology in Europe
In Europe, an early lead was given by ESA in the development of technology for 
closely spaced spot beams with frequency re-use by means of spatial polarisation 
diversity. Both the OTS, and its successor ECS satellites, carried multiple fully dual­
polarised spot beam antennas. Multiple beam technology has consistently remained a 
main feature of the ESA research programme, with a view to providing multiple spot 
beams, or contoured beams with dual polarisation from a single antenna.
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1.6. M ULTIPLE ACCESS M ETHODS
1.FDMA
2. TDMA/SS-TDMA
3. SSMA
4. ALOHA, Slotted ALOHA etc.
The fkst two multiple access methods are discussed.
1.6.1 FDM A
Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) dominated the first generation of 
multiple access in satellite communication systems. FDMA is the shared use of the 
satellite capacity; this means sharing the bandwidth and power. In FDMA each RF 
carrier occupies its own frequency band and is assigned a specific location within the 
transponder bandwidth. Receiving earth stations select a desired carrier by RF and IF 
filtering.
The initial satellite transmissions were established by FDM/FM/FDMA (Frequency 
Division Multiplex/ Frequency Modulation/ Frequency Division Multiple Access) for 
telephony. FDMA is extensively used with frequency modulation (FM) and 
demodulation, as in television distribution and broadcasting. It remained the principle 
mode of satellite transmission.
Single Channel Per Carrier (SCPC) telephony and data are also provided using FM
[18]. Companded FM (CFM) SCPC is used in domestic satellite systems operated by 
developing countries. However, it soon became apparent that other modulation 
techniques were also required. SCPC/ QPSK either in preassigned RF frequency mode 
or in a demand assigned RF frequency mode (SPADE) were introduced for low 
density traffic stream. SPADE system provides a pool of up to 800 SCPC channels in 
a transponder of 40 MHz bandwidth. To control the demand assignment of the 
network circuits, a demand assigned switching and signalling system (DASS) is used.
FDMA requires stable sources of IF systems for up and down conversion. Earth 
stations which process several carriers, multiple sources are required (often frequency 
synthesiser). Earth station HPA and TWTA nonlinearity produce intermodulation 
products. To avoid this, the TWTA is operated at a certain value of back-off which
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results in the reduction of the amount of traffic capacity that can be realised in that 
TWTA.
1.6.2 TDM A
The first papers which appeared on the subject (i.e. first major conference) of TDMA 
(Time Division Multiple Access) were in the International Conference on Digital 
Satellite Communication (ICDSC), held in 1969. Prior to this, basic TDMA concepts 
and results were published in 1968 by T.Sekimoto and J.G.Puente [19]. This paper 
was based on the TDMA field trials conducted in 1966 with three earth terminals, 
using MATE TDMA terminals developed by COMSAT Laboratories, via Intelsat-I 
(Early Bird) satellite. In 1969, three new TDMA terminals (developed by COMSAT) 
were used at Paumalu (U.S.A), Ibaraki (Japan) and Moree (Australia) earth stations 
for a one month operational tests [20].
In TDMA bursts are transmitted in the assigned slot in the TDMA frame through the 
full bandwidth (Intelsat high bit rate 120 Mbit/sec TDMA/DSI system) so that different 
eaith stations share the same transponder on time basis. Such a technique offer several 
advantages over multicarrier FDMA because it provides significant increase in capacity 
and operational flexibility. It also provided compatibility with evolving digital 
terrestrial networks. The advantages were so obvious that Intelsat immediately started 
sponsoring the first round of TDMA research and development. In 1973, the Intelsat 
TDMA system specification was approved. Field tests were conducted in late 1973 to 
evaluate the performance of the TDMA terminal in an earth station environment and to 
compare the performance of live traffic via TDMA against FDMA carriers. In addition 
to this, regional TDMA networks were planned by U.S.A, West Germany, France, 
Japan, and Canada. By 1975, first commercially available TDMA system was 
described [21].
In 1978 the first full TDMA tests for 60 Mbit/sec TDMA system were conducted in the 
Atlantic Region by (five Intelsat signatories) France, West Germany, U.S.A, Italy and 
Britain [22]. France and the West Germany used TDMA terminals built by 
French/Gemian consortium. U.S.A. and Italy used TDMA terminals built by a team of 
companies consisting of NEC (Japan), DCC (U.S.A), and SIT Siemens (Italy). The 
United Kingdom used a laboratory model constructed by the British Post Office, with 
some units constructed by Cambridge Consultants and Marconi.
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The earth stations which participated in these tests were Pleumeur Bodou (France), 
Raisting (West Germany), Andover (U.S.A), Lario (Italy), and Goonhilly (United 
Kingdom). The satellite used for these experiments was Intelsat-IVA (F2, transponder 
No.8).Valuable experience was gained regarding the TDMA network operation. The 
aspects evaluated were acquisition, synchronisation, burst position accuracy, BER in 
burst mode, scheduling traffic bursts and some aspects of DSI (Digital Speech 
Interpolation). These tests were the test bed for the Intelsat 120 Mbit/sec TDMA/DSI 
system design.
The simplest TDMA system is one designed for single beam operation. All stations 
participating in such a TDMA network can see the retransmission from the satellite of 
the bursts from all stations. Additional constraints were placed on the Intelsat 
TDMA/DSI system design with the use of Intelsat-V satellites. The acquisition and 
synchronisation procedures should be able to work in the 'spot beam' environment, in 
which terminals cannot see their own transmitted bursts. A multibeam configuration 
prevents an earth station from seeing its own burst retransmission from the satellite. 
Instead, a station burst position in the frame is observed by a second station in the 
destination beam. In a non-switched multibeam environment more than one reference 
station is required.
Satellite-Switched TDMA (SS-TDMA) used in a multiple beam satellite represents a 
cost-effective way of using the geostationary satellite to achieve very efficient use of 
the valuable radio frequency spectrum that is allocated to fixed satellite service. The 
dynamic satellite switch on-board the satellite interconnects the up-beams to the down- 
beams in accordance with the switch pattern i.e. connectivity matrix pattern among the 
beams. The assigned (programmed) switch states and their duration repeats after each 
SS-TDMA frame period.
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1.7.1 OLYMPUS
Evolution of Olympus can be seen in the light of the previous development of satellite 
communication in Europe. With regard to its capabilities, it is the logical continuation 
in the development of the ECS-type medium size satellites. Olympus-1 has the 
following four payloads [23].
1. The 12/20/30 GHz Propagation Package to complement and verify propagation 
statistics in the higher frequency range.
2. The 12/14 GHz Specialised Services Payload for advanced communication 
experiments between small earth terminals. This payload is designed primarily to 
explore the possibilities of SS-TDMA and frequency re-use. Video teleconference 
experiment can be carried out using this payload either using SS-TDMA facility or in a 
FDMA mode (which would not be prejudiced by any problems of SS-TDMA 
operation). Olympus Specialised Services Payload coverage area is shown in Fig.l- 
12 .
3. The Direct Broadcast Payload with two channels, one intended for pre-operational 
Italian use and the second for European use.
4. The 20/30 GHz Communication Payload for point-to-point and multipoint 
teleconference and other experimental applications such as fade counter measures.
The OLYMPUS program is Europe's nearest equivalent to the NASA 's ACTS 
(Advanced Communication Technology Satellite). While its scale of innovation is more 
modest than that of ACTS, it has a different role. This is to offer opportunities for the 
development of new satellite communication application by making satellite capacity 
available at little or zero cost to the experimenters. It is hoped that the program will 
spawn a large number of new uses for satellite communication. OLYMPUS is thus 
both an experimental and market development program.
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1.8. FUTURE TECHNOLOGIES
The technology scenarios for future satellites are as follows:
1. Multiple Spot-beam Coverage Antennas/ Frequency and Spatial re-use.
2. Regenerative Transponder/ On-board Processing.
3. Use of 20/30 GHz bands.
4. Use of Improved TWTAs and Solid State Power Amplifiers (SSPA)
1.8.1. M ultiple Spot-beam  Antennas/ Frequency and Spatial 
R e-u se .
In future satellite communication systems, increase in demand for the channel capacity 
and the limitations in satellite power and frequency spectrum, will lead to requirements 
for advanced multiple beam antenna systems with frequency re-use. In the design of a 
multiple beam satellite antenna for frequency re-use applications, the parameters that 
are essential to be taken into consideration are, number of spot beams, beam spacing, 
co-polar and cross polar side-lobe levels, inter beam isolation, beam pointing accuracy. 
The optimisation of the various parameters for a particular mission requires the use of 
efficient prediction techniques for the antenna radiation characteristics. Fig. 1.13 and 
Fig, 1.14 show a possible multiple beam coverage of Europe [28]. Such a system 
results in increased EIRP together with the advantage of increasing frequency re-use 
by spatial discrimination.
1.8.2. Regenerative Transponder/ O n-board Processing.
The conventional (non-regenerative) transponder simply translates the received signal 
from up-link to down-link frequency and retransmits the signal after it has been 
amplified by a TWTA or a SSPA (solid State Power Amplifier). A regenerative 
transponder have on-board modem which demodulates the up-link RF signals to 
baseband and regenerate it for downward transmission. The advantages of a 
regenerative transponder are as follows:
(i) In a regenerative transponder, the up-link noise and interference are not added to the 
downlink; however the up-link errors and downlink errors are cumulative, whereas in 
a conventional transponder, the uplink and downlink are added according to the 
expression given below:
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(ii) The isolation of up-link and downlink beams can allow the independent 
optimisation of each link.
With on-board processing, different modulation formats and transmission rates on the 
uplinks and downlinks give the designer significant flexibility [2]. With on-board bit 
rate conversion it is possible for low data rate terminals to communicate with higher 
data rate terminal users. Hence, the satellite can cope with different traffic 
requirements.
1.8.3. 20/30 GHz Frequency Band
Use of 20/30 GHz band for satellite links is attractive because of the larger bandwidth, 
freedom from terrestrial interference, and small antenna size by the use of spot beams. 
Satellite link at Ka band can suffer from large signal fades. Fade counter measures [29] 
are required to increase the availability of the link.
1.8.4. TW TA and SSPA
The TWTA technology development through the 1980's has produced designs of 
higher efficiency, and the TWTA remains the choice for higher power applications, 
particularly at Ku-band. TWTA DC to RF efficiencies are continuing to increase due to 
variety of tube helix, cathode and collector improvements. For current applications the 
TWTA efficiency is in excess of 50%. The efficiency decreases rapidly if the TWTA is 
operated at a back-off to achieve tolerable intermodulation levels in the case of 
multicarrier operation.
The Solid State Power Amplifier has created a viable alternative to the TWTA as a 
channel amplifier for most C-band applications. Presently there are nearly 200 C-band 
SSPAs in operation, majority of them are 8.5-W SSPA developed by G E/RCA Astro. 
SSPA designs with power levels in the 10-20W range are presently in development. 
SSPA designs have utilised space qualified power GaAs FETs. SSPA offers superior 
linearity. With linearisation, C/I (Carrier/Intermodulation interference) performance
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improves and the associated C/Nx (Carrier/Noise total) curve peaks at an uplink power 
level closer to that causing saturation. For maximum C/Nt , the operating point of the 
transponder can be moved closer to the saturation, with a increase in the EIRP and in 
the DC to RF efficiency. Usage of SSPAs in satellites will increase with the 
improvement of SSPA efficiency for higher power and at higher frequency bands.
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1.9. ADVANCED SATELLITE C O M M U N IC A TIO N  
PROJECTS
1.9.1 ACTS
ACTS (American Communication Technology Satellite) is an experimental satellite 
scheduled for launch in 1992. It will use the 20/30 GHz bands commercially and 
experiments with on-board baseband processing, wide band intermediate switching, 
and beam switching technologies. ACTS uses TDMA transmission method. Its 
multibeam communication package incorporates operation of both Low-Burst-Rate 
(LBR) and High-Burst-Rate (HBR) systems [24][25].
The principle objective of the LBR system is to provide access to the system to 
commercial uses through small, flexible, and cost-effective earth terminals. The LBR 
system consists of two independent beams that cover adjacent eastern sectors of the 
Continental United States (CONUS) and several other isolated locations. It operates 
with the baseband processor that demodulates and decodes up-link TDMA bursts, 
disassembles and reassembles individual traffic channels within a burst, encodes and 
remodulates down link bursts to designated down-beam in the proper time slots. Each 
up-link beam consists of two 110 Mbit/sec TDMA carriers or up to eight 27.5 
Mbit/sec. TDMA signals in the FDMA mode. Any mix of the two burst rates is 
possible within the constraints of frequency assignments and Base-Band Processor 
(BBP) capability. A down-link scanning beam uses a single carrier time-division- 
multiplex (TDM) transmission at a bit rate of 220 Mbit/sec (The coded operation 
reduces the up-link and down-link burst rates by one half).
The HBR system operates on three fixed spot beams with an IF switch matrix in the 
Satellite-Switched TDMA (SS-TDMA) mode to provide major trunking services for 
large communication users. The TDMA burst rate of HBR is 220 Mbit/sec.
ACTS network control will rely on new TDMA control procedures that include 
acquisition and synchronisation of on-board processor timing, scan beam antenna 
control, dynamic channel reconfiguration, rain fade control by adaptive FEC and 
power augmentation, multiple burst rate operation, and on-board oscillator control.
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1.9.2 ÏTALSAT
ITALSAT is an experimental/pre-operational satellite to be launched in 1991. The 
objective of the system is to implement, in Italy, a domestic large capacity switched 
network, capable of providing both telephony and new services. The main system 
features are the use of 20/30 GHz bands. Multibeam coverage (by six spot beams) 
using SS-TDMA and Digital Speech Interpolation (DSI). On-board regeneration is 
performed, but no data storing/processing operation is envisioned [26].
The ITALSAT network will primarily be used for future telephony applications in 
Italy. The network has a bit rate of 147 Mbps on each of its spot beams. Satellite 
switched multiple beams for both up and down space link; Time Division Multiple 
Access (TDMA) from the earth stations to the satellite (up-link); Time Division 
Multiplex (TDM) from the satellite to the earth station (down-link). The satellite is 
capable of switching six regenerative spot beam transponders. The satellite operates in 
the Ka frequency band (20/30 GHz) and contains an on-board matrix controller that is 
used for beam switching.
The network consists of one Control Station (along with the Satellite Network Control 
Processor, which provides a central monitor and control point for the SS-TDMA 
network) and up to 63 traffic stations. The traffic can be either fixed assigned or 
demand assigned [27].
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1.10 CONCLUSION
The past twenty five years has seen the growth of satellite communication principally 
in trunk telephone services, both in international and domestic services. Since the early 
1980’s things have begun to change. The new markets are business data, 
teleconferencing, mobile communication, and TV and data broadcasting. New markets 
are expected to grow to provide voice, image, and location services, via small fixed 
and mobile earth terminals.
The demand of the new business services and the requirement of small earth stations in 
Europe can be seen from the business services which emerged from the European 
countries.The OLYMPUS project is a part of the development of these new business 
services in Europe. OLYMPUS Specialised Services Payload will lead to the 
development of reliable narrow band SS-TDMA network for business applications, 
reducing the earth station size and increasing the throughput. It is a step between 
transparent "Bent pipe" repeaters and an "Intelligent" satellite with onboard processing.
In the long term, satellites will move to higher G/T, higher EIRP and onboard 
processing. On-board processing and routing at baseband will be influenced by new 
emerging markets and fibre optic cable competition.
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SURVEY OF COMMERCIAL TDMA SYSTEMS FOR SS
TDMA APPLICATIONS
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Chapter-2
2.1 Introduction
This chapter deals with the first phase of the SS-TDMA experiment with OLYMPUS. 
It starts with the basic terminology of TDMA and different acquisition and 
synchronisation procedures available for TDMA operation. This is followed by 
detailed and in-depth description of some of the commercial narrow-band TDMA 
systems with particular emphasis on their acquisition, synchronisation and network 
control procedures [1]. This also includes the implementation problems via discussion 
of the type of burst, their structure and usage.The discussion also separates different 
operational aspects of the TDMA systems. The reason for discussing these narrow­
band TDMA systems is to identify the suitability of commercial TDMA systems for 
inclusion in SS-TDMA applications. In the case of the Dynac-1 (Domier Dynac TDMA 
System), some of the hardware aspects are discussed in relatively more detail because 
this TDMA system was available and was proposed for the first phase of SS-TDMA 
experiments with OLYMPUS, by interfacing with a separate acquisition and 
synchronisation unit (ASU). The acquisition and synchronisation unit, which will be 
discussed later, is a separate unit which synchronises to the loopback window of the 
satellite. A TDMA reference burst is transmitted with reference to this ASU burst and 
all other traffic stations operate nomially according to the given burst time plan (BTP).
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2.2 TDM A SYNCH RO NISATIO N.
In TDMA, signals are transmitted in a burst mode with a period equal to the assigned 
TDMA frame. Each earth station transmits one or more bursts, synchronised so that 
they occupy assigned non-overlapping slots in a TDMA frame. TDMA requires 
accurate timing of burst transmission to prevent burst overlapping at the satellite. The 
transmit time of each burst is determined with reference to the timing of the reference 
burst (RB), which is transmitted from the earth station designated as reference or 
controlling station. All earth stations in the network transmit their bursts with respect to 
the reference burst in their assigned slots in the TDMA frame. This assignment of the 
slots within the TDMA frame is termed as the burst time plan (BTP).
A guard time is assigned between each burst to avoid overlapping due to burst position 
variation. This position variation in the burst is due to the propagation time 
uncertainties and clocking granularities encountered in making observation of burst 
position. Each burst has a preamble. The preamble consists of a portion for carrier 
recovery in coherent demodulating systems, a portion for symbol timing recovery and, 
a unique word (UW) for burst synchronisation. System design considerations 
determine the length of the 'carrier and bit timing recovery' sequence i.e. received 
carrier to noise, carrier frequency acquisition range etc. In TDMA because of burst 
transmission, rapid acquisition is demanded for efficient usage of channel time.
The output of the UW correlator is always used to reference the time of occurrence of a 
burst. The instant of occurrence of the UW correlation spike marks the symbol timing 
reference for decoding information in the traffic of that burst. Another use of the UW 
is the resolution of the ambiguity in the phase of the recovered carrier. The parameters 
of the unique word, the bit pattern, the length of the UW, influence the frame or burst 
synchronisation of the system. The goal in the UW design is to obtain the shortest 
length compatible with the best properties in terms of both auto-correlation and cross­
correlation. The UW performance is evaluated in temis of its miss probability and false 
alarm probability for a given value of error threshold, length of the UW, for a given 
channel bit error rate. In addition a preamble may carry a station identification code and 
some housekeeping symbols.
The TDMA network parameters which are necessary to ensure correct operation are 
burst power level, transmit burst position, downlink frequency and an estimate of the 
TDMA burst bit error rate. The frame efficiency in TDMA is the ratio of the portion
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available for messages to the total frame length. In the case of QPSK it is given as 
follows:
_  Number of traffic symbols per frame 
^ Total number of symbols per frame
RyxTp
n =
NSp — kSpg — (N+k)SQ
R-pxTp
where, Rtx^f  • Total number of bits in a TDMA frame.
N : Number of traffic bursts per frame.
Sp : Preamble length in symbols, 
k : Number of reference bursts (RB) per frame.
Srb : Length of reference burst in symbols.
Sq : Guard time in symbols.
The burst time plan can be pre-assigned or fixed assigned. In the case when there are 
several lightly loaded traffic stations, the slots are wasted because these stations do not 
use their dedicated slots at all times, hence reducing the TDMA frame efficiency. This 
problem can be overcome by dynamic allocation of the burst time plan on a demand 
basis. The burst time plan changes can occur on a multiframe or superframe basis. 
This configuration is termed as Demand Assigned TDMA (DA/TDMA). Another 
assignment scheme can be Variable Preassigned (VPA) i.e. bursts are fixed, but are 
changed periodically, at intervals of several hours to conform with demand variations.
In TDMA, acquisition refers to the process of entry of a TDMA burst into its assigned 
location in the TDMA frame, and synchronisation is the process of maintaining the 
burst at its precise position. The choice of acquisition and synchronisation methods 
depends on the system architecture, the reliability requirement and the implementation 
complexity.
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2.2.1 THE CLOSED LOOP METHOD
This method [2][3][4][5] is most suitable to the Global or Regional beam where all the 
stations i.e. reference station and traffic stations, can see their own transmitted bursts 
in relation to the reference burst (RB). The location of the individual traffic burst 
within the TDMA frame is either conveyed by the reference burst or in some cases it is 
down loaded through the terrestrial link. The reference station burst serves as the start 
of the TDMA frame. There can be a secondary reference burst from the station serving 
as back-up reference, which takes the role of primary in the case of main reference 
station failure.
Fig.2-1
GLOBAL/REGIONAL BEAM
RS: Reference Station 
TS: Traffic Station
TS
RS
TS
TSTS
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In the acquisition phase the traffic station transmits only a preamble and monitors its 
own transmitted burst. The error of the preamble (preamble consists of a carrier and bit 
timing recovery plus a Unique Word) from its assigned position is measured and the 
transmission time of the burst is changed (advanced or retarded depending on the 
error). To detemiine a coarse estimate of the delay value prior to the "Start Of Transmit 
Frame" (SOTF) a low power long duration PN sequence modulated burst is 
transmitted. On the receive side the correlation demodulator locates the position of the 
low power search burst. The reason for transmitting a preamble only, during the 
acquisition phase, is not to disturb the other traffic bursts i.e. to avoid collision with 
the other traffic bursts.
Once the preamble is placed in its right place within the TDMA frame, the traffic burst 
enters into the synchronisation phase and starts transmitting the full traffic burst. 
During the synchronisation phase, each traffic station continues to monitor its own 
burst position. The minimum time to update cannot be less than the round trip 
propagation time from the satellite, plus the processing time. This method can achieve 
high accuracy and is relatively simple in terms of its network control architecture. Its 
accuracy is limited by the clocks governing the timing and by the variance of the 
propagation delay through the atmospheric path between the satellite and the earth 
station. The implementation of the closed loop method for acquisition and 
synchronisation for a TDMA network in Global/Regional beams will be the same for 
both high transmission rate as for thin route (low data rate) business type TDMA 
systems.
2.2.2  The O PEN -LO O P  Acquis it ion and S y n c h r o n i s a t i o n  
Method
The Open-Loop method [3][6][7][8] provides a means of controlling TDMA burst 
positions without the need of a station seeing its own traffic burst return; it avoids 
scanning at low power, and can be used for acquisition only, or both acquisition and 
synchronisation. Open-Loop control TDMA systems imply control of the traffic burst 
transmission time by calculation in terms of the distance between the present position 
of the satellite and the earth stations. In any acquisition and synchronisation method, 
the parameters which we have to consider are
(i). Burst position accuracy.
(ii). Simplicity of operation
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(iii). Computational complexity
(iv). Network topology
In open-loop control, burst position is maintained by the knowledge of the satellite and 
the earth station distance. This is accomplished by the introduction of delay "Dn” at an 
earth station so that the round trip propagation time between the satellite and an earth 
terminal is an integer number of TDMA frame periods. The same will be true for all the 
earth stations.
The instant of arrival of the reference burst at an earth station is called the "start of 
receive frame" (SORF). The delay Dn from the SORF marks the instant of the "start of 
transmit frame" (SOTF). The diagram depicting the SORF, SOTF and delay Dn is 
shown in Fig.2-2
Fig.2-2
M Tf Satellite
Dn = M Tf - 2d N/ c
/d NdN
Reference Station
r b r /  / Traffic Station
Furthest Station
dj\|Dn = M T c-2  —  ^ c
where Tp = TDMA frame (or multiframe) duration.
dN = Distance between the satellite and the earth station, 
c = Velocity of light.
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Here the value of M should be such that the value MTp exceeds the round trip 
propagation time between the satellite and the further-most earth station. The value of 
Dn may be updated on a multiframe or control frame basis depending on the TDMA 
system under consideration. Dn values for each individual traffic station can be 
communicated by the reference station via the reference burst "control channel".
Satellite Position Determination
First we will discuss the method of determining the satellite position in global or 
regional beam systems followed by the method in non-switched multibeam systems. 
The satellite coordinates can be determined by a central station, based on the satellite 
ranges provided by three ranging stations. This ranging is constantly defined and the 
update is received by the central station. For the case of three ranging stations, the 
following equations hold:
Ra = V  O i.-X ff+ ( .Y -Yf f+ (Z -Z /f  
Rb = V  (X-Xb)\(Y-Yb)^+(Z-Zb)^
Rc = V  (X-XcA (Y -Y c)V(Z-Zc)^
where Ra, Rb, Rc is the distance between the satellite and the antennas of station A, 
B and C.
X, Y, Z are Satellites Coordinates.
Xi, Yi, Zi, are coordinates of the antenna of ranging station i, and i = A, B, or C.
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Fig.2-3
OPEN LOOP METHOD B
Satellite position determination by three ranging stations
R2RO R1RS: Reference Station TS: Traffic Station 
RSI: Ranging Station 1 RS2: Ranging Station 2
TS RSI
RS
RS2 TS
TSTS
In a typical global beam open-loop acquisition and synchronisation method all the 
computation is generally carried out by the reference station. The inaccuracy in the 
determination of the satellite coordinates can occur due to the following reasons.
1. Range counter timing error, also called reclocking error. In the following equation
(nTp + r) c R = ------%------
Tp is the TDMA frame time, R is the range, n= integer, c= velocity of light, x = time 
interval ( x = t%-t2 where ti = burst transmission time, t2 = burst receive time).
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During measurement of T a reclocking error will result. This error is evenly distributed 
between 0 and 1 symbols.
2. Quantisation error, when sending the measured range to the reference station.
3. Doppler shift [9] in the received frame reference rate. For a satellite with 0.1° 
inclination, this may be as much as 20 nsec/sec. For 300 msec round trip delay it is 
about ± 6 nsec.
4. Error induced by the medium i.e. propagation delay (fluctuation in propagation 
delay to the satellite), around ±10 nsec.
5. A calibration error may remain in the system at any given time. The calibration error 
can occur due to antenna site location error and electric path length calibration error due 
to HP A, LNA or redundant modem change over.
6 . Satellite motion induced error. This error can occur due to the delay in 
implementing the new transmit delay value.
These factors have to be taken into account more seriously where high transmission 
rate TDMA networks are involved, such as 120 Mbps INTELSAT/ EUTELSAT 
TDMA systems. In the case of high data rate systems, the accuracy of satellite position 
is much more critical to maintain the burst position. These TDMA systems, having 
shorter frame periods, require high burst position accuracy to maintain high TDMA 
frame efficiency. Whereas for the case of low rate TDMA systems with longer frame 
periods e.g. for a system with 20 msec frame period (operating at a transmission rate 
of 8 Mbps QPSK), a burst position accuracy of 3.0 fisec will require satellite position 
determination accuracy of 900 metres. Open-loop methods become more attractive and 
simpler to implement when low rate TDMA Networks are considered.
The satellite position can also be detemiined by TT&C range measurement and satellite 
position prediction using mathematical representation of the satellite orbit [10], which 
is valid for 24 hours. This has to be updated after a shorter period during satellite 
manoeuvres. Satellite tests [11] have shown that ranging using triangulation gave an 
error of 1 Km during acquisition. This corresponds to about ±200 symbols for the 
Intelsat TDMA system and around ±15 symbols for 8 Mbps Low Rate TDMA system. 
The satellite prediction tests indicated an error of a few hundred meters when the 
satellite was not subject to manoeuvres.
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However in the case of the multibeam non-switched environment, open-loop control 
can only serve for initial acquisition. The method in this case is termed "double hop 
ranging" [12]. It is accomplished by measuring the delay between the transmission 
instant of a burst from a station in one beam and the reception at the originating station 
of the response to that burst from a station in the opposite beam. Three pairs of stations 
are required in this way to calculate the location of the satellite by using the intersection 
of three ellipsoids of rotation. The accuracy of this method is sufficient for initial 
acquisition in the case of wide band TDMA networks.
It should be emphasised that most of the initial work carried out for open-loop 
acquisition and synchronisation was primarily for high transmission rate global beam 
TDMA networks and subsequently for non-switched multi-beam operation where more 
than one transponder is involved. The case of non-switched multibeam acquisition is 
not relevant to SS-TDMA operation; therefore it will not be discussed more in detail.
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2.2.3 The Cooperative Feedback Method
This method [13] was initially proposed for non-switched multi-beam system where 
the transmitting stations cannot see their own burst position with respect to the 
reference burst in the TDMA frame. The idea is that the transmitting station receives a 
feedback from the controlling station in the reference burst control channel regarding 
any error in the burst position of the traffic station. The traffic station corrects the 
error. The controlling station continues to monitor the burst position and the 
information is updated on a multiframe basis depending upon the particular TDMA 
network control architecture. For example in the case of a non-switched multibeam 
environment where both the earth stations transmitting cannot see their own transmitted 
burst position in the TDMA frame, we require two reference or controlling stations, 
one on each side for the feedback information regarding the burst positions. Fig.2-4 
shows cooperative feedback for Low Rate TDMA networks where a separate control 
burst is transmitted by the traffic station for feedback and status monitoring purposes.
t t H
V '\
Reference Burst J  
Feedback Burst 0
Reference Station
COOPERATIVE FEEDBACK
Traffic Station
Fig.2-4
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Application of feedback control is necessary in non-switched multi-beam systems as 
well as satellite switched TDMA (SS-TDMA) networks. However as we will see, the 
usage of feedback control in Low Rate TDMA networks is adopted in order to reduce 
the computational complexity of satellite position determination as well as monitoring 
the status of the individual traffic station.
2.2.4 The Wide-Window Method
The wide window method of initial acquisition is applicable and suitable to Low Rate 
TDMA systems where a slot in a TDMA frame is designated for the acquisition, as 
shown in Fig.2-5. In the Low Rate TDMA systems the frame period is relatively large 
compared to high data rate Intelsat 120 Mbit/sec TDMA with a frame period of 2 msec. 
The length of the acquisition window, which depends on the position keeping accuracy 
of the satellite, does not significantly affect the efficiency of the TDMA frame e.g. in 
the case of TDMA frame period of 20 msec, the acquisition window occupies less than 
2% of the TDMA frame whereas in the case of TDMA frame period of 2 msec, the 
acquisition window will occupy around 18% of the frame and hence significantly 
reduce the frame efficiency. The acquisition is sequential i.e. only one station can 
acquire at a given time. Synchronisation in this method can be either closed loop or 
feedback control. Detailed discussion will be presented when discussing some of the 
commercial TDMA products including those which follow in the next sections.
Sync.Field
Acquisition
Window
TDMA Frame
Traffic Field
Fig.2-5
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2.3 DST-2000 TDMA SYSTEM
FEATURES.
1. Supports Global and SPOT BEAM,
2 . Frequency hopping up to 4 frequencies.
3. Supports up to 255 Terminals in the network.
4. Bit-rate from 3 Mbps to 20 Mbps.
5. Frame Period 12 msec, to 30 msec.
6 . Preassigned and Reservation services.
7. Demand Assignment.
The DST-2000 system [14] is available in a non redundant configuration where low 
cost is a predominant consideration and availability needs can tolerate occasional 
outages. A network using the DST-2000 TDMA terminal is capable of accommodating 
both global and spot beam connectivity. In the case of spot beam connectivity each 
coverage area will contain Primary and Secondary reference stations. The basic TDMA 
network comprises a Primary Reference Station, Secondary Reference Station, and a 
number of Traffic Stations located at various nodes of the network. The maximum 
number of terminals that the network can accommodate is 255.
During normal system operation, the Primary Reference Terminal (PRT) 
synchronises and controls the entire network. System timing, synchronisation and 
TDMA management is provided by the PRT. The Secondary Reference Terminal 
(SRT) continuously tracks the network configuration. In the event of failure of the 
PRT, the SRT assumes the Primary's functions. The DST-2000 TDMA system 
comprising the PRT, SRT, and Traffic terminals is a stand alone system providing 
TDMA operability. Network management features can be enhanced through the 
addition of a Network Control Centre (NCC). The NCC can gain access to infonnation 
in any terminal, in the normal mode, or through the dial-up terrestrial links, in the 
backup mode. The PRT transmits a reference burst once per TDMA frame. All other 
terminals, including the SRT, transmit a Signalling Queued Burst (QB) once per 
multiframe. These bursts are for network timing and provide communications to the
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reference terminals. All terminals, including the reference terminals, transmit traffic 
bursts during each frame. The control circuit between each terminal and the PRT 
comprises the PRT's Reference Burst (RB) and the Signalling Queued Burst (QB) 
transmitted by the traffic terminal (or SRT). Only one control circuit is provided per 
terminal in the network. Thus each terminal receives the reference burst and transmits 
one QB. The reference burst contains a control channel which forms one half of the 
control circuit. The QB contains a signalling channel which forms the second half of 
the control circuit. Terminals may transmit up to 254 bursts, and receive any number 
of traffic bursts as long as they are non-overlapping. The DST-2000 TDMA system 
uses a hierarchical frame structure comprising frames and multi-frames. The following 
describes the details of the burst structure, frame and multiframe.
2.3.1 BURST STRUCTURE
There are three types of burst, as shown in the figure.2-6, transmitted into the TDMA 
frame.
1. Reference Burst (RB).
2. Signalling Queued Burst (QB).
3. Traffic Burst (TB).
REFERENCE BURST (RB)
GT CBTR UWl BID FID CONTROL CHANNEL FEC
SIGNALLING QUEUED BURST
GT CBTR UW2 BID SIGNALLING CHANNEL FEC
TRAFFIC BURST
' UW3 ^GT : CBTR‘ : ,B iD ' \  TRAFFIC  CHANNELS I f e c' ' ............................. LW v,-, I
T D M A  BURSTS IN  DST-2000 S Y S T E M
Fig.2-6
The function of the reference burst is to provide network timing and control to all 
terminals in the network. The function of the signalling queued burst is to provide
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timing control for traffic terminals and the SRT as well as a communication channel 
between these terminals and the PRT. Each type of burst begins with a burst preamble 
and is followed by elements unique to that burst. The preamble comprises the carrier 
and bit timing recovery sequence (CBTR), the unique word (UW) and the burst 
identifier (BID). The carrier and bit timing recovery (CBTR) sequence comprises the 
first 128 symbols of each burst. The unique word (UW) follows the CBTR in the 
preamble of each burst, a separate unique word is defined for the reference burst, 
signalling queued burst and the traffic burst. These different UW's are formed by 
inverting the second sequence in either the P, Q or both channels relative to the first 
sequence.
2.3.1.1 BURST IDENTIFIER
The burst identifier (BID) comprises 16 bits (2 bytes) of information identifying the 
terminal transmitting the burst, the burst number, and the type of burst. Each terminal 
in the network is assigned a unique terminal number from 0 to 254. Burst number zero 
is reserved for the reference burst. Thus only the PRT transmits burst number zero. 
Burst number 1 through 254 can be assigned to traffic bursts. Burst number 255 is 
reserved for the QB transmitted by each terminal.
2.3.1.2 FRAME IDENTIFIER
The frame identifier (FID) immediately follows the BID in the reference burst. The FID 
structure, shown in the figure 2-7, provides the following information:
(i) frame number in a multiframe.
(ii) burst time plan number.
Fig.2-7
REFERENCE BURST (RB)
GT CBTR UWl BID FID CONTROL CHANNEL FEC
BYTE4 BYTE3 BYTE2 BYTEl
BTP  FRAME NUMBER .
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2.3.2.3 REFERENCE CONTROL CHANNEL (RCC)
The RCC provides the link by which the Primary Reference Terminal communicates 
with processors in all terminals in the network. The RCC comprises a 32 Kbps packet 
channel.
2.3.2.4 SIGNALLING QUEUED BURST (OB).
The format of the signalling queued burst is shown in figure 2-8. The burst comprises 
of two principal parts.
(i) A preamble
(ii) A signalling channel
The signalling channel provides the link by which a terminal can communicate directly 
with processors in the Primary Reference Terminal (PRT).
SIGNALLING QUEUED BURST
ÏGTÏ : CBTR^ ^UW 2# 'BID I  SIGNALLING CHANNEL# |FEC
1 1 128
4 p sec
24 16bits 2.4 KBPS CHANNEL
Fig.2-8
2.3.2.5 MULTI-FRAME STRUCTURE.
A multiframe is defined as an interval of time over which every terminal in the 
network transmits a signalling queued burst (QB). A multiframe comprises a 
consecutive sequence of TDMA frames. In this system the number of frames in a 
multiframe is programmable from 4 to 16 frames. It is desirable to keep the number of 
QB's per frame as low as possible to optimise frame efficiency. Each traffic terminal 
and the SRT transmits one QB each multiframe in the frequency band, frame, and QB 
slot designated by the PRT in the Reference Control Channel (RCC). The control 
channel in the reference burst provides a 32 Kbps communication channel received by 
all terminals in the network. The signalling channel in each QB provides a 2.4 Kbps 
communication channel received by the reference terminals. All normal network 
control and management information is carried on the communication link formed by
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these bursts. The duration of the frame in the DST-2000 System is programmable from 
12 msec to 30 msec. The frame boundary is delineated by the Start-of-frame which is 
derived from the last symbol of the unique word of the reference burst.
2.3.3 LOC A TION  AND R E L A T IO N S H IP  OF B U RSTS IN THE  
FRAME.
Three types of burst occupy the frame, as shown in Fig.2-9. These are reference burst 
(RB), signalling queued burst (QB) and the traffic burst (TB). There will be one RB 
per frame and a number of QB as defined by the number of terminals in the network, 
and the length of the multiframe. RB is transmitted by the PRT once per frame. All 
other terminals in the network transmit a QB in a designated frame of the multiframe. 
The PRT does not transmit a QB. All terminals, including the reference terminals, 
transmit traffic bursts.
LOCATION OF BURSTS IN THE TDMA FRAME
QB
TDMA FRAME
Fig.2-9
Burst are located in the frame using relative burst spacing. This means that the last 
symbol of the unique word aperture for one burst is located at a designated number of 
symbols following the last symbol of the unique word aperture of the previous burst in 
the frame. This information is contained in the burst time plan for each terminal. There 
is a guard time between each burst in the frame of 4 psec. or 6 symbols, whichever is 
the larger.
A start-of-frame (SOF) is defined as a common timing instant within a network. No 
burst is scheduled such that any part of the burst overlaps the SOF instant. Burst time 
plan changes will occur on the SOF boundary. On the receive side of a terminal the 
SOF is called the SORF and is locked to the time of occurrence of the reference burst.
The terminal generates the SORF signal which is made available to the receive side of 
the terrestrial interface modules (TlMs). On the transmit side of a terminal the SOF is
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called the start-of-transmit frame (SOTF) and is lœked to the SORF through the value 
of transmit delay (Dn) and the transmit burst position correction. This information is 
obtained from the control channel in the reference burst. All apertures under which 
bursts are located on the receive side of a terminal are located relative to the SORF. All 
bursts transmitted by a terminal are located relative to the SOTF.
2.3.4 ACOUTSTTION AND SYNCHRONISATION
DST-2000 System uses OPEN-LOOP acquisition and Co-operative Feedback Control 
techniques. Prior to network start-up it is presumed that all terminals in the network 
have been loaded with the current network parameters via the alternate communication 
link. Initially the TDMA Network Controller (TNC) requests a status verification from 
the reference terminals through the alternate communication link to confirm that the 
network is down. If the network is indeed down, the TNC validates network and 
teiminal parameters. This verifies that the network identification specified in the start­
up command corresponds to the network database which has previously been loaded 
into the network terminals. The normal secondary reference is designated as PRT and 
the normal primary as SRT. Three ranging terminals are selected. The PRT is then 
authorized to transmit. The burst time plan number in the frame is set to zero. The 
acquisition parameters can be loaded through the acquisition message from the 
reference burst.
Once the PRT has established receive timing and frame synchronization the Reference 
Control Channel check procedure is initiated. If the PRT passes the RCC check the 
three ranging terminals are authorized to begin transmission and the "start up" message 
is transmitted to each of them. This message contains a start-up burst offset. The PRT 
opens a 2 msec receive aperture on this location and enters transmit acquisition support 
for the three terminals. Each ranging terminal has previously been assigned different 
frames in the multiframe in which to transmit its QB. In this way the bursts will not 
collide. The QB transmitted during acquisition, however, will contain only the 
preamble. The signalling channel will be appended to the QB when transmit timing 
synchronisation is achieved. The elimination of the signalling channel during 
acquisition provides additional guard time to accommodate the acquisition uncertainty.
When the PRT obtains a valid UW detection from the acquiring terminal in the 
designated aperture, it measures the burst position error under the acquisition aperture 
and sends a burst correction message containing a correction value to the terminal. This
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correction is calculated by the PRT to move the QB to the centre of the acquisition 
aperture. When the PRT is satisfied that the acquiring terminal has corrected its SOTF 
such that the QB occurs in the centre of the acquisition aperture, it will transmit a 
synchronisation phase 1 message to the terminal. When the PRT observes the QB 
unique word within one symbol of the centre of the normal aperture it declares 
"Synchronisation Achieved". Once the ranging terminals reach synchronisation, 
satellite ranging is enabled.
For each ranging terminals there are one or more backup ranging terminals. Each back­
up is ranked and the list is maintained in the TNC. These terminals are selected and 
ranked to provide the largest possible triangulation base for the network. The TNC 
selects the highest ranking terminals which are in transmit synchronisation and 
provides the reference central processor with these terminal parameters. The reference 
central control processor performs ranging in the DST-2000 system according to the 
following procedure.
(i) The reference station transmits a numbered Dn request to each ranging station at the 
ranging interval (i.e. every certain number of multiffames). The ranging interval rate is 
stored as a network parameter.
(ii) Ranging terminals respond by transmitting a correspondingly numbered local Dn 
message containing that terminals current value of Dn.
(iii) Using the three Dn values from the three ranging terminals, the reference terminal 
computes the current satellite co-ordinates.
(iv) The reference terminal in PRT status, broadcasts the current satellite coordinates 
every certain number of multiframes.
At this point the network start-up is essentially complete. All that remains is to 
authorise the remaining terminals to acquire. This is accomplished in one of two ways. 
If the BTP number specified in the start-up command was not zero, all remaining 
terminals in the network will be acquired at the same time. If the BTP number was 
zero, the remaining terminals will be brought up sequentially. This can be done 
because terminals must wait for a start-up message to begin transmitting timing 
acquisition if the BTP number in the FID is zero. The PRT then transmits a start-up 
message to each terminal sequentially.
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2.3.5 T R A N S M I T  TTMTNG S Y N C H R O N I S A T I O N  S U P P O R T  
PROCEDURE
Transmit timing synchronisation support is the reference terminal complement of the 
transmit timing synchronisation procedure which executes in an acquiring terminal. 
Transmit timing synchronisation support is executed independently for each terminal in 
the network. The procedure is initiated when a terminal is declared "synchronisation 
achieved". The reference terminal monitors the bursts in each QB aperture. The 
procedure performs a burst position measurement for each QB in the multiframe once 
each burst correction interval and transmits a burst correction message if the error is 
not zero. If the burst identifier of a burst does not correspond to the BID assigned to an 
aperture and frame number for two consecutive multiframes, "Cease Transmission" is 
sent to the terminals having the terminal number associated with the erroneous burst. 
The message is repeated once a second until the burst disappears from the frame. The 
terminal is declared "synchronisation lost" and the transmit timing synchronisation 
support procedure terminates. On the other hand if a terminal's QB is not detected 
under its assigned aperture for a period of 15 seconds a cease transmission message is 
transmitted to that terminal once a second for a period of 4 seconds. The terminal is 
declared "synchronisation lost" and transmit timing support procedure terminates.
Once every polling interval the reference station terminal transmits broadcast polling 
messages. All terminals in transmit synchronisation are required to respond to this 
message by transmitting a Poll Acknowledge message in their signalling channels. If a 
terminal does not respond with at least one message every N intervals, an alarm is 
raised.
2.3.6 RECEIVE FRAME SYNCHRONISATION
Receive frame synchronisation maintains a local frame counter (LFC) which is 
synchronised to the frame count in the frame identifier (FID) in the reference burst. 
Initially the value of FID obtained when receive timing synchronisation is first 
declared, synchronises the LFC. If the next valid FID occurs within K frames and 
matches the LFC then "receive frame synchronisation" is declared, otherwise receive 
frame sync procedure restarts.
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(i) Once receive frame synchronisation is declared the loss of a FID for M*K frames 
(CRC eiTors on the reference bursts or loss of unique word) will cause the receive 
frame lost declaration and the procedure restarts.
(ii) If a valid FID is received but does not agree with the LFC for two frames in a row 
the "receive frame lost" declaration will be made and the procedure restarts.
(iii) If the receive frame lost declaration is made more than once per second the 
terminal transmits a "receive frame lost" message in its signalling channel once per 
second as long as the condition persists.
2.3.7 TERRESTRIAL INTERFACES
Two types of terrestrial interface modules (TIM) are provided to interface the TDMA 
controller to the terrestrial voice and data lines.
(i) T1 TIM
(ii) Data TIM
(i) The T1 terrestrial interface module is used to provide a compatible interface 
between the TDMA controller and the terrestrial (Tl) lines. It incorporates the 
following features.
(a) Can drive clock either from the TDMA terminal or the incoming T l line.
(b) Provides satellite Doppler buffering.
(c) Slip detection and reporting while in plesiochronous mode.
(d) TDMA frame length of up to 30 msec.
(e) RS-232C serial link available for on site diagnostic port.
(ii) The Data TIM is a terrestrial interface module for asynchronous and synchronous 
data. This module supports the following data rates and interfaces.
DATA RATES INTERFACE
LOW SPEED 2.4 to 19.2 Kbps RS-232C
MEDIUM SPEED 56 to 512 Kbps RS-449 & V.35
HIGH SPEED 1.536 Mbps RS-449 & AMI Bipolar.
1.544 Mbps
2.048 Mbps
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2.3.8 NETWORK MANAGEMENT
Network management comprises the functional elements involved in controlling, 
configuring and monitoring the performance of the DST-2000 System. The majority of 
the network management functions are implemented in the TDMA Network Controller 
(TNC) resident at the reference terminals. Network control functions are implemented 
in the reference terminal controller. An external Network Control Centre (NCC) can be 
included in a network to extend and enhance the basic functionality of the system. The 
TNC is a UNIX based host computer which can be configured to interpret commands 
from either the NCC or local operator console. Network management includes the 
following functions.
1. Network Control
2 . TDMA Frame Management
3. Network Monitor
4. Network Communications
5. Operator Interface
6 . Network Diagnostics
7. Traffic control (in case of Demand Assigned Multiple Access.)
2.3.8.I. NETW ORK CONTROL
Network Control is responsible for providing support to the network in the areas not 
affecting TDMA timing. The functions performed include network start-up, reference 
station switch-over and satellite ranging. Non real time portions of these functions 
execute in the TNC while the real time functions are resident in the reference terminal 
control processor and are enabled through commands from the TNC. The network 
start-up procedure is responsible for bringing the network up from the cold start. The 
procedure is invoked by the operator command, either from the NCC or local. The 
start up command contains parameters identifying the network configuration and a 
burst time plan number.
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2.3.S.2. FRAME M A N AG EM EN T
TDMA frame management comprises the following functions:
(i) Network Configuration.
(ii) Burst Time Plan (BTP) Generation.
(iii) BTP Distribution,
(i) Network configuration is the process by which the network operator specifies the 
configuration of the network and every terminal in the network. There are two network 
configuration data bases.
(i-a) The network parameter data base.
(i-b) Traffic configuration data base.
(i-a) The network configuration data base contains information such as frame length, 
transmit data rate, frequencies, acquisition and synchronisation data, and other 
information necessary for normal network operation. Changes in this data usually 
imply cessation in network operation.
(i-b) The traffic configuration data base contains interface configuration information 
and connectivity requirements for every terminal in the network. It is accessed 
whenever a change in terminal traffic requirements are necessary. The Burst Time Plan 
(BTP) generator accesses the source data files and creates a BTP object data file 
containing the BTP information for each terminal. This data file is assigned a unique 
BTP number. As many as 255 BTP data files can be defined for a network. A BTP 
change begins with the distribution of designated BTP to the terminals participating in 
the change. Both global and partial BTP distribution is possible in the DST-2000 
System. Global distribution entails transmission of the entire BTP structure. Whereas 
partial distribution entails transmission of a sub-set of the BTP, containing burst 
information only, for those terminals affected by the change. Following the 
transmission of all relevant BTP elements the PRT transmits a "BTP change" message. 
This message contains the significant instant of change identifier, IBTP, the new BTP 
number and the identity of all terminals involved. The significant instant of change 
identifier is the frame number in the reference burst FID on which all temiinals will 
implement the change.
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2.3.8.3 NETWORK MONITOR
The network monitor software is responsible for monitoring the general health of the 
network and reporting any alarm or anomalous conditions detected. They can be listed 
as follows:
(i) Network Status
(ii) Terminal Status
(iii) Alarm Generation
(i) The network status process continually monitors the state of each terminal in the 
network. Under normal operating conditions, the process initiates periodic 
transmissions to the reference terminals requesting the current status of the network 
members.
(ii) The terminal status process maintains on-line data structure which reflects the 
current state of each terminal in the network. This information is readily accessible by 
the other processor such as the operator interface.
(iii) The alarm generation process is responsible for maintaining an on-line data base 
indicating network conditions requiring operator attention.
2.3.9 NETWORK COMMUNICATION
There are four basic information links in the DST-2000 TDMA System.
(i) Reference control serial link (NCC to TNC)
(ii) RF monitor serial link (TDMA terminal to RF monitor)
(iii) TDMA control link (reference burst/signalling queued burst)
(iv) Alternate communications serial link. (NCC dial-up to TDMA terminal or RF 
monitor)
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2.4. MULTIPOTNT TDMA TERM INAL
FEATURES
TDMA Frame period up to 30 msec (including 20 msec)
TDMA Multiframe period number of stations * Frame period
TDMA Super-frame period 1 second
Transmission Bit rate 1 to 20 Mbps, per carrier (6 carriers and 60 Mbps)
No. of temiinals per network up to 256.
Acquisition Open Loop.
synchronisation Open Loop (closed loop optional).
Spot beam operation Feed back Synchronisation.
Loop back capability Satellite /IF/Baseband.
Forward Error Correction Soft decision (3 bits) convolutional encoding 
Viterbi decoding.
Modulation QPSK, absolute encoding (differential optional).
Demodulation QPSK Coherent.
Frequency 70 ± 18 Mhz
Each Multipoint TDMA terminal [15] in the network receives its configuration and 
interconnect matrix from the Network Control Centre (NCC) via the signalling 
channel. The Multipoint suggests the use of an IBM PC-AT as the NCC for a small 
network. Multipoint software program allows an AT to control a TDMA network. This 
package includes:
(i) Burst time plan editor.
(ii) Network reconfiguration executive.
(iii) Satellite position calculator.
(iv) Network status logger.
(v) TDMA monitor and control display screens.
Multipoint NCC can be utilised as a stand alone network controller or in conjunction 
with a user supplied network management system. After the time plan has been 
created, it is checked by the software to make sure that it can be executed. The NCC 
computer controls the entire network at the logical level via the signalling channel.
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2.4.1 TDMA Terminal Architecture
The Multipoint TDMA terminal consists of a common equipment and a modem unit.
(a) The TDMA terminal common equipment includes.
(i) Controller Module.
(ii) Control & data buses.
(iii) Local CRT & hard copy unit.
(iv) TDMA monitor and control (M & C).
(v) RFT monitor and control interface.
(vi) Network Control Centre (NCC) interface.
(i) Controller Module
TDMA Controller is the heart of the common equipment. The controller performs the 
terminal housekeeping functions associated with acquisition and synchronisation and 
controls burst multiplexing and demultiplexing and other functions as required for 
TDMA operation. The controller incorporates the following modules in the multipoint 
TDMA terminal.
1. 68000 microcomputer unit (MPU).
2. Real-time clock sequencer.
3. System clock generation.
L Micro-computer Unit (MPU)
The 68000 based MPU performs the following functions:
(i) Real time terminal performance monitoring and control of all sub-assemblies via I/O 
ports.
(ii) TDMA acquisition and synchronisation.
(iii) Burst time plan maintenance
(iv) Operator interface via a local CRT or from the remote NCC.
The 68000 microprocessor is the core of the MPU. Associated with the 68000 are up 
to 512 K bytes of EPROM for firmware storage. Another 128 K bytes of EPROM are 
devoted to static RAM memory for data storage. Finally 4 K bytes of non-volatile 
EEPROM is provided for the storage of infrequently modified data. This data typically 
contains terminal configuration data, such as station number, port baud rates, clock 
options etc.
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To communicate with external devices, four serial ports are provided. These are 
asynchronous RS-232C, to communicate with the console CRT, the redundant 
controller, the earth station monitor and control unit (M & C), and the NCC. An I/O 
bus is used to access status and control latches residing on each module in the TDMA 
terminal. These ports allow the MPU to exert control over and monitor the 
performance and status of every sub-assembly. Provisions are also made for network 
wide communications via a signalling channel, which is also implemented as an I/O 
port. Five interrupt inputs are provided. These allow the MPU to respond to the 
TDMA transmit and receive start-of-frame mode. Other interrupt sources include 
unique word detect and the UART chips.
2. SEOUENCER
The sequencer portion of the controller module consists of a high speed dual port 
RAM, address-generation circuitry and timing and control logic. The sequencer RAM 
contains maps of the TDMA transmit and receive frames, which read out on to the 
multiplexed bus in the form of TIP addresses and high speed control words. These 
maps are repeated once per respective frame, i.e the Tx and Rx frames, because of 
satellite delay, the transmit and receive time-lines are treated independently. The 
sequencer only serves to read out the sequencer RAM onto the Bus, the MPU being 
responsible for writing the data into the RAM in the first place, and modifying it as 
appropriate. Therefore the RAM is designed as a dual port memory; the address 
scanning circuitry reads data in a predetermined sequence, whereas the 68000 MPU 
has random read and write access to it. In effect, the sequencer RAM is merely an 
extension of the MPU RAM, and the MPU firmware makes no distinction between the 
two types of memory.
2.8.2 ACOUTSTTION AND SYNCHRONISATION
On power-up a terminal performs hardware initialisation, and enters the acquisition 
state. In this state it looks for a primary or secondary reference and locks its receive 
side sequencer to it. If a reference is not up, it checks to see if an NCC is hooked to 
itself. If it is, it gets a burst time plan and starts transmitting, i.e. it becomes a 
reference. The software calculates the exact position that the burst should be in. It 
performs the ranging functions to measure Dn and then transmits in its assigned slot.
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The first three stations to enter the network have to perform the ranging function and 
send their measured Dn's back to the NCC. Knowing the geographical coordinates of 
these stations and their Dn's, the NCC performs the triangulation function and 
calculates the position of the satellite. With this knowledge, the NCC now calculates 
the position Dn for all other stations and forwards this number back to them over the 
signalling channel. Therefore, all stations other than the first three now start 
transmitting in their assigned positions.
After the reference burst has been detected, the local station locks on to the reference 
burst and starts listening to the signalling channel. The reference station in the 
meantime is sending out to all stations that have not entered the network yet, the round 
trip delay, burst position, and the reference burst position in the frame. Using this 
information, the reference station sets up a full duplex connection with the local station 
via the signalling channel. Once this signalling channel is established, the reference 
station requests from the NCC, the burst time plan for this station. The burst time plan 
(BTP) is then sent to the local station over the signalling channel where it is loaded into 
the sequencer. The burst time plan is downloaded at the local station at a rate of one 
event per frame. When this is done, the local terminal then transmits a full traffic burst.
Modifications to the active burst time plan are called Delta burst time plans (in the 
multipoint TDMA system). All changes to the burst time plan are made by changing 
sequencer links. This is true for one channel change or complete burst time plan 
switchovers. Each event in the sequencer is transmitted to the terminal in a signalling 
channel packet. Since in the 20 msec frame, 50 packets are delivered a second, 50 
channels can be added or deleted per second.
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2.5. 1015 NARROW  BAND TDMA SYSTEM.
FEATURES.
TDMA Frame 30 msec (other frames optional).
TDMA multiframe 16 * TDMA Frame .
Control frame 26 * multiframe.
Max No. of stations 64.
No. of reference stations 2.
Modulation QPSK.
Acquisition Wide Window (Acq time slot).
Synchronisation Feed back control technique.
Interface port types RS-232C, RS-422, V.35, G.703, DSX-1.
Transmission Bit rate 4.032, 5.736, and 8.064 Mbps.
Common Logic Equipment(CLE) hardware modules are as follows [16]:
1. Monitor and control unit (MCU) is the central processor for the 1015 TDMA 
terminal.
2. The receive controller (RXC)
3. The transmit controller (TXC)
4. The computer communication processor (CCP), which uses primary reference 
bursts and communication burst to provide a fixed length datagram service, 
interconnecting the network "Network Control Processor" and "Monitor and Control 
Unit".
5. Overhead processor module (OPM), which preprocesses the RXC synchronisation 
and BER information on the received unique words.
6. Peripheral selector module (PSEL), which controls the interface to all operator 
terminal equipment. There is only one Network Control Processor (NCP) hence, full 
geographic redundancy of the reference function can be provided by an optional link
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between the NCP and the secondary terminal (redundancy not required in our case). 
The 1015 TDMA terminal operating system software features include the following.
a. Diagnostic testing.
b. Acquisition and synchronisation into the TDMA network.
c. Maintenance mode operation
d. Overhead channel communication with the reference terminal.
e. Terrestrial Interface Port (TIP) control.
f. Map processing.
The terminal operating as reference terminal has the following responsibilities with 
respect to acquisition and synchronisation.
(i). Use Master Timing Unit to establish frame synchronisation.
(ii). Transmit Primary Reference bursts to be used as a timing source in the network.
(iv). Establish control frames with the network control messages.
(v). Monitor own communication bursts and update Dn value.
(vi). Send Dn messages to all other terminals.
2.5.1 TYPES OF TDMA BURSTS AND USAGE
The TDMA frame defines the basic burst repetition rate for each station, whilst the 
multiframe defines the reference station to traffic station message and the network 
changes. The sequence of control messages from the reference stations to the traffic 
station is sent within the control frame. The TDMA frame and multi frame format is 
shown in Fig.2-10.
Fig.2-10
TDMA FRAME AND MULTIFRAME FORMAT
TDMA F R A M E ------------------------------------------------------------5
ACQ. SLOT 
370 jisecCB4 TRAFFIC BURSTS
FRAME 0 FRAME 1 FRAME 15
I----------------------------------- TDMA MULTIFRAME ........................ .......................... ....................
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There are three types of TDMA bursts in a TDMA frame in the 1015 TDMA System.
1. TDMA Reference Burst (RB)
2. TDMA Communication Burst (CB)
3. TDMA Traffic Burst (TB)
2.5.1.1 TDMA Reference Burst
The Reference Burst (RB) consists of a preamble (CBTR & UW) and the computer 
communication channel (CGC). The CGC contains the destination address, the source 
address, the download indicator opcode, the data, the GRG and the FEG. In the 
reference burst, the GGG provides a shared mechanism for sending infomiation to the 
traffic terminals. Messages originating at the Network Control Processor are used for 
map distribution and other control functions. Messages originating at the reference 
terminal are used for acquisition and synchronisation control.
(i) The acquisition control timing reference messages contain the Dn acquisition control 
code and certain initial configuration parameters.
(ii) The synchronisation control timing reference messages contain Dn correction and 
control codes for the traffic terminals. The CGC of an RB may carry three 128 bit 
messages.
2.5.1.2 TDMA Gommiinication Burst (GB)
The TDMA communication burst consists of, as shown in Fig.2-11, a preamble 
(GBTR & UW) and the GGG. The GGG contains the destination address, the source 
address, the download indicator opcode, the data, the GRG and FEG. In the 
communication burst, the GGG is used by the traffic terminal to perform the following:
(i) Transmit status and alarm to the NGP in response to polls.
(ii) Transmit minimal map acknowledges.
GOMMUNIGATION BURST (GB)
GBTR UW Computer Communication Channel Destination, Source, Opcode, Data, CRC, FEC.
FIG.2-11
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The CGC of GB carry two 128 bit messages. The network minimal map assigns each 
terminal a position in a certain frame of the multiframe for the transmission of its GB. 
Each terminal always transmits at least the preamble portion of its GB, even if there is 
no overhead computer communication data to accompany it. The reference terminals 
monitor the position of the unique words contained in the GB preambles in order to 
track the timing of the terminals and calculate Dn corrections. Both the primary and the 
secondary terminals monitor these bursts and supply independent Dn correction to each 
terminal. The "Dn correction" supplied to each terminal are intended to keep each 
terminals GB position measurement at its nominal value.
2.5.1.3. TDMA Traffic Burst (TBl
The traffic burst consists of preamble and the traffic data sequence. The standard traffic 
data section is variable in increments of 16 bits (8*N symbols) segments from a 
minimum field of 144 (72 sym). This corresponds to a minimum data burst of 4.8 
Kbps.
Four different unique words UW are used in the 1015 TDMA network.
1. UWO used in all burst of frames 1 through 15 of each multiffame.
2. UWl used in primary RB in frame 0 of each multi frame.
3. UW2 used in secondary RB in frame 0 of each multiframe.
4. UW3 used in GB and TB burst of frame 0 of each multiframe.
2.5.2 CONTROL FRAME.
The control frame is a software construction and is not delineated by unique word 
patterns. A terminal achieves control frame synchronisation (GPS) by successfully 
receiving overhead channel messages from reference terminals. These messages 
identify a particular multiframe in each control frame, and carry Dn corrections and 
acquisition command from the reference terminals.
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2.5.3 ACQUISITION AND SYNCHRONISATION  
1. Acquisition.
When the cold start is commanded at the NCC, a single command is transmitted to the 
reference; no network plan is downline loaded. The reference temiinal switches to a 
special plan known as REFERENCE ACQ MAP. This map is composed of;
(i) Reference burst.
(ii) Communication Burst.
(iii) Acquisition slot (wide window).
Using this map, the reference terminal acquires ity^ and any other listening network 
terminal. The PRT can only attempt acquisition of one terminal at a time. Each time an 
acquisition attempt is completed, the PRT will select another terminal as having the 
highest priority for acquisition.
Acquisition is an interactive process between the reference terminal and the selected 
traffic terminal. It takes place over several multiframes. For the selected terminal, the 
primary reference terminal computes a Dn value using the nominal satellite coordinates 
and the geographic coordinates of the traffic terminal. The primary reference terminal 
(PRT) sends a reference burst message containing the Dn value to the traffic terminal. 
The traffic terminal is instructed by the PRT via the overhead communication channel 
to put up a trial communication burst (CB). If the Dn value is correct and the satellite is 
in the nominal position, then the selected terminal's burst appears in the centre of the 
acquisition time slot.
The acquisition time slot is a 370 psec. wide allocated position in the frame used by the 
primary reference terminal to acquire other terminals. This time slot or "wide window" 
ensures that terminals being acquired will not cause their trial burst to interfere with 
traffic in other parts of the frame. The actual CB position within the acquisition time 
slot is dependent on satellite motion and varying propagation delays. Once proper 
acquisition is verified by the reference terminal, the traffic terminal is instructed to 
place its CB in its normal position along with the traffic terminals traffic burst 
according to a predefined network plan.
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(2). Synchronisation.
Incremental adjustments are made periodically to the Dn values used by each terminal. 
During synchronisation the reference terminal monitors the burst positions of all the 
acquired terminals and sends correction messages. A reference terminal can be 
controlling the acquisition of one terminal while it is sending Dn conection to multiple 
terminals. The traffic terminals can take Dn correction from either source, PRT or 
SRT, Each reference terminal (PRT & SRT) sends a Dn update to each traffic terminal 
once each control frame via its communications channel.
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2.5.4 OPERATIONAL LEVELS.
The operational levels are as shown below. The terminal progresses from the start-up 
through the various levels one at a time.
OPERATIONAL LEVELS
Startup State
Reference Burst Acquisition
Receive Frame Synchronisation
Control Frame Synchronisation
Transmit Frame Synchronisation
Awaiting Downline Load
Steady State Operation ’ t
In the above operational levels the control frame synchronisation is explained as 
follows. At the control frame synchronisation level, the terminal receives control 
messages in the correct multiframe of each control frame. These control messages are 
sent by the reference terminals in the overhead channel contained in the reference 
bursts. A 1015 TDMA control frame is a network timing used by software, consisting 
of 26 consecutive multiframes. In the initial acquisition it allows:
1. The PRT to measure the position of traffic terminal bursts.
2. Buffer time for the PRT's CCP module to transmit the command.
3. Signal transit time through the satellite.
4. Buffer time for TT's CCP module to receive the command.
5. Processing time for the traffic terminals MCU to implement the command.
6. Signal transit time through the satellite.
Each type of burst control message is always sent in a reference burst of a particular 
multiframe of the control frame. These messages allow the reference terminals to make 
their status known to other terminals, control the map and configuration data sets in 
use, and to control acquisition and synchronisation processes. There are three types of 
control messages.
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2.5.4.1 NETWORK CONTROL MESSAGES.
These messages identify the current minimal map and equipment configuration in use 
in the network by serial number, the number of the control frame, and the status of the 
transmitting reference terminal.
(i) INITIAL ACQUISITION MESSAGES
These messages are sent by the current PRT to a specific terminal being acquired.
(a) The first message (lAPl) provides the initial Dn value and identifies the frame 
location and carrier frequency to be used for the terminal's CB.
(b) The second message (IAP2) is sent after the error of the initial Dn value is 
measured, and supplies the corrected Dn value.
(ii) SYNCHRONISATION CONTROL MESSAGES.
It provides the Dn corrections for a specified group of acquired terminals in the 
network, and the status of the transmitting terminal. A reference burst is declared Burst 
Qualified (BQ) if the network control message has been received in at least one of the 
last two control frames. Under any other condition, a burst is declared Burst Not 
Qualified (BNQ). Due to command and response signal transmit time and processing 
time, the acquisition of one terminal requires approximately three control frames after 
receive frame synchronisation has been achieved. At the level of steady state operation, 
a terminal has the correct map and is carrying traffic in the network. Once per control 
frame the Network Control Processor (NCP) transmits a network control message that 
contains the serial numbers and data sets to be used in the network. If a terminal 
already has this data, it may begin steady state operation. If not, it will await a 
downline load (DLL) of data from the network control processor. During steady state 
operation, the terminal continues to receive timing corrections in the synchronisation 
control messages.
2.5.5 TDMA TERMINAL ARCHITECTURE
The monitor and control unit is the control processor for the terminal and it processes 
the overhead channels. The MCU interfaces with all modules in the terminal using
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common unidirectional and bidirectional data buses and number of unidirectional 
control lines. The Computer Communication Processor (CCP) interfaces with the 
MCU and both the Transmit Controller (TXC) and Receive Controller (RXC). At a 
reference site, the CCP reads both RB and CBs from the overhead channel, whereas in 
a traffic terminal, the CCP reads only the RBs. This information is read from RXC by 
the CCP and is passed to the MCU. At a reference site, the CCP accepts RBs and CBs 
from the MCU and passes them to the TXC for subsequent transmission. At a traffic 
site, only CBs are passed to the TXC. The CCP receives its transmission and reception 
data gates from the TXC and RXC respectively. The TXC sends all transmit data gates 
to the CCP, TIPs and to the modulator. The TXC attaches preamble to the data burst. 
The TXC generates Start-of-Transmit-frame (SOTF) and Start-of-Transmit-Multiframe 
(SOTMF), from SORMF and Dn information, which are used by the MCU to 
synchronise to the transmit side. The retimed SOTF is used by TIPs to centre their Tx 
buffers. The network memory on the RXC is loaded by the MCU with the burst time 
plan for the transmit side. RXC detects the UW, resolves phase ambiguity, 
descrambles the data, and passes it to the FEC decoder, if required, before transmitting 
the data to the TIPs. The RXC synchronises the Rx network memory to the received 
bursts, accounts for delay through the FEC decoder, then generates SORF and 
SORMF. The retimed SORF is used by the TIPs to centre their Rx buffers. The MCU 
synchronises itself to both the transmit and receive sides using the SORMF and 
SOTMF.
An external clock with the following specifications is supplied to the TDMA 
equipment.
Frequency IMHz
Signal type sine wave 75 ohms.
Level 1 volt RMS
Input level variation 1 volt RMS to 1.1
Drift 0.5 * 10'^^/day ; 1 * 10"^/year
Short term 1 (Allen variance).
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2.5.6 NETWORK CONTROL CENTRE (NCC)
The 1015 NCC software is written in C-language and runs under the VAX/VMS operating 
system. The NCC software carries out an asynchronous protocol within the 1015 network, 
network control is initiated from a centre point, the NCC. The NCC gathers status from^and 
issues commands to^elements distributed throughout the network. At each station an RMC 
serves as the NCC interface with the station. Within the TDMA terminal, the maintenance 
and control unit interacts with NCC for TDMA diagnostics operation.
The Network Control and Management consists primarily of the following three interrelated 
operations:
1. Site Management
2. Network Management
3. Configuration
The first two monitor and control the real time operations of the network. The third 
operation is used to edit or create new traffic plans, reconfiguration schedules and 
hardware controls, and to store them until they need to be activated.
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2.6 DYNAC-1 mORNTER DYNAC) TDM A TERM INAL
FEATURES.
Frame length 30 msec
Supeiframe rate 25 TDMA frames.
Transmission bit rate 8.736 Mbps.
Modulation QPSK.
Number of sites 5 maximum.
Ports per site 5 maximum.
Frequency hopping 5 frequencies on both Tx and Rx.
IF frequency 70 ± 18 MHz.
Type of coding Rate 3/4 hard decision.
Port interfaces CCITT G.703 2.048 Mbps.
Group delay less than ± 5 nsec. over 5 MHz signal bandwidtl
The Dynac TDMA Terminal consists of two major subsystems [17].
1. Common Electronics
2. User interface ports
1. The Common Electronics consists of the following module as shown in Fig.2-12. 
(a.) Intelligent Terminal Interface (ITI)
(b.) Controller 
(c.) Network Memory 
(d.) QPSK Modem
(e.) Bit Timing Recovery (BTR) module
(f.) Rate 3/4 codec
(g.) Carrier Select Oscillator (CSC)
2.10.1 INTELLIGENT TERMINAL INTERFACE.
ITI is a Rockwell 6502 microprocessor based control and status module which 
supports the following functions.
(i) Monitor and control all status information provided in the DYNAC TDMA 
Terminal.
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(ii) Interpret and provide information and signals for the purpose of diagnostic testing 
of the teiminal, and communication with type RS-232C interface peripherals.
The ITI contains 32 Kbytes of dynamic RWM. The EPROM contains the actual code 
that is executed by the processor. There are 40 Kb EPROM on the ITI. When all 40 
Kb of the EPROM is used, only 20 Kb of RWM can be used because the processor 
can only address a maximum of 64 Kb. The 4 Kb remaining is dedicated to the 
external interface. The status and control circuitry consists of a real time clock (RTC), 
Watch Dog Timer (WDT), and several status and control lines.
The two USART's (universal sync-async Rx-Tx) are provided to communicate with a 
terminal, modem or similar device. The USART's are programmable for Baud rate and 
mode of operation. Modem control signals are also provided for RS-232C 
compatibility. The USART's are reset by the RESET circuitry and are accessed by the 
microprocessor over the processor address and data bus. The external interface 
circuitry consists of a buffer that isolates the signals on the ITI from the rest of the 
DYNAC. The signals that are buffered include the processor address and data bus and 
some control signals. This interface allows all of the modules in the DYNAC system to 
communicate with the processor.
2.6.2 CONTROLLER
The controller module, along with the bit timing recovery, provides the hardware 
between the user interface ports and the modem. The controller module consists of 
Transmit and Receive Controller. The flow of data on the transmit side from the ports 
via High Speed (HS) data bus through the FEC encoder and to the modem. The 
transmit side collects data from the transmit overhead buffer and user interface ports. 
The transmit overhead buffer also drives the transmit HS data bus with any local 
overhead that need be transmitted. This buffer is sourced by the ITI data bus, and its 
data is treated as any other HS data on the bus. This overhead data along with port data 
is converted into two parallel data streams, P and Q. The parallel data stream is then 
multiplexed to the PN scrambler. The scrambler has a maximum PN sequence length 
of 2^  ^ - 1 and is reset at the start of every burst using the preamble gate. The data is 
then scrambled and sent to the preamble mux where it is combined with the appropriate 
preamble, either reference or local. The preamble generator is gated on by the 
appropriate preamble gate (The scrambler, preamble generator, and the FEC encoder 
are under control of the Tx network memory via the preamble gates) which start 
generation of the 145 symbol preamble (CBTR=131 sym, UW=14 sym).
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This data is sent to the encoder portion of the R 3/4 codec for encoding and is then 
forwarded to the modulator for transmission. This is then controlled by the ITI to 
avoid any burst collision.
Receive Controller
The receive controller in the remote side (other then reference) does not utilize fully the 
Rx controller functions, whereas in the reference station it is fully utilised. First we 
discuss the Rx controller function in remote site. It consists of the following.
(i) UW Detector / Phase Ambiguity Resolver
(ii) DUW (data unique word) Aperture Generator.
(iii) Rx Overhead buffer.
(iv) ITI Interface / Alarm Monitor and control
(i) UW Detector
This circuitry selectively scans the incoming data for either form of the unique word 
pattern as instructed by the apertures and the acquired signal. After the unique word 
detection, synchronisation for that burst is issued. The burst position (relative to 
aperture start) and sync (a pulse used to indicate valid data) go to BTR where they are 
used to conectly process the data within the detected burst. The "data unique word" 
detect also goes to the DUW Aperture Generator to terminate the aperture.
(ii) DUW Aperture Generator.
The data unique word aperture generator receives a pulse called Start-Data-Aperture 
from the receive side of the network memory, which starts the generation of an 
aperture for any non reference burst. The aperture is temiinated with the DUWD (data 
unique word detect) pulse from the unique word detector.
(iii) Receive Overhead Buffer.
The receive overhead buffer controlled by the Rx overhead gate, samples the Rx data 
bus in the beginning of any burst for its overloaded data. The particular burst in which 
it samples is determined via the network plan, decoded on the BTR module as the Rx 
overhead gate. This sampling process loads the FIFO memories at the bit rate to be 
read later by the ITI as flagged to do so by the Rx overhead interrupt. The memory 
devices are reset at the end of every frame by a delayed frame start pulse originating at 
the codec. The signals along with the module select, interface the controller hardware 
to the software of the ITI. An internal buffered and controlled data bus is used to
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communicate the various hardware registers in determining the status of each 
subsystem.
In the case of the reference station Rx controller, the functions of the controller are 
fully utilised. The additional functions used by the reference station within the 
controller are:
(iv) Burst Select Counter.
(v) Burst Position Counter.
(vi) Data Burst Acquisition Control.
(iv ) Burst Select Counter.
This stores a data burst aperture number in a register and counts data apertures with 
reference to the Rx frame start. When two numbers are equal, the burst select line is 
forced high. The counter is reset every frame and resumes the same action. This allows 
selective control operations on particular data bursts, based on their aperture position in 
the Rx frame. It also generates a burst-select signal which is a real time signal that 
indicates when a predetermined burst is present in the receive frame. This signal then 
feeds the Data Burst Position Counter, Data burst Acquisition Control, and Rx 
overhead buffer.
ef (v»0
(vl/Burst Position Counter./Data Burst Acquisition Control.
This counts how far into the data burst acquisition aperture a particular DUWD 
occurred. This is not exclusively, but more importantly used by the reference terminal. 
The clock rate it counts with is dependent on the type of aperture it is measuring. For 
the data burst aperture it uses the Rx symbol clock whereas for acquisition aperture it is 
Rx symbol clock/8. The software polls the burst position of all the sites at cyclic 
intervals and adjust their Tx frame accordingly. In the remote site acquisition process, 
the acquisition burst from the remote side can be measured within the acquisition 
aperture by the burst position counter.
The position information is read by the ITI via the internal data bus for software 
processing. The data burst acquisition control has two main function. First is 
generating acquisition apertures and secondly to select clock for the position counter. 
The acquisition apertures, being much larger than normal data burst apertures, would 
require a large data burst position counter if symbol clock were used. The section of 
clock to the data burst position counter is implemented in DYNAC-I via a software 
controlled signal called Super Acquisition.
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2.6.3 HIGH SPEED DATA BUS
The User Interface Ports (UIPs) communicate with the common electronics via the 
high speed serial data buses (Tx and Rx). The Tx bus is selectively sourced by any of 
the UIPs in a TDM fashion as controlled by the function codes. The Rx data is 
fomiatted by the common electronics in a similar TDM manner. This format coincides 
with the function codes controlling the sampling of the bus by the UIPs.
2.6.4 NETWORK MEMORY.
(1.) Contains network map, or burst time plan, that is used to generate control signals 
that deteiTnine the configuration of the frames transmitted and received by the stations.
(2.) Generates function codes that control when the port modules and the transmit 
and receive overhead buffers transmits and receive data.
(3.) Generates control and synchronisation signals for the intelligent terminal interface 
(ITl), conti'oller, modems, and the codec modules. Network Memory also sets up the 
output frequency of the Channel Select Oscillator(CSO).
The transmit side of the Network Memory Module contains.
(i) ITl Interface
(ii) Online and Offline Maps
(iii) Parity Checker
(iv) Function Code Latch
(v) Frame Counter
(vi) Alarm Register
(vii) Frame Comparator
(viil) Function Decoder
(ix) Field Programmable Logic Arrays
(i) ITI Interface: The ITl interface handles all communication between the network 
memory and the ITl. Each map contains online and an offline stack. The ITI loads the 
maps on both the transmit and receive halves of the module. Each entry to the Network 
Memory consists of three hex bytes, which contain a Function Code, a frame address 
(which function code is to be output), and Parity. The first two identify the time of
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occurrence of an event in a TDM A frame and the specific event to take place. The 
parity of the hex bytes confinns the parity status of each byte in the map sequence. The 
m  interface also reports the module status back to the ITI.
(ii) Online and Offline Maos: The online stack contains the timing information, as 
used by the TDMA frame, and thus is the active network map. The offline map is the 
ITI accessible stack and is loaded with a new map while in offline state. The ITI can 
only load the memory stack, which is offline. This map swapping is done in 
synchronisation with all stations in the network, allowing map changes to occur 
without affecting traffic.
(iii) Pari tv Checker: The output of the transmit map is monitored by a parity checker. 
This parity checker monitors the transmit word bus for incorrect function codes. When 
the parity checker detects an incorrect function code, it sets an alarm flag in the alarm 
and status register. When this alarm flag occurs, the transmit on function is turned off, 
stopping transmission.
(iv) Function Code Latch: The function code which is a series of D flip-flops used to 
latch function codes onto the transmit word bus. The outputs from the RAMs are 
transferred to the inputs of the function code latches, where they wait for the 
appropriate time in the TDMA frame to be latched onto the transmit word bus. These 
hex bytes are latched one at a time and are latched when a transmit match occurs. This 
match occurs when an address for an event matches a preprogrammed event from the 
RAMs at the transmit word bus. This yields an unapertured match, which is ORed 
with transmit frame start and thus controls the latching function of the function code 
latches.
(v) Tx Frame Counter: The frame counter is composed of five synchronous counters 
which are driven directly from the transmit symbol clock. The frame counters 
determine the length of the TDMA frame, and its parameters are present with the field 
programmable logic arrays. These frame counters essentially count symbols from the 
symbol clock.This is done so that at the predetermined number of symbols from the 
start of frame, an event can be output.
(vi) Tx Frame Comparator: When the address and the transmit word bus match, the 
output of the comparator goes high. This output is used to latch the function codes.
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(vii) Function Decoder: The function decoder is responsible for sending the function 
codes, transmit oscillator strobe, and gate strobes to the appropriate modules at the 
coiTect times in the frame. These function code are a combination of the function codes 
on the transmit bus, and timed with the apeitured matches. The apeitured match creates 
a gate strobe that is used to tell a module, that a valid function code is on the function 
code bus. There are six function codes sent on the transmit side of the network 
memory. On the receive side these function codes are a combination of the function 
codes on the receive word bus and are timed with the apertured matches. The apeitured 
match gate strobe indicates the validity of the function code on the function code bus. 
Like the transmit side, there are six function codes sent on the receive side of the 
network memory. These function codes are used by port cards to set-up the time in a 
TDMA frame that each card transmit/receive its burst of data. Transmit and receive 
oscillator strobes generated as functions of the transmit and receive word bus 
respectively. The Frame Counter, Frame comparator and Receive Maps on the receive 
side perform in a similar manner.
(viii) Offset Delav: The offset delay counters are software programmable counters 
used to delay the start of transmission at the remote stations.
(ix) The Field Programmable Logic Array (FPLA) contains the information for the 
TDMA frame, such as length of the frame. The FPLA is a programmed device that 
gives an output at a specified address. An example of this is the length of the TDMA 
frame. The length is indicated by sending a reset from the FPLA to the frame address 
counters. This resets the frame address counters to zero, which begins counting until 
the appropriate number of symbols are counted to equal the frame period. At this time, 
the counters would reset and start the count over again. This same process is true for 
all outputs used on the FPLA. On the Receive side, Primary and Secondary apertures 
are generated with the FPLA outputs.
2.6.5 El PORT MODULE.
The basic port operates with either a synchronous or plesiochronous interface. It is 
capable of processing a duplex El data stream and providing the proper interface to the 
DYNAC Terminal. The network memory module generates a set of transmit and 
receive function codes which are decoded by the El port card and used to generate Tx 
and Rx data gate signals.
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2.6.6 NETWORK CAPACITY
The DYNAC-1 TDMA System (Dornier Dynac) is capable of supporting up to 3 
simplex El 2048 Kbps signals on the five carrier frequencies. The frame format is 
shown in Fig.2-13. This illustrates Reference burst, Acquisition slot, and Overhead 
bursts on the PRIMARY Carrier (f2) along with the 3 data burst on any of the 5 
carriers. The resident software has seven stored maps. Other maps may be 
implemented but care must be exercised due to the 3 BURST/ FRAME/CARRIER 
limitation.
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Table.2-1
GENERAL SPRCTFTCATIONS OF NARROW RAND TDMA TERMINALS
TDMA SYSTEM Dornier Dynac-1 DST 2000 1015 TDMA SYSTEM
TDMA FRAME TIME 30 msec 30 msec. 12 to 30 msec including 
20 msec.
TDMA Mulliframe 25* TDMA Frames 16 TDMA Frames 4 to 16 TDMA Frames
TDMA Control Frame 26 * Multi frame
Transmission Bit rale 8.736 Mbps 4 to 8 Mbps 3 to 20 Mbps
No. of Terminals 
supported
5 maximum 64 including ref. 255 including ref.
Modulation QPSK QPSK QPSK
Acquisition Wide Window Open Loop Acq.Method 
Using three ranging E/S
Wide Window
Synchronisation Method Feed-back Control Feed-back Control Feed-back Control
Spot Beam Operation. No. No. Yes.
Interface Port type G.703 RS-232C, RS-422, V.35, 
G.703, DSXl
RS-232C, RS-422,V.35 
G.703, DSX-1
TDMA SYSTEM MULTI-POINT TDMA 
TERMINAL
NEC 20 LR-TDMA 
TERMINAL
NEC 20M TDMA 
TERMINAL
TDMA FRAME 
TIME
up to 30 msec. 15 to 30 msec. 15 msec. (Other duration; 
optional )
TDMA Multiframe No. of E/S * TDMA 
Frames
TDMA Control Frame
Transmission Bit rate 1 to 20 Mbps up to 10 Mbps up to 20 Mbps
No. of Terminals supported 256 including ref. 50 including ref.
Modulation QPSK QPSK QPSK
Acquisition Open Loop Acq. Open Loop Acq. Closed Loop
Synchronisation
Mctliod
Open Loop Acq. 
(closed loop, optional)
Closed Loop 
(Feed-back Control, 
optional)
Closed Loop
Spot Beam Operation. Yes No. No.
Interface Port type G.703 RS-232C, RS-422, 
V.35, G.703,DSX-1
RS-232C, RS-422, 
V.35,G.703, DSX-1
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2.7 S U I T A B I L IT Y  OF T D M A  T E R M IN A L S  FOR SS TDMA TN 
OLYMPIJS-1
A comparison of the various TDMA terminals studied is in Table 2-1. In the
following we consider each of the systems for possible inclusion in the Olympus 
experiment,
2.7.1 DYNAC-TT 1015 TDMA TERMINAL
The 1015 TDMA System seems most suitable for the Olympus SS-TDMA operation. 
The main reason for its suitability is the Acquisition, Synchronisation and Network 
Control Procedure. Its acquisition as previously discussed in detail, adopts the Wide 
Window technique which eliminates the need of three ranging stations for acquisition 
purposes. Secondly for synchronisation it utilises feedback control techniques with 
one station controlling the status of all acquired terminals. The Network Control 
Architecture (previously discussed in detail) is such that in the reference burst the 
Computer Communication Channel provides a shared mechanism for sending 
information to traffic terminals. Whereas each Traffic Terminal transmits its status via a 
communication burst in a certain frame of the multiframe as assigned by the Network 
minimal map. This means that by using this system, we require only one ASU (Acq 
and Sync Unit) with the reference terminal, secondly because of its feedback control 
technique the position of each traffic terminal burst (synchronisation) can be monitored 
by the reference station via its communication burst. Since each traffic terminal 
transmits one communication burst per multiframe, the efficiency of the TDMA frame 
will not be significantly degraded by the increase of Traffic Terminals in the network. 
(The standard 1015 TDMA frame period is 30 msec. Other frame durations are 
optional).
2.7.2 DST-2000 TDMA TERMINAL
From the point of view of its suitability, this system is rated second on the priority list. 
It utilises three ranging stations for initial acquisition, which implies that, if we use this 
system for OLYMPUS-1 SS-TDMA then we need to use three ASU's i.e one with the 
reference station, and one each with any other two traffic terminals. The 
Synchronisation and Network Control procedure for DST-2000 is the same as for the 
DYNAC-II 1015 TDMA terminal with only minor differences in terminology. In the
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DST-2000 System the signalling Queued Burst (QB) serves the same purpose as the 
Communication Burst (CB) in the 1015 System. The reference burst provides the 
information to position the bursts and other relevant information to the traffic terminals 
on a shared basis. The Network Control is obtained from one reference station via its 
Network Control Centre. One advantage of the DST-2000 terminal over the DYNAC- 
II (1015 TDMA SYSTEM) is that it can support more terminals (255) as compared to 
1015 System (64). There is one more aspect which needs to be considered. If we use 
three ranging stations then the ASU should preferably use low power (long duration) 
bursts to locate the proper loop-back window before transmitting full power metering 
bursts.
2.7.3 MULTTPOTNT TDMA TERMINAL
The Multipoint TDMA System also uses three ranging stations for its initial 
Acquisition, which implies that for the OLYMPUS SS-TDMA experiment we have to 
use three ASU's. One with the reference station and two others with (two) traffic 
terminals. For synchronisation this system utilises open loop control, which means 
that the three ranging stations always monitor the Dn value and communicate it to the 
reference station for satellite position determination. This satellite position information 
is periodically sent by reference burst to all traffic tenninals, to adjust their SOTF. In 
their specifications Multipoint have provided closed loop synchronisation as optional. 
This option is of no use in the SS-TDMA operation. They have also mentioned 
Feedback Control in case of Spot Beam operation, but is not discussed at all in their 
technical manual. If this specification is accepted, and secondly, if it also utilises a one 
reference station control then this system can be used as effectively as the DST-2000 
TDMA Temiinal.
2.7.4 NEC A7017 LR-TDMA SYSTEM
This Low-Rate TDMA Terminal can also be used for the OLYMPUS SS-TDMA 
experiment [24]. The initial acquisition is Open Loop i.e it requires three ranging, 
terminals, which as discussed previously requires three acquisition and 
synchronisation units. For synchronisation their standard procedure is Closed Loop 
but Feed-Back Loop SYNC is available as optional.This system has maximum 
transmission bit rate of 10 Mbps with TDMA frame duration of 15 to 30 msec.
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2.7.5 NEC 20M TPMA SYSTEM
This TDMA System has a standard frame duration of 15 msec, other frame durations 
are optional. It uses the Open-Loop method for initial acquisition which requires three 
ranging stations. Synchronisation procedure is Closed Loop, which implies that the 
system cannot be used with SS-TDMA.
2.7.6 DORNIER DYNAC TDMA SYSTEM.
From the point of view of Network Control Architecture, Dornier Dynac is a primitive 
version of the 1015 TDMA System (Dynac-II). It uses the wide window technique for 
initial acquisition which eliminates the need for three ranging stations (as is required in 
the Open-Loop acquisition procedure). For synchronisation, although it uses almost 
the same method as used in the 1015 TDMA System, the difference here is that each 
overhead is consistently present in the primary carrier, which limits the number of 
stations or sites it can acquire. The maximum number of stations which Dornier Dynac 
can support is only FIVE. This restricts the future expansion of this system. The 
second significant disadvantage of this system is of 3 BURSTS/ FRAME/ CARRIER 
limitation. As it is initially planned to have three stations (Britain, Germany,and 
Denmark) then full interconnectivity is not possible with one carrier. At least two 
carriers are needed to serve the purpose. If other stations are to be included later (e.g 
Surrey) then two more carriers should be used for full interconnectivity, or one more 
carrier for partial interconnectivity. This simply implies that we can have full 
interconnectivity between three stations by using two carriers. The solution is to use 
only two carriers, but as discussed this limits the number of sites to three for full 
interconnectivity.
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2.8 PRESENT TRENDS TN TDMA SYSTEM DEVELOPMENTS
Presently, the effort towards TDMA equipment is to reduce its cost with increased 
reliability. This resulted in the development of prototype general purpose TDMA LSIs 
which are usable for various TDMA equipment with different frame formats and clock 
rates [18]. The advent of these general purpose (prototype) TDMA and Modem LSIs, 
MICs (Monolithic ICs), and HICs (Hybrid ICs) have reduced the hardware size to one 
fifth of a conventional TDMA equipment with increased reliability, as shown in Fig.2- 
14 [19].
The second area which has gained considerable attention is the Demand Assigned 
methods for thin route TDMA systems, cost effective TDMA networks. In this
respect various TDMA network architectures have been proposed. They include high 
and low data rates TDMA terminals and large and small G/T stations in a mixed TDMA 
and FDM A/TDM A mode [20]. Application and cost effective operation of Demand 
Assignment to thin route Multicarrier TDMA (MC-TDMA) [21]. Demand Assignment 
algorithms have also been developed [22] to best utilise the system with minimum 
changes of slot allocations which maximizes throughput.
The above advancements in the TDMA equipment and demand assignment methods, 
together with its potential to provide cost-effective networking has led to the 
development of thin route demand assigned TDMA systems both at Ku-band and ka- 
band applications [23].
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2.9 CONCLUSION
Each commercial TDMA system whose detailed information was available to us was 
studied in depth to ascertain its suitability and limitations for SS-TDMA operation with 
OLYMPUS- As previously discussed, the most suitable system for the operation is the 
1015 TDMA system from DCC. Its suitability is based on its initial acquisition, 
synchronisation, network control architecture and management procedures. Sixty four 
stations can be supported by this system. This allows future expansion in the number 
of stations presently planned. The second system on the priority list was the DST-2000 
TDMA system from COMSAT. The only draw back with this system as compared to 
DCC's 1015 TDMA system was its initial acquisition procedure which requires three 
ranging stations. We need three ASUs(Acquisition and Synchronisation Unit) for SS- 
TDMA operation using the DST-2000 TDMA terminal. In addition to the other 
systems, the Dornier Dynac (DYNAC-1) TDMA system was studied in detail. Dynac-1 
operation and management procedures have been discussed and its suitability and 
limitations are indicated. The stations (sites) it can support and the 3 
bursts/frame/carrier requirement severely limits its capability for future expansion. On 
the basis of the above it was decided to investigate modifications to the Dynac-1 that 
needed to be made for its inclusion in the OLYMPUS experiment.
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CHAPTER-3
3.1 T N T R O D U C T T O N
This chapter deals with the description of the OLYMPUS specialised services 
payload. The details include the channel bandwidth and different configurations in 
which the payload can be used. The Olympus In-Orbit measured results are also 
given. The Characteristics of the earth stations taking part in the experiments given 
followed by the link budget analysis. It should be mentioned that the earth stations 
used for the OLYMPUS SS-TDMA experiment are not specifically designed for this 
experiment, i.e. these are large earth stations and different from the ones intended for 
business type SS-TDMA networks.
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3.2 SATELLITE PARAMETERS AND PAYLOAD DETAIL
Olympus-1 has the following four payloads [1]:
1. The 12/20/30 GHz Propagation Package to complement and verify propagation 
statistics in the higher frequency range.
2. The 12/14 GHz Specialised Services Payload for advanced communications 
experiments between small earth stations terminals.
3. The Direct Broadcast Payload with two channels,.one intended for pre-operational 
Italian use and the second for European use.
4. The 20/30 GHz Communications Payload for point-to-point and multipoint 
teleconference and other experimental applications.
Since this experiment is with the 12/14 GHz specialised services payload, this will 
be the only payload described in detail.
Table. 3-1 OLYMPUS SATELLITE PARAMETERS
Satellite Position 19° West
Position Keeping ± 0.07° North/South, East/West.
Satellite Attitude Control ± 0.1° Pitch/Roll, ±0.5° Yaw
Antenna Pointing Accuracy 0.2° (nominal)
Platform Lifetime 10 years (5 years fuel for Olympus-1)
Payload lifetime 10 years
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3.2.1 SPECIALISED SERVICES PAYLOAD
The Olympus 12/14 GHz specialised services payload [1] consists of a 
programmable switch matrix, connected by four receive chains and four transmit 
chains. Its antenna has a multiple beam, providing five beams, in both transmit and 
receive chains. Since the repeater has four transmit and four receive chains, four 
beams can be selected, in a limited number of combinations, for the SS-TDMA 
operation. Here, frequency re-use by spot beam discrimination is assisted by 
polarisation discrimination. In addition, it also allows television distribution and 
multipoint teleconference experiments between small earth stations using (continuous 
mode carriers) FDMA.
The payload has two narrow band channels, lA and 2A, of 18 MHz, spaced 25 
MHz apart and two wide band channels, IB and 2B, of 27 MHz, spaced 40 MHz 
apart, that can be used instead of narrow bandwidth channels.
The SS-TDMA concept is shown in Fig.3-1. SS-TDMA employs a fast acting switch 
onboard the satellite to route TDMA bursts arriving on different up-link beams. It can 
significantly increase the satellite capacity. SS-TDMA can reduce earth station costs 
because the satellite has a higher G/T and higher EIRP, and fewer up and down 
chains are required to achieve the desired earth station interconnectivity. These 
advantages are achieved at the expense of more complex equipment and network 
control procedures. In SS-TDMA, bursts are synchronised to the satellite switch 
timing so that the bursts are routed from up-beam to down beam without collision 
with the switching boundary.
The Olympus SS-TDMA frame period is 20 msec. This frame period is divided into 
256 time frame elements, at any one of which the switch matrix may be changed. 
The connection may be point-to-point with only one connection in each row and 
column of the matrix or point-to-multipoint (broadcast state). In which case a row 
element is connected to several column elements. The duration of each state is 
adjusted to carry an assigned amount of traffic amongst the beam connections 
involved. The switch matrix connection is stored in an on-line frame memory for 
each of the 256 time frame elements and the on-line frame memory is read, in 
sequence, at each frame element time and the switching pattern is repeated over the 
SS-TDMA frame. This frame period of 20 msec., and the switching time within the 
frame are derived from the on-board clock.
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3.2.2 COVERAGE AND FREQUENCY PLAN
This payload serves five spot beams (zones). A, B, C, D and E, as shown in Fig.3-
2. They are arranged on a hexagonal matrix with 1.126 degrees between adjacent 
centres. The five zones are circles of 1.3 degrees diameter. The antenna is steerable 
which enables the whole five beam cluster to be moved over Europe or any other 
point as seen from Olympus. With nominal beam pointing, the locations of their 
centres are as follows:
Zone A 50° 48' North, 4° O' West
ZoneB 47° 25' North, 6° 4’ East
Zone C 44° 30' North, 14° 9' East
Zone D 62° 38' North, 15° 48' East
ZoneE 40° 2' North, 6° 11' West
The frequency plan of the satellite comprises two narrow-band channels, Channel 
lA and Channel 2A, of 18 MHz nominal bandwidth each, spaced 25 MHz apart, 
each of which may be used twice by different, non-adjacent antenna beams operating 
in frequency re-use, and two wide-band channels IB and 2B, of 27 MHz nominal 
bandwidth, spaced 40 MHz apart. Channel 2B has an offset centre frequency to 
avoid interference with channel 1 A, These channel parameters are shown in Table 3- 
2 and Fig.3-3.
Table 3-2
Channel Channel Centre Frequencies (MHz) Channel BW
13 GHz Uplink 14 GHz Uplink Downlink
Channel lA 13175 14100 12525 18 MHz
Channel 2A 13200 14125 12550 18 MHz
Channel IB 13180 14105 12530 27 MHz
Channel 2B 13220 14145 12570 27 MHz
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Fig.3-1 SS-TDMA CONCEPT
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3.2.3 CONFTGTJRATTON AND OPERATIONAL MODES
The payload is shown in Fig.3-4. The four channel filters in, the two channels lA 
and the two channels 2A are identical. A wide-band channel filter, for channel IB, 
can be switched in place of either lA channel filters (by telecommand). A second 
wide-band filter for channel 2B can similarly replace either channel 2A filter. The 
channel amplifiers have a gain adjustment (by telecommand) to cover the specified 
range for Input Power for Saturation (IPS). The TWTAs are followed by output 
filters, to limit effects of spectrum spreading on adjacent channels. As in input, there 
are four filters for channel lA and channel 2A, and one filter each for channel IB 
and channel 2B which can be switched in place of either channel lA or 2A filter 
respectively. The Channel IB and 2B filters are connected together as a multiplexer 
to direct both wide-band signals over one beam whereas the channel 1A and channel 
2A are directly connected to the output switching network. The operational modes 
aie as follows:
1. Mode M l.l to mode M l.5 for SS-TDMA and Frequency Re-use.
2. Mode M2.1 to mode M2.5 for Television Distribution and Video Teleconference.
3. Mode M5.1 and mode M5.2 are mixed modes.
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3.3 IN-ORRTT TEST RESULTS.
Values for beam centre and saturation, any beam, any configuration 
[2 ].
EIRP 51.54 to 52.12 dBW
EIRP (mean value over 24 h) 51.84 dBW
IPFDsat -85.82 to -87.80 dBW/m^
IPFDsat (mean value over 24h) -86.99 dBW/m2
GfT 10.67 to 12.09 dB/K
G/T (mean value) 11.44 dB/K
Translation Frequency offset 0.3 KHz
Translation Freq.-peak to peak variation 
(24 h)
0.3 KHz
On-board clock stability (over 24 h) 1.743 * 10-8 to 3.416 * 10"8
Gain Frequency Response All responses within the specified masks
The measured in-orbit TWTA power transfer characteristics are given in Fig.3-5. 
The TWTA amplitude linearity tests using two carriers separated by 5 MHz (fo ±
2.5 MHz) for four different configurations at TWTA input back-off of 0 dB, 7 dB, 
12 dB and 17 dB is given in the following table [2]. The details of the configuration 
modes and the specified receive and transmit parameters are given in appendix 1 and 
2 respectively.
TWTA Amplitude Linearity
IBO (dB) Measured C/13 (dB) Specified limit of C/13 (dB)
0.0 9.8 to 10.7 9.0
-7.0 16.6 to 17.7 14.3
- 12.0 25.1 to 25.5 21.8
-17.0 32.7 to 34.0 28.9
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3.4 EARTH STATIONS
The earth stations which are taking part in this experiment and their specifications are 
shown in the table.3-6 below.
TabIe.3-6
Earth Station Martlesham Goonhilly Tasstrup Darmstadt
Country U.K. U.K. Denmark Germany
Antenna Diameter (m) 5.6 5.5 3.7 11.0
EIRP-max (dBW) 82 78 69 89
G/T (dB/K) 28.5 30.7 27.5 34.0
Tracking Yes Yes No Yes
Latitude 52.17N 50.05N 55.40N 49.86N
Longitude 1.03E 5.18W 12.30E 8.63E
Distance from sat. 
(Km)
39939.7 38510.8 39464.8 38874.8
E/S Elevation (deg) 27.5® 31.2® 20.9® 27.1®
E/S Azimuth (deg) 155.2® 162.2® 143.5 ® 145.6 ®
The two stations in England are covered by beam A, the station in Germany is 
covered by beam B, and the station in Denmark is covered by beam D. The earth 
stations are not especially designed for Olympus experiment. They are large stations 
compared to the earth stations intended to be used for business type SS-TDMA 
network.
The link budgets are calculated for clear weather covering 80% of the time as well as 
for the faded condition, taking into account rain attenuation, covering 99.95% of the 
time. The target BER for the clear weather is 10'^ whereas the target BER for the 
faded condition is lO*^ .
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3.5 ATM O SPH RRÏC ATTENUATIO NS
The total atmospheric attenuation is due to gases (oxygen and water vapours) and 
attenuation due to rain (causes absorption and scattering of a radio wave).
3.5.1. Gaseous attenuation
The attenuation due to atmospheric gases is almost completely due to oxygen and 
water vapour. Furthermore, rain is a major contributor to signal degradation. The 
total gaseous absorption in the atmosphere, Aa (dB), over path length r^ (Km), is 
given by:
= [  Ta(r)di
Where Ya (r) = Specific attenuation (in dB/Km)
Ya(r)=Yo(r)+ Yw (r)
Yo (r), Yw (r) = Specific attenuation due to oxygen and water vapours (dB/Km) 
respectively.
Ya can be written as:
Ya(f) = a(f) + b(f)p -  c(f)t dB/Km
Where p = surface water vapour concentration, g/m^ 
t = surface air temperature, °C; and
a(f), b(f), c(f) = frequency dependent empirical coefficients developed from multiple 
regression analysis (CCIR Rep. 719-1). Fig.3-6 shows the specific attenuation due 
to oxygen and water vapours as a function of frequency.
To calculate the total zenith (0=90®, where 0 is the elevation angle) atmospheric 
attenuation Aa(90®) due to gases, the following equation can be used:
Aa(90®) = a(f) + p ( f )p -^ ( f ) t
where a(f), (3(f), ^(f) are also frequency dependent empirical coefficients developed 
from multiple regression analysis [3].
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For slant path calculations, the scale height Hy is found from the regression co­
efficients as:
Ha = A, (90^) Ya
_  g(f) + P(f) p -  ^(f) t
 ^ a(f) + b(f) p -  c(f) t
The total one way slant path attenuation at an elevation angle 0 is given by (for 0 > 
10®)
A„ (0) = HaA, (90°) sin0
Using the above method, the attenuation due to atmospheric gases has been 
calculated (for p = 7.5 g/m^ and t = 20 ®C), these values are given in table 3-7.
Table.3-7
Earth Station Martlesham Goonhilly Tasstrup Darmstadt
Up-link Attenuation (dB) 
14.1 GHz
0.52 0.47 0.68 0.53
Down-link Attenuation (dB) 
12.5 GHz
0.46 0.41 0.60 0.46
The accuracy of the above results (by regression analysis method) is within 10 to 
15% [3].
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3.5.2. Rain Attenuation
Attenuation by rain depends on frequency, rain fall rate, diameter and distribution of 
rain drops (other hydrometeors hail, ice and snow, play very minor role in producing 
attenuation on radio wave paths). Given a rainfall rate exceeded for a required 
percentage of time, the resulting attenuation can be calculated by the following 
relationship.
^Raln = Tr Le
Where Yr = specific attenuation due to rain dB/Km.
Le = effective path length (Km)
The CCIR procedure determines an annual attenuation distribution at specified 
frequency, elevation angle, polarisation and location, from an "average year" rain 
rate distribution. The following diagram. (Fig.3.7) shows the Earth-space path for 
the atmospheric attenuation prediction [4].
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(Frozen) Earlh-space path
Rain Height
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(liq u id )
( H r  -  H q )
%01 - 1 + 0.045 L g  y r  = k (Ro.oi>“ dWKm ^ .0 1  ~  Tr ^  %01
In the Fig.3-7;
F ig .3 -7
To 01 = reduction factor for 0.01% of the time.
Ao 01 = attenuation exceeded for 0.01% for an average year.
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Fig.3-8 shows the climatic zones. The rainfall intensity exceeded in millimetres per 
hour (mm/h) in these zones is given in the following table.
Perc.
(%)
time
A B C D E F G H J K L M N P
1.0 <0.5 1 2 3 1 2 3 2 8 2 2 4 5 12
0.3 1 2 3 5 3 4 7 4 13 6 7 11 15 34
0.1 2 3 5 8 6 8 12 10 20 12 15 22 35 65
0.03 5 6 9 13 12 15 20 18 28 23 33 40 65 105
0.01 8 12 15 19 22 28 30 32 35 42 60 63 95 145
0.003 14 21 26 29 41 54 45 55 45 45 70 105 95 200
0.001 22 32 42 42 70 78 65 83 55 100 150 120 180 250
Fig.3-8
RAIN CLIMATIC ZONES FOR THE CCIR RAIN PREDlCl'ION MODEL
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The CCIR Rain Attenuation Model Parameters were calculated according to the 
method recommended by the CCIR (Rep. 719-1, Rep. 721-1, Rep. 563-2, Rep. 
723). The CCIR Rain Attenuation Model Parameters, CCIR rain attenuation 
coefficients and the rain attenuation values were calculated for different percentages 
of time and are given in table.3-8, and table 3-9.
Table.3-8
Earth Station Martlesham Goonhilly Tasstrup Darmstadt
Latitude 52.17N 50.05N 55.40N 49.86N
Height ASL ho (Km) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
E/S Elevation (deg) 27.5° 3L 2° 20.9° 27.1®
Rainfall Rate (0.01 %) 
mm/h
22.0 28.0 32.0 32.0
Operating Frequency 
(GHz)
14.1/12.5 14.1/12.5 14.1/12.5 14.1/12.5
Rain Height Hr (Km) 2.79 2.95 2.55 2,96
Slant path-length Lg 
(Km)
6.04 5.69 7.12 6.50
Lg (Km) 5.35 4.87 6.65 5.78
R 0.8078 0.8220 0.7717 0.7956
k 0.0364 0.0363 0.0187 0.0186
a 1.1664 1.1696 1.2160 1.2154
Yr 1.7723 1.7870 1.0739 1.2552
Table.3-9
Earth Station Martlesham Goonhilly Tasstrup Darmstadt
up-link d-link up-link d-link up-link d-link up-link d-link
^ 0.01% 5.9 4.2 7.5 5.3 10.1 7.5 9.6 7.0
^ 0.02% (dB) 4.4 3.1 5.6 4.0 7.6 5.6 7.2 5.2
^0.05% (dB) 3.0 2.1 3.8 2.7 5.2 3.8 4.9 3.6
^ 0.10% (dB) 2.3 1.6 2.9 2.0 3.8 2.8 3.6 2.6
^ 0.20% (dB) 1.6 1.1 2.0 1.4 2.7 2.0 2.6 1.9
^0.50% (dB) 1.0 0.7 1.3 0.9 1.7 1,3 1.6 1.2
^ 1.0% (dB) 0.7 0.5 0.9 0.6 1.2 0.9 1.2 . 0.8
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3.6 LINK BUDGET
This section contains three link budgets. The first two link budgets are for the 
Martlesham (British Telecom Research Labs) earth station. These link budgets are 
for Saturated Input Power Flux Density (IPFD gat.) of -95.0 dBW/m^ and -86.8 
dBW/m^. Since the IPFD gat. is adjustable over this range. The third link budget is 
for the small earth station intended to be used for the SS-TDMA business network 
having a 3 metre dish and 50 watts of uplink power, located within the 3 dB contour 
of the beam. The transmission rate of the TDMA terminal used was 8.736 Mbit/sec.
3.6.1 Earth Station: Martlesham (Tx and Rx) 
Earth Station
% Time 80% (Clear Weather) 99.95% (Faded)
HPA Power (dBW) 13.4 13.4
Modulation Loss (dB) 0.0 0.0
Antenna Peak Gain (dBi) 56.1 56.1
Pointing Loss (tracking) 0.5 0.5
Feeder Loss (dB) 0.5 0.5
EIRP (dBW) 68.5 68.5
Propagation (up-link)
Free Space Loss (dB) 207.2 207.2
Atmospheric Attenuation (dB) 0.5 3.0
Satellite
Antenna Gain (dB) 37.0 37.0
Input Power (dBW) -102.2 -104.7Rx Noise Temp. (dBK) 28.4 28.4
Up-link C/T (dBW/K) -130.6 -133.1
Bit Rate (dB-Hz) 69.41 69.41
Boltzman's Constant. (dBW/Hz/K) -228.6 -228.6Up-link Eb/No (dB) 28.6 26.1
IPFD (dBW/m^) -95.0 -97.5
IPFD Sat. (dBW/m^) -95.0 -96.5
TWTA Input Back-off (dB) 0.0 2.5
D o w n l i n k
Saturation EIRP (dBW) 48.8 48.8
Output Back off (dB) 0.0 0.3
Modulation Loss (dB) 0.6 0.4
EIRP Satellite (dBW) 48.2 48.1
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Propagation (down-link)
Free Space Loss (dB) 206.3 206.3
Atmospheric Attenuation (dB) 0.45 2,1
Earth Station (Rx)
Antenna Peak Gain (dBi) 55.1 55,1
Pointing Loss (dB) 0.5 0.5
Waveguide Loss (dB) 0.5 0.5
Received Power (dBW) -104.4 -106.2
System Noise Temp. (dBK) 25.6 26.7Down-link C/T (dBW/K) -130.0 -132.9
Boltzman's Constant (dBW/H%/K) -228.6 -228.6Bit Rate (dB-Hz) 69.41 69.41
Down-link Eb/No (dB) 29.1 26.3
Ëb/T^o -Interference (dB) 28.8 28.8
Eb/No -Total (dB) 24.0 22.1Target BER 10-6 10-4
Eb/No -Theory (dB) 10.5 8.4Degradation (dB) 2.0 2.0Eb/No -Required 12.5 10.4Margin (dB) 11.5 11.7
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3.6.2 Earth Station: Martlesham (Tx and Rxl 
Earth Station
% Time 80% (Clear Weather) 99.95% (Faded)
HPA Power (dBW) 14.0 14.0
Modulation Loss (dB) (HPA-Linear) 0,0 0.0
Antenna Peak Gain (dBi) 56.1 56.1
Pointing Loss (tracking) 0.5 0.5
Feeder Loss (dB) 0.5 0.5
EIRP (dBW) 69.1 69.1
Propagation (up-link)
Free Space Loss (dB) 207,2 207.2
Atmospheric Attenuation (dB) 0.5 3.0
Satellite
Antenna Gain (dB) 37.0 37.0
Input Power (dBW) -101.6 -104.1
Rx Noise Temp. (dBK) 28.4 28.4
Up-link C/T (dBW/K) -130.1 -132.5
Bit Rate (dB-Hz) 69.41 69.41
Boltzman’s Constant. (dBW/Hz/K) -228.6 -228.6
Up-link Eb/No (dB) 29.0 26.7
IPFD (dBW/m^) -94.4 -96.9
IPFD Sat. (dBW/m^) -86.8 -86.8
TWTA Input Back-off (dB) , 7.6 10.1
D ow n -lin k
Saturation EIRP (dBW) 48.8 48.8
Output Back-off (dB) 3.2 4.0
Modulation Loss (dB) 0.0 0.0EIRP Satellite (dBW) 45.6 44.8
Propagation (down link)
Free Space Loss (dB) 206.3 206.3
Atmospheric Attenuation (dB) 0.45 2.1
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Earth Station (Rx)
Antenna Peak Gain (dBi) 55.1 55.1
Pointing Loss (dB) 0.5 0.5
Waveguide Loss (dB) 0.5 0.5
Received Power (dBW) -107.0 -109.5
System Noise Temp. (dBK) 25.6 26:7
Down-link C/T (dBW/K) -132.6 -136.2
Boltzman's Constant (dBW/Hz/K) -228.6 -228,6
Bit Rate (dB-Hz) 69.41 69.41
Down link Eb/No (dB) 26.7 23.0
Eb/No -Interference (dB) 28.8 28.8
Eb/No -Total (dB) 23.2 20.7
Target BER 10-6 10-4
Eb/No -Theory (dB) 10.5 8.4
Degradation (dB) 2.0 2.0
Eb/No -Required 12.5 10.4
Margin (dB) 10.7 10.3
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3.6.3 Earth Station: M artlesham (Tx and Rx)
Earth Station
% Time 80% (Clear Weather) 99.95% (Faded)
HPA Power (dBW) 17 17
Modulation Loss (dB) 0.6 0.6
Antenna Peak Gain (dBi)- 3 metres 51.1 51.1
Pointing Loss 1.0 1.0
Feeder Loss (dB) 0.5 0.5
EIRP (dBW) 66.0 66.0
Propagation (up-link)
Free Space Loss (dB) 207.2 207.2
Atmospheric Attenuation (dB) 0.5 3.0
Satellite
Antenna Gain (dB) 36.0 36.0
Input Power (dBW) -105.7 -108.2
Rx Noise Temp. (dBK) 28.4 28.4
Up-link C/T (dBW/K) -134.1 -136.6
Bit Rate (dB-Hz) 69.41 69.41
Boltzman's Constant. (dBW/Hz/K) -228.6 -228.6
Up-link Eb/No (dB) 25.1 22:6
IPFD (dBW/m^) -97.5 -100
IPFD Sat. (dBW/m^) -95.0 -95.0
TWTA Input Back-off (dB) 2.5 5.0
D own-link
Saturation EIRP (dBW) 47.8 47.8
Output Back-off (dB) 0.3 1,2
Modulation Loss (dB) 0.4 0.1
EIRP Satellite (dBW) 47.1 46.5
Propagation (down-link)
Free Space Loss (dB) 206.3 206.3
Atmospheric Attenuation (dB) 0.45 2.1
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Earth Station (Rx)
Antenna Peak Gain (dBi) 50.0 50.0
Pointing Loss (dB) 0.9 0.9
Waveguide Loss (dB) 0.5 0.5
Received Power (dBW) -111.0 -113.3
System Noise Temp. (dBK) 25.6 26.7
Down-link C/T (dBW/K) -136.6 -140
Boltzman's Constant (dBW/Hz/K) -228.6 -228.6
Bit Rate (dB-Hz) 69.41 69.41
Down-link Eb/No (dB) 22.54 19.2
Eb/No -Interference (dB) 28.8 28.8
Eb/No -Total (dB) 20.0 17.2
Target BER 10-6 10-4
Eb/No -Theory (dB) 10.5 8.4
Degradation (dB) 2.0 2.0
Eb/No -Required 12.5 10.4
Margin (dB) 1 .6 6.8
Notes on Link budget
1. The rain attenuation calculated using the CCIR prediction model gave worse 
results i.e. showing greater attenuation than quoted in some of the ESA’s reference 
link budgets. The quoted values for Ao.05% are 2.2 dB and 1.8 dB for uplink and 
downlink respectively, for the UK. whereas the calculated values for the same 
percentage of time are 3.0 dB for uplink and 2.1 dB for downlink.
2. The G/T value of the satellite, used in the link budget, is the worst case value, 
measured during the in-orbit test. The satellite EIRP value used, is the mean value 
measured over the 24 hour period.
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3.7 CONCLUSION
This chapter has presented a description of the Olympus specialised services 
payload. The in-orbit results have shown that all the measured parameters have 
exceeded the specified values. The earth stations presently used for the SS-TDMA 
experiments have large margins. This is shown by the link budget of one of these 
stations (Martlesham earth station). However the link budget analysis shows that 
smaller stations with 3 metre dish antennas and 50 watts of uplink power have 
adequate margin, even in the faded case, to achieve the target bit error rate, for 
stations located within the 3 dB contours of the beams. This is shown by the last link 
budget where dearth  station is considered, located at the 3 dB contour of beam A. 
For other beams the margin in the faded case is relatively less e.g. for Tasstrup 
its is 3.0 dB. These results show that small earth stations with 3 metre antennas and 
50 watts or even less than 50 watts of uplink power can be used for the SS-TDMA 
network, operating at 8 Mbit/sec.
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CHAPTER-4
4,1 In troduction .
This chapter deals with the simulation of the satellite link performance for the 
Olympus specialised services payload. In the beginning we give a brief introduction 
of the simulation packages used. Mainly this work was done using the BOSS 
software package. Initially some work was done using the TOPSIM-III software 
package. This is followed by presentation of the methods of bit error rate estimation 
used in these simulations. Single carrier results of both semi-analytic and Monte- 
Carlo simulations are compared. The comparison of these results with experimental 
measurements will be presented in a later chapter. For the case of single carrier 
simulation, degradation due to carrier phase error, in degrees, and clock error, in 
percentage of symbols was also evaluated. This chapter also includes the simulation 
of the multi-carrier operation, using the specialised services payload. In the 
simulation of a multi-carrier satellite link, the degradation due to TWTA non- 
linearity, fading (degradation due to uplink fade), channel spacing (effect of channel 
spacing on the BER performance of the satellite link), and the effect of filter roll-off 
were simulated. In addition, simulation of TWTA multi-carrier characteristics and its 
comparison with theoretical and experimental results is also included. The 
simulation of the two carrier, third order intermodulation products and its 
comparison to ESA's two tone tests is given. Simulation of three carrier TWTA 
input back-off optimisation, and finally the co-channel interference (effect of single 
and two co-channel interferers in the uplink) has been simulated. In fact this chapter 
covers most aspects of RF simulation and some aspects of baseband simulation, 
associated with the experiment.
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4 . 2  C O M P U T E R  A I D E D  S I M U L A T I O N  O F  
C O M M U N IC A T IO N S  S Y S T E M S
Computer-aided techniques for systems analysis fall into two categories. Formula 
based approaches, where the computer is used to evaluate complex formulas, and 
simulation based approaches where the computer is used to simulate the voltage and 
current waveforms as signal flows through the system. The second approach is very 
flexible and can be used to model and analyse complex systems in detail.
The transmission system simulation includes the physical link, modulators, 
demodulators, encoders, decoders, filters, amplifiers, transmitters, and receivers. 
The overall performance of the system is assessed by the probability of Error (for 
digital transmission). Closed form analytical expressions for the probability of error 
cannot be derived for this transmission system because of the presence of non-linear 
amplifiers and bandlimiting filters.
For simulation purposes, the transmission process is assumed to consist of a 
sequence of signal processing operations. Sampled values of the signals are 
generated in the computer and operated on by a set of computer routines that 
simulate the effects of filtering, nonlinearities, and other functional blocks in the 
system. The output is compared with the input signal to determine the degradation 
introduced by the elements in the transmission system. In order to reduce the 
sampling rate and the processing requirements, bandpass signals are represented by 
their complex envelopes, which are their low pass equivalents. Signals and systems 
can be represented either in the time domain or in frequency domain.
Advances in discrete time systems and digital signal processing have led to new 
approaches for digital simulation of systems. Software packages for simulation
[1][2], based upon transform domain techniques began to emerge in the late 1960's 
and early 1970's (FFT for frequency domain techniques and Bilinear Z-transform 
for time domain techniques). The simulation packages include SYSTID [3], 
CHAMP [4] etc., for aiding the analysis and design of satellite communication 
links.
The initial software packages were language oriented and designed to operate in 
batch mode. In the past ten years, things have changed. Powerful Work-stations and 
Personal Computers offer a friendly computing environment with highly visual and
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graphical user interfaces. The new software packages provide an interactive 
framework for simulation-based analysis and design of communication systems.
4.3 SOFTWARE PACKAGES USED.
4.3.1 BOSS Software Package
The functional diagram of the BOSS software package is shown in Fig.4-1. It 
allows the user to run the required simulation in the following steps [5]:
1. Construction of simulation models of systems using a hierarchical block diagram 
approach.
2. Configuring and executing, the time domain simulation by specifying the 
simulation and module parameters.
3. Viewing the simulation results at the user selected points using variety of time 
domain and frequency domain plots, as well as other displays, such as histograms 
and correlation plots.
4. There is a provision for design iterations.
The simulation program to be executed is written by BOSS in FORTRAN, based on 
the specific block diagram. The major components of BOSS are written in LISP and 
run under VMS operating system on the DEC VAXstation or under UNIX operating 
system on the SUN workstations. BOSS acts as a translator which converts block 
diagrams into FORTRAN simulation programs. All actions in BOSS are directed by 
selecting items from various pop-up command menus. It performs a variety of error 
checks as the models are being created.
BOSS has a set of models of functional blocks in communication systems. New 
models can be added in the library by using existing models in the block diagram 
form or lower level modules in the form of FORTRAN subroutines.
BOSS modules are always made from other pre-existing modules. The BOSS 
module environment begins with a set of system supplied low level modules called 
primitives, which are used to construct higher level modules. There is no limit on the
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number of levels of module nesting. The internal blocks are not visible, but available 
if the block in the module is expanded. The two important parameters of the 
simulation are "time between signal samples" (DT) and time length of the simulation 
run (Stop-time).
Fig.4-1
FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS OF BOSS SOFTWARE
DISPLAY
SCREEN
POST­ BLOCK DIAGRAMPROCESSOR EDITOR
CONSISTENCYCHECKER
SIMULATED CODE
WAVEFORMS - ► ■ f i j^ A B A S Ê s ^ B ^ — ► GENERATOR
SIMULATIONMANAGER
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The results of a simulation are viewed using the Post Processor. Simulation results 
can be viewed simultaneously with the block diagram and the parameters of the 
system which produce those results. The block diagram of the system, user 
parameter values and the simulation results are always kept together. BOSS has the 
option of performing design iterations by executing the simulations for different 
values of parameters. The results of multiple simulations can be viewed 
simultaneously, for comparison. All the created modules are stored in the database 
under the user given name. The BOSS library has a set of models of functional 
blocks in communication system, including a variety of signal sources, 
encoders/decoders, modulators/demodulators, filters, channel models, noise and 
interference sources, timing devices, measurement devices, BER estimators etc.
The Display Manager takes care of multiple windows on the screen and also 
maintain the menu system used to control BOSS operations. The block diagrams 
editor is used to graphically construct the block diagrams on the work station screen. 
Placing of blocks within a window, moving blocks on the screen is handled by the 
Block Diagram Editor. Block diagram, documentation, parameter values and 
simulation results are all stored in one or more BOSS databases. The Code 
Generator converts a block diagram to FORTRAN simulation code which is 
executed under the control of the Simulation Manager. BOSS provides integrated 
environment of simulation based modelling and analysis.
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4.3.2 TOPSIM-TII Softw are Package.
This software package was initially used for the purpose of simulation [6][7]. 
Compared to BOSS, this software package is difficult to use since it is required to 
write a program, describing the system to be simulated, i.e., a program in which the 
Input Output relationships of the various blocks of the system are declared.
TOPSIM takes advantage of the analytic signal representation of narrow band 
signals. The associated analytic signal to the narrow band signal can be written as:
x(t) = {xp(t) 4-ÿq(t)} exp (jWot)
Each signal in TOPSIM is represented by a three position vector, containing at each 
time instant the sample o f  Xp(t ) ,  and the sample of Xq( t )  and the values of/^,. Where 
signals Xp( t )  and Xq ( t )  are the complex envelope representation of the real signal 
x(t) .
Ox(t) = Re{x(t)} = Xp(t) cos Wqt -  Xq(t) sin w  ^ t
Each signal is represented by a stream of triples, but the sampling rate is determined 
by the effective bandwidth of the signals, and is not affected by the centre frequency 
fo .  A real signal at baseband will be represented in the model by a vector, say %, 
with x(2)  andxfij set to 0. Also when the signal spectrum is symmetric around/o, 
the quadrature component X q ( t )  is identically zero. The key constraints of this 
representation are based on two conditions:
(1) The signal must be strictly bandlimited.
(2) The centre frequency must be separated from the low pass equivalent signal
bandwidth.
Based on these concepts TOPSIM accepts two types of signals:
(a) Baseband signals which are represented around zero frequency.
(b) Analytic signals which are represented around a given frequency provided 
that it satisfies the above mentioned constraints.
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These two signals cannot be mixed together, TOPSIM provides error messages, if 
this occurs and stops the execution, if necessary. The user should be careful in the 
choice of the sampling interval for the simulation (DELT). In TOPSIM the Baseband 
of the simulation run is defined to be equal to (1/5*DELT). This means that every 
signal centred around frequencies of less than this value will be represented as a 
baseband signal. On the other hand an analytic signal must have a centre frequency 
above this value to avoid signal representation in the vicinity of this value, by 
properly selecting the value of DELT (sampling interval).
The TOPSIM language is procedural, i.e. the various statements are executed exactly 
in the order in which they appear. A TOPSIM program is sub divided in three 
sections, INITIAL, DYNAMIC, and TERMINAL (as shown in Fig.4-2).
NIT AL
DYNAMIC
TERM NAL
Fig.4-2
The INITIAL section is used to give the time and system block parameters, and to 
define tables of values by initialising appropriate vectors. In the DYNAMIC section, 
a description is made by a sequence of BLOCK OUTPUT assignment statements, 
each of which refer to a BLOCK subprogram capable of simulating one of the 
system blocks. Each block is characterised by a symbolic name belonging to the set 
of symbolic names included in the TOPSIM BLOCK library. This section also 
contains statements referring to the sub-program used for performance evaluation. 
Finally this section contains the quantities to be displayed as outputs and some 
options in this respect are available. These subprograms are stored into the 
Measurement and Performance Evaluation (MPE) library.
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The TERMINAL section includes a set of statements that are executed at the end of 
the simulation and allow the user to perform final computations, if necessary (The 
TERMINAL section is optional).
4.4 TECHNIQUES OF BER ESTIMATION USED.
4.4.1 SEMI-ANALYTIC BER ESTIMATION.
In the quasi-analytic method [8][9] [10], the problem is separated in to two parts, one 
dealing with the signal and the other with the noise contribution to the sampled 
waveform. The two necessary assumptions are as follows:
1. All the noise is input at the ground receiver, which means no noise is explicitly 
input to the transponder. This noise is referred to as an equivalent noise source.
2. The probability density function of the equivalent noise source is of a known 
given form.
Regardless of the overall complexity of the system, when the cascade of modules 
linear between the point where the Additive White Gaussian Noise enters the system 
and the sample and decision circuits, then the effects of Gaussian noise can be 
handled analytically.
In this approach, the simulation computes the effect of distortions in the absence of 
noise, and then superimposes the noise on the noiseless waveform. The approach 
can be clarified by the following example.
Fig.4-3(a) shows the transmitted bit stream, whilst Fig.4-3(b) shows the 
corresponding noiseless received waveform at the input of the decision device. The 
value of the waveform at the Kth sampling instant is denoted as Vk- When noise is 
superimposed, the probability that the resulting sum will produce an error is given as 
[8]:
ça
Pk= Prob [noise > V|^ ] = f^d  ^ , < 0
Pk= Prob [noise < v^l = f^d  ^ , > 0• '-a
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Where fn  is the PDF of the equivalent noise source (ENS). Graphically the 
distribution of Vj^ +n is the distribution of n shifted by and is shown in Fig.4-3(b) 
and the probability of error is the shaded area under the tail.
Fig.4-3
QUASI-ANALYTIC METHOD
(a) Transmitted bit stream
P. = shaded area
I
(b) Received Waveform
The variance of the Gaussian PDF is computed from the equivalent noise 
bandwidth, the value of the input "Average Signal Power", and the user input values 
for signal to noise power ratio. For each sample, appropriate distances to decision
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thresholds and Gaussian tail probabilities are calculated. The overall symbol eiTor 
probability for a given sample within a symbol can be expressed as:
N
k=l
Where N is the number of symbols used in the error estimation. is the error 
probability of the received point assuming a Gaussian distribution.
The reference power used to scale the S/N axis of the error rate plots is the value of 
the input signal "average signal power". This is the average of the signal at the point 
where the additive Gaussian noise enters the system. In order for the estimator to 
begin error rate estimation, the modules must compute the equivalent noise 
bandwidth and estimate the delay and phase shift introduced by the system. This is 
done during the calibration period.
Additional modules used with the semi-analytic BER estimator in BOSS are "noise 
bandwidth impulse inject" to calculate the equivalent noise bandwidth (Once the 
equivalent noise bandwidth is measured, “noise BW impulse inject” module 
becomes transparent for the remainder of the simulation). The delay and phase shift 
introduced by the system is measured by the delay and phase meter provided within 
the BER estimator. In addition “average complex power” module is used to provide 
the value of the input signal "Average Signal Power".
For the case in which the BOSS software is used, the minimum total duration of the 
simulation is as follows:
Stop Time = Calibration Start Time + 5 * (Noise BW Calculation Duration) + 
[No. o f  samples in correlation SUBSEQ + 2 * (Max. delay to calculate)] * DT * 
Symbol Time + (No. o f symbols used fo r  error estimation + 7 ) *  Symbol time.
In case the total given duration is less than this duration, the program will not 
execute and the minimum stop time will be specified.
In TOPSIM the BER estimation using the semi-analytic technique is performed by a 
subroutine called EPPSKn (where n=2,4 or 8). In this subroutine a parameter is 
required, which represents the equivalent noise bandwidth of the overall system 
lying between the Gaussian noise source and the demodulator input. It does not
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calculate the equivalent noise BW by itself, as in BOSS. It also requires the 
parameter SNRDB (Signal-to-Noise Ratio dB), from these values of SNRDB and 
the equivalent noise bandwidth, it then calculates the symbol error probability.
In order to get the Eb/No versus BER curve, the average power of the real signal 
component (Pg) is evaluated by means of another subroutine (POWMET). The 
average power measured by POWMET is the power of the associated analytic 
signal, which is twice the power of the corresponding real signal. After calculating 
all of the above values, the Eb/No versus BER values can be calculated by the 
following relationship.
SNRDB = NoPs
The above calculation is performed externally in order to plot the Eb/No versus BER 
curve. As can be seen from this example this software is much more time 
consuming, because we have to calculate the equivalent noise bandwidth, measure 
the average signal power, and in the end plot the BER curve by using the given 
relationship.
Above we have presented a brief description of the semi-analytic error estimator 
used in BOSS and TOPSIM as well as the parameters defined in running the 
simulation.
The semi-analytic error estimator used in BOSS was modified due to two problems.
1. The ideal QPSK plot given in this Estimator was not correct, especially at low 
values of Eb/No. For this reason a new primitive (low level module) was added in 
order to obtain correct plots.
2. The probability of BER is plotted against Es/No, whereas on the output it appears 
as Eb/No. This was corrected in order to obtain true plots of BER versus Eb/No.
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4,4.2 M ONTE-CARLO METHOD.
This method [8] of bit error rate estimation is performed by the observation of error 
occurrences. For this reason, the approach is also referred to as error counting. If N 
bits are processed through the system, out of which n are observed to be in error, a 
simple unbiased estimator of the BER is the sample mean as:
P = N
In the limit N—>a the estimator p will converge to the true value of p. For finite N, 
the reliability of the estimator is quantified in terms of confidence intervals. These 
intervals are plotted in Fig.4-4 for 90%, 95%, and 99% confidence levels. The 
confidence intervals shown in Fig.4-4 apply to a single isolated point. Typically in a 
simulation, a number of BER estimates at discretely spaced values of Eb/No are 
calculated, and a smooth curve is fitted to these points and taken to represent the 
characteristic behaviour of the system.
In this method, the assumption is that the observed error events are independent.
The estimator p is unrelated to this assumption, but its distribution and therefore the 
confidence interval is not. The independence assumption is standard because the 
formulation is otherwise difficult, and the nature of dependence may be even more 
difficult to establish. This method was also used in the estimation of BER using 
BOSS.
4.4.3 MODTFTED M ONTE-CARLO
A modified Monte-Carlo method [11][12][13] can be employed in order to make 
simulation more efficient in terms of observed errors per generated waveform, thus 
reducing the computational effort required to achieve the required confidence for a 
particular BER. The objective is achieved by what is termed “Importance Sampling”, 
by biasing of the statistics of the underlying processes. On the receive side the error 
count is unbiased. Importance sampling was not used in these simulations.
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Fig.4-4
Confidence bands on BER when observed value is 10"^  (Monte Carlo 
technique)
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4,5 SINGLE CARRIER SïM ULATrON.
In order to have confidence in the simulated results and BER estimator performance, 
the simulation was performed with only transmit and receive filters both in the case 
of TOPSIM and BOSS software packages. Since this was the simulation of a 
channel which can be modelled exactly with known theoretical results. It was at this 
stage that some modifications to the BOSS semi-analytic error estimator were made. 
Figures 4-5, 4-6 show the single carrier simulation set-up for semi-analytic and 
Monte-Carlo methods. The transmit and receive filters were chosen as a root cosine 
(40% roll-off) with x/sinx amplitude compensation. Since the root cosine filters are 
not provided in the BOSS library, they had to be implemented. The plots of these 
root cosine transmit and receive filters with different roll-off values are given in 
Figures 4-7, 4-8. The characteristics of the Olympus specialised services payload 
TWTA, as shown in Fig.4-9 and Fig.4-10, were used in the TWTA module. The 
characteristics of the earth station HPA used are not those of the actual HPA used for 
experimental measurements but are quite similar and not to effect overall 
conclusions.
It should be mentioned here that the main difference between burst communication 
systems (TDMA/SS-TDMA) and continuous digital systems is the carrier and timing 
recovery circuits. In TDMA these circuits are required to lock within a few a 
symbols. The carrier circuit is also required to cope with fairly large burst-to-burst 
frequency variations. Herein the steady state effects are discussed and the 
TDMA/SS-TDMA preamble design and burst synchronisation is discussed 
elsewhere. In the simulation, the impairments experienced in the data portion of the 
burst are the same as if the transmissions were continuous.
In the single carrier simulation, BER estimation was conducted, using both semi- 
analytic and Monte-Carlo methods. In the case of the Monte-Carlo method, due to 
long simulation times, BERs of up to 10"  ^ were estimated by observing 10^ 
symbols. The implementation of semi-analytic and Monte-Carlo simulation using 
BOSS is shown in Figures 4-11, 4-12 respectively. In the case of the Monte-Carlo 
simulation, there is a provision in the simulation program of setting up both uplink 
and down link C/N separately. The delay and phase meter is added along with the 
QPSK error counter, which itself calculates and provides the delay and phase 
values. In the present simulation setup, if the earth station HPA or satellite TWTA 
operating point is changed, then the system needs recalibration to achieve the 
required C/N values.
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The results of BOSS, TOPSIM and Monte-Carlo (using BOSS) simulations are 
plotted in Fig.4-13. As can be seen, these simulation results are all in good 
agreement, giving confidence in the predicted result. In addition, single carrier 
simulation also includes degradation due to carrier phase error (in degrees) and clock 
error (in percentage of symbol). These degradations are due to static phase and 
timing errors. It is possible for either synchroniser to experience significant biasing 
errors [14]. Figures 4-14, 4-15 show the probability of QPSK detection for timing 
and phase bias. As can be seen from these BER curves, the effect of biasing errors 
is much more pronounced at the low bit error rate probabilities.
The effect of filter roll-off was also observed by changing the transmit and receive 
filter roll-off values. In the initial TDMA specification [15][16], all of the pulse 
shaping was placed before the earth station HPA. The second approach proposed for 
ECS [17] and later specified by INTELSAT [18] is to divide the pulse shaping 
between the transmitter and receiver and to use a gentler roll-off. Square root cosine 
roll-off filters at the transmit and receive side, with x/sinx amplitude compensation 
on the transmit side, fulfils the two requirements for optimum performance in the 
linear channel, i.e., they are matched and they satisfy the Nyquist-I criteria for zero 
ISI (Inter-symbol Interference). In the non-linear channel, these filters show good 
performance, although their performance is sub optimal. If the filters cut-off too 
sharply, then the signal at the input of the non-linear device has substantial amplitude 
variation. The sharper the cut-off, the more intersymbol interference. The remaining 
Nyquist shaping on the receive side can remove some of the intersymbol 
interference, as shown in the eye diagrams of Fig.4-16. Increasing the roll-off 
reduces the total degradation up to a point where adjacent channel interference 
becomes dominant. Considerable effort has been expended over the years in the 
optimisation of filters in the wide-band QPSK/TDMA satellite channels [19-25]. In 
the simulation using BOSS, the influence of the roll-off factor was evaluated in the 
non-linear channel, for the HPA operating at 1 dB compression point and the TWTA 
at saturation. As can be seen in Fig.4-17, the optimum is found between 0.6 and 0.5 
(roll-off factor), this is in the absence of any adjacent channel interference.
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Fig.4-14
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Fig.4-17
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4.6 TWO CARRIKR SrMlJI.ATrON.
4.6.1 SIMULATION SETUP.
The TDMA terminal that was initially selected and later used for the first phase of the 
SS-TDMA experiment with Olympus had a limitation of three bursts/frame/carrier. 
For this reason in order to have full connectivity between the three earth stations 
taking part in the experiments, two carriers were required. Simulations were 
performed for two and three carrier operation. Fig.4-18 shows the block diagram 
representing the two carrier simulation. In this case the transmit and receive filters 
were 40% roll-off root-cosine with x/sinx amplitude compensation (on the transmit). 
The carrier spacing is 6.6 MHz (1.5 * symbol rate). Fig.4-19 shows the BOSS 
block level diagram for this simulation setup.
4.6.2 DKGRADATTON DUE TO TWTA NON-LINEARITY.
In this simulation, as shown in Fig.4-19, the perfonnance degradation is evaluated 
as a function of the Olympus TWTA operating point. Fig.4-20 shows the BER 
curves for two equal carriers, as a function of the Olympus TWTA operating point. 
The two carrier simulated results show that the degradation due to TWTA non- 
linearity is severe (as expected) near saturation. At a TWTA input back-off of -4.0 
dB the degradation is 3.5 (at BER of 10" )^ dB. At a TWTA input back-off of -10.0 
dB, the degradation is reduced to 1.5 dB.
4.6.3 F A D IN G .
In this section we consider the case for which the received modulated carrier power 
of the channel under consideration is below that of the adjacent channel, at the input 
of the satellite TWTA. This case occurs for an uplink fade of the desired channel. 
When the carrier is attenuated due to an uplink fade, the adjacent channel interference 
becomes predominant. For this reason some studies have been carried out to look 
into the mcxlulation techniques which might creates less adjacent channel interference 
in order to give better link perfomiance under faded conditions [26]127|f281. Fig.4- 
21 show the block diagram of this simulation arrangement.
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Figures 4-22, 4-23 show the results of a simulation for the degradation in faded 
carrier due to fading of that carrier in the uplink, at a TWTA input backoff of -4.0 
dB and -10.0 dB. This additional degradation is plotted in Fig.4-24. From the 
simulation results of the uplink carrier fade for two carriers, the additional 
degradation in the faded carrier, to achieve the target BER of 10-4 for 99,95% of the 
time in the U.K., will be 0.6 dB (for TWTA input back-off of -4.0 dB). For other 
earth stations i.e. Darmstadt and Tasstrup it will be up to 1.6 dB. At a TWTA 
operating point of -10.0 dB, the additional degradation is reduced to less than 0.8 
dB for a faded carrier with an uplink fade of 6.0 dB [36].
4.6.4 CHANNEL SPACING.
In Fig.4-25 we give the degradation due to carrier spacing for the two and three 
carrier cases. The simulated results show that there is negligible degradation for 
spacings of greater than 1.4 * Rs (symbol rate).
4.6.5 TWO CARRIER C/13 STMTIT.ATTON
The intermodulation performance of the TWTA is generally determined by two tone 
tests [29] [30] where the carrier to third order intermodulation (C/13) products are 
measured. The European Space Agency (ESA) has performed the two tone test for 
Olympus specialised services payload as part of the In-Orbit Test programme. These 
results are compared with the simulation results of C/13 for the two carrier case. 
Fig.4-26 shows the two results. The simulation result is in very close agreement 
with the field test (The variation from curve a to b is due to the different 
configurations used).
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Fig.4-20
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Fig.4-23
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Degradation due to carrier spacing.
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4.7 THRRR CARRIER SnVTlJLATrON.
4.7.1 DEGRADATION DUE TO TWTA NON-LINEARITY.
The simulation set-up of the three carriers through the Olympus TWTA is shown in 
Fig.4-27. Simulation was performed for three equally spaced carriers with a spacing 
of 6,6 MHz (1.5 * Rs). The first performance evaluation was for the centre carrier 
as a function of the TWTA operating point. Fig.4-28 shows the BER curves versus 
Eb/No for different values of the TWTA operating point. The degradation in the 
centre carrier, for the case of three equally spaced carriers, is much more severe 
compared to the two carrier case. The reason being that in this case the third order 
intermodulation products generated due to the three carriers going through the 
TWTA are at frequencies fl+f2-f3, fl~f2+f3» and -fi+fz+fg. The (fl-f2+f3) 
product falls on top of the centre carrier. Moreover the amplitude of these third order 
intermodulation products are 6 dB higher than 2f%-f2 type products [29]. This was 
confirmed by the simulation and comparison of the two and three carrier third order 
intermodulation products as shown in Fig.4-29. The TWTA in this case has to be 
backed-off considerably in order to avoid severe degradation. In order to avoid the 
third order intermodulation products falling on the carriers, the carriers can be placed 
unequally (Babcock spacing) [31]. Although with the present transmission rate of 
8.736 Mbit/sec. (QPSK), it is not possible to do this within the 18 MHz channel. 
The improvement of TWTA output power by using unequal frequency spacing 
between the carriers can be achieved at the expense of increased bandwidth.
4.7.2 F A D I N G .
Fig.4-30 shows the simulation block diagram of the performance evaluation for the 
uplink fade in the case of three carrier operation. In this simulation, degradation due 
to uplink fade of the centre carrier as well as adjacent carrier was evaluated. Fig.4- 
31(a) shows this degradation due to the uplink fade in the centre carrier. This 
additional degradation due to centre carrier as well as adjacent carrier is plotted in 
Fig.4-31(b). The simulation results show that the degradation due to fading in the 
centre carrier, in the case of three equally spaced carriers, is severe. For an uplink 
fade of 6 dB, the additional degradation for the faded carrier is 2.3 dB, with the 
TWTA input back-off of -12.0 dB.
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Fig.4-28
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Fig.4-29
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4.7.4 TWTA MIJLTF-CARRTRR CHARACTERISTICS
Compared to single carrier characteristics, the output power with multiple carriers 
changes more slowly than with a single carrier, and there is a multiple carrier 
compression relative to single carrier at saturation, of 1.2 dB for two carriers
[29]f32]. The BOSS block level diagram of this simulation are shown in Fig.4-32. 
The single, two and three carrier plots obtained using simulation is shown in Fig.4- 
33. These plots match well with the theoretical and experimental measurements of 
the multi-carrier characteristics of the TWTA with respect to its single carrier 
characteristics. One observation that was made when obtaining these plots was that 
the user should be careful in choosing the number of interpolation points when 
doing multi-carrier simulation. It was observed, for the characteristics of the 
Olympus TWTA, used in specialised services payload, that for interpolation points 
above 50, the single carrier characteristics does not change but the multi-carrier 
characteristics gave abnormal results near or at saturation. The safe value to choose 
is below 30 (no. of interpolation points), but the best and safest way is to plot the 
output power with multiple carriers and see that no abnormal values are produced, 
otherwise the BER estimator will give incorrect results near to saturation.
4.7.5 FILTER ROLL-OFF
The effect of filter roll-off on the satellite link performance in terms of Eb/No versus 
BER was simulated and discussed earlier for the case of a single carrier. The 
optimum was found to be between 0.5 and 0.6, in the absence of any adjacent 
channel interference. Here the simulation is repeated in the presence of adjacent 
channel interference, for the three carrier case. The results of this simulation are 
shown in Fig.4-34. These results show that the best perfomiance is achieved with a 
filter roll-off factor of 0.4. Whereas the roll-off values of 0.3, 0.5, and 0.6 show 
very similar degradations.
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Fig.4-33
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4.7.8 TWTA INPUT BACK-OFF OPTIMISATION.
Simulation was perfomied to detemiine optimum satellite TWTA input back-off, for 
three equally spaced carriers. Fig.4-36 shows the block diagram used for this 
simulation. In this simulation, the uplink and downlink carrier to noise can be 
defined at any operating point of the satellite TWTA. The program plots the uplink 
carrier to noise ratio (dB), downlink carrier to noise ratio, carrier to intermodulation 
and the total carrier to noise ratio over the whole range of the satellite TWTA 
operating points. From these plots, as shown in Fig.4-35, the optimum operating 
point of the TWTA can be calculated from the given uplink and downlink carrier to 
noise ratios.
Fig.4-35
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4.8 CO CHANNEL INTERFERENCE
The OLYMPUS multi-beam antenna has been designed to provide optimum co­
channel interference (CCI) performance within the constraints of a single reflector 
and single feed for each beam. The specification of the co-channel interference 
between beam A and beam C are as follows:
Uplink Co-Channel Interference Downlink Co-Channel Interference
Beam A to C 33 dB over 85% coverage 31 dB over 95% coverage
Beam C to A 33 dB over 85% coverage 31 dB over 95% coverage
The satellite CCI specification assumes an earth station with antenna XPD of 35 dB 
in the direction of the satellite for an antenna pointing accuracy of ± 0 .2°  [33]. The 
satellite configuration permits frequency reuse experiments between beams D and E, 
but no specifications are given, as shown in Fig.4-37.
In order to evaluate the degradation due to co-channel interference. Simulation was 
performed for one and two uplink co-channel interference signals. Some simulation 
work (using the CHAMP software package) and hardware measurements was 
reported for the INTELSAT-V and INTELSAT-VI satellite networks
[23][27][34][35].
In the simulation setup to evaluate the satellite link performance for uplink co­
channel interference signals, different random seed generators were used for the 
required signal and the co-channel interferers so that they are independent of each 
other. The simulation was performed with either no delay or half a symbol delay 
with respect to the measured QPSK carrier. The simulation was performed for CCI 
values of 40, 30, 20, 18 and 17 dB. The reason being that in some beam areas the 
CCI can be severe, so in order to achieve the required BER objective, the 
degradation due to CCI should be taken into consideration.
Figures 4-38, 4-39 show the simulation results of a single uplink interférer. There is 
a negligible degradation for CCI values of 40 and 30 dB. At CCI of 20 dB, the 
degradation is 0.6 dB at BER of 10'^. As the CCI increases above 20 dB, the 
degradation due to CCI increases more rapidly, as shown by BER curves of 18 dB 
and 17 dB CCI. At CCI of 17 dB, the degradation is 1.1 dB. The effect of half a 
symbol delay in single uplink interférer is negligible.
F i ü . 4 - 3 7 1 6 9
Up-link CCI outside Specification
Down - l i n k  CCI o u t s i d e  Specification
Fig.4-38
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The simulation results of two co-channel uplink interferers are shown in Fig.4-40 
and Fig.4-41. Changing the CGI from 40 dB to 30 dB, the degradation increases by
0.2 dB at a BER of 10’^ . The effect of 0.5 symbol delay in the case of two uplink 
co-channel interferers is significant at high values of CCI. At CCI of 20 dB, the 
degradation due to CCI is 1.25 dB without delay and about 1.8 dB for a half a 
symbol delay. In fact there is a spread in results. This spread increases with the 
increase of the CCI and is negligible at low values of CCI. At a CCI value of 17 dB 
the degradation without delay is 2.45 dB, and the degradation with 0.5 symbol delay 
is 3.9 dB. This spread is due to the offset in symbol timing between desired and 
interfering signals.Assuming worst case uplink CCI of 20 dB [33] the additional 
degradation due to two uplink interferers will be 1.8 dB maximum.
The simulation for the downlink CCI was not performed, since for beams A and C, 
the specified downlink CCI is greater than 31 dB for 95% of the coverage area. The 
degradation in the satellite link performance for single and multiple co-channel 
interferers in the uplink can be simulated.
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4.9 CO N CLU SIO N
This chapter has covered most aspects of the Olympus Satellite's specialised services 
payload, RF link performance and some aspects of the baseband performance. 
Computer aided simulation has emerged as a powerful tool in the evaluation of 
complex satellite links and its various aspects. In the case of single carrier 
simulation, both semi-analytic and Monte-Carlo methods of BER estimation gave 
close results, giving confidence in the results obtained. The effect of filter roll-off on 
the BER performance in the non-linear satellite channel showed an optimum 
performance of between 0.6 and 0.5, in the absence of adjacent channel interference. 
In the presence of adjacent channel interference, i.e. during the simulation of two 
and three carrier operation, the optimum is found at a roll-off value of 0.4. Other 
roll-off values of 0.3, 0.5, and 0.6 gave similar results for multi-carrier operation.
In the case of two and three earner simulation the degradation due to satellite TWTA 
non-linearity shows that degradation in the centre carrier, for three equally spaced 
carriers, is much more severe than for the two carrier case. The satellite TWTA has 
to be operated at considerable back-off in this case(between -10 and -12 dB input 
back-off), whereas for the two carrier case, the TWTA can be operated at -4.0 dB 
input back-off.
The second aspect which was evaluated, in the case of multi-carrier operation, was 
the effect of uplink carrier fade on the link performance of the faded channel. The 
effect of faded carrier was simulated both for two and three carrier operation. In the 
case of two carrier operation, with the TWTA operating at -4.0 dB input back-off, 
the additional simulated degradation was 0.6 dB to achieve the target BER of 10“"^ 
for 99.95% of the time in the U.K. and 1.6 dB for Darmstadt and Tasstrup. If the 
TWTA operating point is changed to -10.0 dB, the additional degradation is reduced 
to 0.8 dB for a faded carrier, with an uplink fade of 6.0 dB. In the case of three 
carrier operation, the additional degradation due to uplink fade of centre carrier is 
more severe. For an uplink fade of 6 dB, the additional degradation is 2.3 dB, with 
the TWTA input back-off o f -12.0 dB.
The effect of channel spacing shows that there is negligible degradation for carrier 
spacing greater than 1.4 * Symbol Rate. If the carrier spacing is decreased below
1.4 then the degradation is different for two and three carrier cases and is also a 
function of TWTA operating point.
1 7 4
In these simulations, the TWTA intermodulation products were evaluated and 
comparisons to the experimental results were made. The simulation of two carrier third 
order intermodulation, and its comparison to ESA's two tone tests show that the 
simulated results are in close agreement to the measured values. Suggesting that the 
TWTA intermodulation perfomiance can be simulated quite accurately.
Finally the simulation of the co-channel interference show that for one uplink co­
channel interférer, the degradation due to CCI of 20 dB is 0.6 dB. In the case of two 
uplink co-channel interferers, the degradation due to CCI of 20 dB is 1.8 dB, 
maximum. For two co-channel interferers, there is a spread of results and this spread 
increases at high CCI values. The spread is due to offset in symbol timing between the 
required and interfering signals.
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CHAPTERS
5.1 ÏNTRODUCTTON.
This chapter deals with the design of the Acquisition and Synchronisation Unit 
(ASU) used in the SS-TDMA experiment. The ASU acquires and locks to the 
synchronisation window of the SS-TDMA frame. Some of the methods proposed 
for initial acquisition and synchronisation are discussed and followed by the 
description of the method of initial acquisition and synchronisation proposed and 
implemented in the ASU. The ASU was interfaced with the TDMA reference station 
for the first phase of the SS-TDMA experiment with OLYMPUS. Also included in 
this chapter is the description of experimental test set-up. The experimental results 
are compared to the simulated results discussed in Chapter-4. These tests provided 
real time evidence of the performance of the complete SS-TDMA link.
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5.2 DESIGN OF THE ACO. AND SYNC. UNIT lASD)
5.2.1 METHODS OF INITIAL ArOIJISTTION.
In SS-TDMA operation, all participating earth stations require timing information 
concerning the satellite switching sequence of the SS-TDMA frame. Included in the 
SS-TDMA frame format is the acquisition and synchronisation window. This 
acquisition and synchronisation window is used by the earth stations to maintain the 
proper time relationship between the data transmission of the uplinks and switching 
operations at the satellite, which distribute these transmissions amongst the 
downlinks of each zone. Once an earth station achieves synchronisation, then it can 
accurately predict when to transmit the bursts to pass through the switch, for the 
required beam. Before acquiring the synchronisation window, nothing is known of 
the timing relationship between the earth station time base and the satellite 
synchronisation window. The timing system then enters the INITIAL 
ACQUISITON phase.
Initial acquisition is of two types.
(a) First is the initial acquisition of the synchronisation window by the earth 
station(s) required to provide timing information to all the other earth stations in the 
network.
(b) Second is the initial acquisition of the traffic earth stations for the transmission 
of data bursts in the required slots. Here we will discuss the first type of initial 
acquisition. The second type of initial acquisition will be discussed later. It is 
preferable to complete the initial acquisition in the minimum amount of time. We will 
first discuss the proposed methods of initial acquisition and then the method of initial 
acquisition actually implemented.
5.2.1.1 PN-Seciiience Method
In conventional TDMA systems, acquisition can be achieved at the earth station by 
transmitting a long duration low-power (25 dB below peak level) PN sequence 
which is then returned to the earth station after one round trip time. The earth station 
uses a stored replica of the signal plus time shifting to obtain a maximum response 
which is detected in a correlation receiver [l]f2]. In SS-TDMA only a small portion 
of the transmitted sequence is received from the satellite i.e. one sync, window
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duration per frame and consequently, poor correlation properties can result if the 
window duration is very small. In the case of Olympus, the frame duration is 
comparatively long (20 msec, frame period) and the minimum duration of the 
synchronisation window of 78.125 p,sec. is long enough for good correlation. The 
phase of the PN sequence consisting of (2^ -l)/can be determined if at least N 
successive bits are known. The estimated time to achieve ultimate timing accuracy by 
this method is a few seconds, the timing accuracy is ± 1 bit [1], assuming coherent 
detection and perfect correlation.
The second method using short PN sequences is also possible. Each PN sequence 
has a duration of less than the sync, window. Each PN sequence over the entire 
frame is given a label, called the burst place number. Since each PN sequence is 
marked by a burst place number, it is possible to detennine which sequence actually 
passes through the sync, window. The total time to achieve good accuracy is a 
couple of seconds, and the timing accuracy is ± 1 bit.
5.2.1.2 SYNC. BURST METHOD
In this method a short duration burst called a sync, burst is transmitted [3][4]. Two 
types of bursts were proposed. The first uses a simple structure, the PSK sync, 
burst or the FSK sync, burst. The second type called Coded PSK (or metering 
burst) includes a preamble and a metric. The metric is simply a set of bits which may 
be clipped off by the sync, window. The probability of initially passing the sync, 
burst which is of short duration through the sync window which is also of short 
duration, is quite small. The earth station must adjust its time base by an amount 
which is less in duration than the sync, window and then repeat the process. When 
the sync, burst does pass through the sync, window, initial acquisition is complete. 
In the case of Olympus if the time base is varied by 40 |isec. then it requires a 
maximum of 500 trials to achieve initial acquisition.
One aspect that should be mentioned here is that in the SS-TDMA frame fomiat, the 
sync, window may not be the only loopback window. In order for the earth stations 
to communicate with earth stations in the same beam, the loopback must be provided 
in the traffic section of the SS-TDMA frame. The acquiring station should be capable 
of identifying the correct sync, window and should not lock to the data loopback 
window.
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5.2.1.3 SWEPT CARRIER PlILSR MKTHOD
The swept carrier pulse method requires one long duration of carrier many frame 
lengths in duration followed by a series of short pulses of short duration [I j. When 
the long duration of carrier reaches the satellite, the sync.window pulse-time 
modulates the signal as shown in Fig.5-1. These signals are returned to the earth 
station to provide receive timing and a reference. The interpulse spacing of the short 
pulses of carrier is Tp + A. Where A is a duration less than the sync, window 
duration as shown in Fig.5-2 and Tp is the frame period.
 ____      Fig.5-1
SYNC. WINDOW MODULATION OF THE SIGNAL. THE SHORT DURATION PULSES OF TI IE CARRIER SCAN THROUGH Tl IE SYNC. WINDOW
Carrier
I -----&
n n
short duration pulses of carrier
-D------ D---- &
sync, windowsp n n
Pulses of carrier sync, window modulation of the short duration pulses.
_______ Fig.5-2
SUGNAL FORMAT OF SHORT DURATION PUI.SES
First Frame
Second Frame
Third Frame
Fourth Frame
The total length of the signal is 3Tp for the carrier and Tp^/A for the timing pulses. 
The timing accuracy is ± 3 }isec. The acquisition time is given as less than 2 
seconds.
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5.2.1.4 CODED SEARCH SIGNAL METHOD
This method is similar to the "swept carrier pulse method". It contains a signal 
having a portion of carrier followed by coded sync, words [51. The sync, window 
modulates the carrier which can be used to initialise the earth station receiver. The 
sync, window then modulates the coded sync, words which are composed of 
digitally encoded numbers and which return to the earth station to be decoded. The 
timing accuracy is ± 1 bit and acquisition time of one round trip (0.3 sec.).
5.2.2 INITIAL METHOD OF ACQUISITION
The methods discussed above can be used for the initial acquisition. The first two 
methods seem feasible from a practical point of view. As the PN sequence method is 
used in conventional TDMA systems for placing traffic bursts in the required slot, 
it's practical implementation will not be difficult. On the other hand if we use the 
second method (sync, burst method), this has some advantage in that, the same sort 
of bursts can be used for synchronisation. One disadvantage of the sync, burst 
acquisition method is the time it takes to acquire the satellite sync window. This can 
be overcome by transmitting a number of sync, bursts (identifier bursts) with their 
identification numbers.
This method of transmitting a number of identifier bursts to locate the satellite 
synchronisation window is used in the ASU. The structure of the identifier burst 
used is shown in Fig.5-3.
Fig.5-3
IDENTIFIER BURST
CBTR UW ID Post ID
Here ID is the identification number of the burst. The post identifier is a 16 bit word 
used to check the ends of the bursts during segment acquisition, thus excluding the 
possibility of a truncated identifier giving incorrect results. The post identifier
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follows immediately after the identifier, as shown in Fig.5-3, and is allowed a 
threshold of 2 bits in error out of the 16 received.
The number of bursts in the segment acquisition is variable. For Olympus with a 20 
msec, frame period, this value will normally be 512 i.e. two bursts per segment as 
shown in Fig.5-4 (There are 256 segments in a 20 msec, frame, i.e. one segment is 
78.125 psec.). The number of times the identifier "burst set" is transmitted is also 
adjustable. The maximum number allowed is set by the memory allocated to the 
receive side, which is 32 Kbytes. Four bytes are received per burst, which means 
sixteen sets can be sent.
Fig.5-4
SS-TDMA Frame Period
20 msec. ►
256
Segment duration: 78.125 p sec.
511 512
Two identifier bursts per segment
The distance between the identifier bursts in terms of CPU clock cycles is calculated 
in terms of frame lengths. The threshold during segment acquisition is variable, and 
determines how many bursts with a given identifier need to be received before the 
identifier is declared valid. Once the identifiers are correctly detected i.e. the 
acquisition and synchronisation window position is coarsely identified, the system 
goes into the next phase, which is the synchronisation window "edge acquisition 
procedure".
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5.2.3. METHOD OF SYNCHRONÏSATÏON USED 
5.2.3.1. Edge Acquisition Procedure
The edge acquisition procedure can be regarded as part of the synchronisation with 
the loopback window. The "edge acquisition" means the position determination of 
the trailing edge of the synchronisation window of the SS-TDMA frame. The edge 
acquisition procedure uses three types of bursts. The only difference between them 
is the length of the metric section. The three bursts are as follows;
1. Long Metric Burst.
The long metric burst is used in the first stage of the edge acquisition. The maximum 
length of the long metric can be up to 1024 bits (there can be 682 bits per segment at 
8.736 Mbit/sec). The length of metric is 76 (bytes). The number of long metrics 
used during edge acquisition is between 30 and 40.
2. Medium Metric Burst.
The medium metric burst is used in the second stage of the edge acquisition. The 
length of the medium metric is 50 (bytes). The number of medium metric bursts 
used for the second stage edge acquisition is variable, the current value is 32.
3. Short Metric Burst.
The short metric burst is used in the optional third stage of the edge acquisition. The 
length of the metric is 30 (bytes). The number of short metrics used for the third 
stage is also variable, the current value being 32.
5.2 .3 .2  Synchronisation
Once the edge acquisition procedure is complete, the system goes into the 
synchronisation phase. The structure of the ASU synchronisation burst is shown in 
Fig.5-5. The UW length in the ASU synchronisation burst can be up to 30 bits 
maximum. The special frame marker is a 16 bit word used to indicate the last frame 
within a superframe group, used to average out the metrics within that group. Any 
pattern can be chosen for this marker, the inverse of the marker being sent for all 
other frames. The number of frames per superframe during synchronisation is 
between 30 and 40 (minimum).
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Fig.5-5 
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LOOP BACK WINDOW
Truncated
CBTR Marker
In this ASU synchronisation burst, the CBTR (carrier and burst timing recovery) 
lengths are almost the same as those of the DYNAC TDMA system used for the SS- 
TDMA experiments, along with the ASU, interfaced with the TDMA reference 
station.
5.2.3.2 Choice of the Unique Word (UW)
The output of the UW correlator is always used to reference the time of occurrence 
of a burst. This time is taken from the instant of the correlation spike from the UW 
correlator. The UW must be detected reliably. The two types of error in the detection 
of the UW are the "miss alarm" and "false alarm".
A miss refers to the failure of the UW detector to produce a correlation spike. The 
correlation threshold (E) is defined as the number of errors allowed in detecting the 
UW correlation spike. If the threshold is zero then the UW must be received 
perfectly in order to recognise the presence of the burst. The probability of the UW 
detection (P) is a function of the UW length (N), correlation threshold (E), and the 
bit error probability (p). Mathematically the probability of the UW detection P can be 
expressed as |6 |
1=0
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The probability of UW miss is given by
N
I=E+1
Fig.5-6 shows the UW miss probability versus BER rate for different values of UW 
length (N) and error threshold (E) [7]. In Fig.5-7 is shown the miss probability of 
UW as a function of channel BER (p), correlation threshold (E), and UW length 
(N).
These curves show that when the UW exceeds a certain length the miss probability 
becomes almost constant. It has been shown that when the effects of the phase jitter 
and cycle slipping of the recovered carrier upon UW miss detection are also 
considered, the UW miss probability versus UW length exhibits a bottoming effect,
i.e. when it reaches the lower bound, the UW miss probability cannot be improved 
by increasing UW length (N) [8].
When the UW correlation threshold value increases, the false alarm probability will 
increase. The UW false alarm refers to the occurrence of the UW when the UW is 
not actually present. The probability of false alarm can be expressed as [6] :
F = I d1=0
1 . . 7 NWhere —-  is the probability of a particular N-bit combination and I2^ V I the number
of possible combinations of (I) errors in an N-bit UW. Fig.5-8 shows the 
probability of false alarm as a function of UW length and correlation threshold for a 
random data signal.
The probability of the false alami can be reduced by what is known as the "aperture 
technique". This can be implemented by opening an aperture (window) at the 
expected time of occurrence of the UW. The occurrence of the UW spike outside 
this aperture will not be recognised as the presence of the UW, as shown in Fig.5-9.
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Fig.5-9 
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In Fig.5-10 is shown the false alarm probability of a 12 bit UW with 2 bit aperture. 
The false alarm probability also depends on the actual bit pattern of the UW. A 
specific bit pattern produces a specific side lobe pattern. The variation of side lobe 
pattern renders some sequences better than others. For the purpose of 
synchronisation the aim is to minimise the magnitude of the side lobe for both auto­
correlation and cross coiTelation functions. The optimum or near optimum UW bit 
pattern can be found by brute force computing, i.e. by randomly selecting and 
investigating large number of bit patterns, for a given length of UW. Some of the 
UW patterns obtained by this method are given in table.5-1 [9].
Table.5-1
UW Length (N) Bit Pattern
20 01111100101001000110
24 001101000000101110011101
25 0110111110100001110001010
30 110000010110001000101101111101
In Figures 5-11 and 5-12 are shown an auto correlation of the 24 bit and 30 bit UW 
pattern given in table.5-1. The following table.5-2 shows the bit pattern used for the 
COMSAT high speed experimental TDMA terminal [10].
Table.5-2
Bit Pattern
UWl (24) 110111010100100001001001
UW2 (24) 101111010010011010001001
UW3 (24) 101011101000100011110100
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Fig.5-13 shows the auto correlation of these UW patterns. In Fig.5-14 is shown 
auto correlation of the 24 bit UW pattern compared with two of the UW patterns 
used in the high speed TDMA system. This shows that the UW patterns obtained are 
netu" optimum bit patterns. In addition various optimised patterns are available which 
are used in present commercial TDMA systems [10].
It should be mentioned here that the UW in the SS-TDMA synchronisation burst is 
present at periodic (near periodic) interval. The aperture technique significantly 
reduces the false alarm probability. Increasing the UW length by a few more bits 
may improve synchronisation performance as by the use of an optimised UW (of 
shorter length) by exhaustive efforts.
Fig.5-11
Auto correlation of 30 bit UW pattern
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Fig.5-13
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Fig.5-14
COMSAT UWl COMSAT UW2
Comparison of 24 bit UW pattern with COMSAT 24 bit UW 
patterns used in their high speed TDMA terminals.
The maximum length of the UW in the present ASU can be up to 30 bit maximum. 
The detection of the UW is performed by the ASU in three different states. These 
states are SCAN, VERIFY, and LOCK. In the SCAN mode no aperture is set 
because the time of the occurrence of the UW is not known. The threshold is set to 
2, this threshold value is variable. Once the UW is detected it is verified by 
introducing a narrow aperture at the next expected occurrence of this UW. If this 
UW is detected consecutively, the verify mode is complete and the system will go 
into the lock mode. In the lock mode, the threshold value and the aperture width 
assigned to the lock mode is implemented. If the verify mode is not completed
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successfully, because of false alarm, the system will again go into the scan mode.
Once in the lock mode, the threshold and aperture values remain as assigned, until a 
UW is missed. When the UW miss is detected, the aperture width is increased in 
order to reduce the UW miss in the next frame. The UW miss can occur due to:
(a) The unique word drifts beyond the aperture
(b) The unique word is within the aperture, but is missed
The UW displacement can occur due to Doppler variation caused due to distance 
change between the satellite and an earth station. Secondly due to false detection 
which resets the counters that determine the frame period. The Doppler effect from a 
geostationary satellite is typically less than 1*10'^, and can be ignored [11].
To determine the required UW length, threshold values and aperture width, it is 
important to define the performance objective of the ASU. The specification of the 
UW performance under worst case is as follows:
Probability of missing the burst < 1 * 10^
This means that for Olympus with frame period of 20 msec, the mean time of miss 
detection and false alarm will be about 6 hours.
At present the width of the aperture can be given as a fixed value during lock mode 
and is increased when the UW miss is detected. Ideally this window width should 
be designed to minimise false alarm and miss detection by incorporating an adaptive 
and optimum width control strategy [12]. However this method is more useful when 
operating in a high BER channel or using short length UW patterns i.e. when the 
miss detection and false detection probabilities are high.
With UW length of 30 bits and correlation threshold of 5, it exceeds the specification 
of miss detection of 10“^ at BER of 10"^ (as well as at 5*10"^). In order to reduce 
the false alarm probability the aperture technique reduces the false alarm probability 
to less than the required specification of 10" .^ The aperture is set to 20 bits, the 
aperture during the verify mode being twice the aperture during lock mode. The 
correlation threshold during acquisition and verify is set to 2.
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5.2.4. ASU SYSTEM VARIABLES
In this section the ASU system variables are given. These system variables are 
during ASU lock mode, i.e. when the ASU is synchronised to the SS-TDMA frame 
synchronisation window. They are as follows:
1. Number of bursts allowed to be missed within a superframe.
2. Number of consecutive misses of superframe markers allowed after which 
fatal error is declared.
3. Number of consecutive superframes allowed in which not enough bursts 
have been received.
4. Number of consecutive misses required before a fatal error is declared,
5. Number of superframes after which steady state synchronisation is declared.
6 . Number of allowable consecutive superframes in which maximum offsets 
are received.
The above parameters are responsible for determining the mean time before 
synchronisation loss (MTBSL).
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5.3. Experimental Test Set-up
Fig.5-15 and Fig.5-16 show the experimental test set-up for the Olympus SS- 
TDMA BER measurements. In these arrangements, the ASU controls the TDMA 
Reference Station. The TDMA system does not boot-up until the Acquisition and 
Synchronisation Unit (ASU) locks to the loopback window of the SS-TDMA frame.
The ASU takes a couple of minutes to lock, to the loopback window. The 
synchronisation loss suffered by the ASU depends on the defined ASU system 
parameters. The ASU is flexible i.e. most of the system parameters can be changed. 
With the proper selection of these parameters, the ASU can be made quite robust, in 
terms of its tolerance to high BER,
5.4. M easurement of Link Perform ance and its Comparison  
with Sim ulation.
5.4.1 BER Perform ance of Test set-up and Comparison
The set-up in Fig.5-15 is for the reference station loopback tests, i.e. a traffic burst 
is transmitted, and received, by the reference station via the Olympus SS-TDMA 
payload. Whereas in Fig.5-16, we have both reference and remote terminals, at the 
same earth station. As mentioned earlier, the reference station is controlled by the 
Acquisition and Synchronisation Unit (ASU), in the sense that its reference burst is 
transmitted with reference to the ASU’s synchronisation burst. Here the remote 
terminal is controlled by the reference station, just as in a normal TDMA operation. 
TDMA traffic burst transmission is from Reference-to-Remote, and Re mote-to- 
Reference, i.e. a complete SS-TDMA configuration test. The measured C/N (at the 
input of the demodulator) is accurate to within 1 dB of the actual C/N value. A 
Number of BER measurements were performed for each C/N value. Relatively 
fewer measurements were performed above a BER of lO'^ (i.e. between 10'^ and 
l()-2), because the ASU loses synchronisation, if this situation (of high BER) 
continues for long duration, and also because of the increased sync, losses at the 
pattern generator and BER meter. The Et/No versus BER curves were obtained, by 
adding noise on the receive side as shown in Fig.5-15 and Fig.5-16.
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The BER measurements for set-up A and set-up B, are shown in Fig.5-17. The 
measurements for set-up A and set-up B were perfonned for two different satellite 
access times. These results are compared with the simulation results. The measured 
results are within 1 dB of the simulated BER curve; thus giving added confidence in 
the simulation.
5.4.2 Two Carrier M easurem ents and Comparison
The two carrier test set-up was the same as that in Fig.5-16. In this case the maps of 
the TDMA reference station were changed so that the reference and traffic terminal 
transmitted simultaneously at different (adjacent) frequencies. This was done so as 
to compare the accuracy of the simulation results in multi-carrier operation. In this 
case BER measurements were performed for, Reference-to-Remote, when one 
carrier (Reference carrier) was attenuated at the input of the HPA, since both 
reference and traffic terminals were at the same earth station. Simulation was 
performed in the same configuration, the two results are plotted in Fig.5-18. In the 
same configuration, the Olympus TWTA was driven near to saturation and the BER 
was measured. In Fig.5-19 measured and simulated results are plotted.
The simulated results in the case of carrier fade, taking into account the measurement 
error, agree well with the measured results. These results are within 1.0 dB of the 
simulated results. However in Fig.5-19 where BER is plotted as a function of 
TWTA input back off, degradation near saturation is relatively more severe than the 
simulated result.
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5.5 CONCLUSION
The objectives of the first phase of the SS-TDMA experiment via Olympus was to 
demonstrate the successful operation of TDMA terminals in an SS-TDMA 
environment, by interfacing the TDMA reference station with the acquisition and 
synchronisation unit (ASU). It was also important to evaluate satellite link 
degradations. Simulations were carried out to asses the satellite link performance in 
terms of BER versus Eb/No and to observe any additional degradation because of 
the ASU.
The simulations of the link were explained in Chapter-4. The comparison of 
simulation results with the measured link performance was given in this chapter. The 
reason for giving the link measurements in this chapter is that the additional 
equipment i.e. the acquisition and synchronisation unit has been explained here in 
detail. Any degradation in the link performance due to the ASU can be separated 
when comparing the measurements with the simulated results. It should be 
mentioned that the ASU performance evaluation in terms of "miss detection/false 
detection" versus the BER were not performed because the experimental time on the 
satellite was not sufficient for these measurements to be taken.
The simulation results of both semi-analytic and Monte-Carlo methods were 
compared with the experimentally measured results. These results are in close 
agreement, suggesting that the simulated results are quite accurate and secondly no 
additional degradation (taking into account the measurement accuracy) was observed 
because of the inclusion of the ASU with the TDMA reference station. This test of 
the TDMA system with and without the ASU (to measure the degradation due to the 
ASU) was conducted in the earth station and not on the satellite. As far as the ASU 
performance on the satellite is concerned, the ASU successfully acquires and 
synchronises with the satellite sync, window and then allows the reference station to 
operate in a SS-TDMA environment. The successful operation of Reference-to- 
Remote and Remote-to-Reference via the satellite provided the full SS-TDMA 
configuration test.
2 0 2
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C H A P T E R - 6
NETWORK CONTROL FOR NARROW BAND SS-TDMA
6.1 INTRODUCTION.
In this chapter we described the network control of the narrow band SS-TDMA 
system. Two methods of network control are presented for the purpose of reference 
burst distribution and "acquisition, synchronisation and control" of the traffic terminals 
in the network. A burst time plan (BTP) change procedure which can be used in the 
Olympus SS-TDMA experiments is also discussed. This is followed by the 
investigation of the requirements of the Olympus on-board clock for the purpose of 
plesiochronous operation. The buffer requirements due to this on-board clock control 
are also calculated.
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6.2 Network Control of Narrow Band SS-TDMA Networks
The proposed narrow-hand SS-TDMA terminals can range from 8 to 25 Mbit/sec. In 
the proposed design we assume a reference station, equipped with the ASU and 
controlled by the Network Management Centre (NMC), capable of acquiring, 
synchronising and controlling a large number of traffic terminals in each beam.
The network control sequence of the SS-TDMA network can be divided as follows:
1. Acquisition and Synchronisation with a loopback window.
2. Distribution of reference burst.
3. Acquisition, synchronisation and monitoring of the traffic bursts.
4. Burst time plan change procedure.
5. On-board clock control.
6. SS-TDMA system monitor and diagnostics.
In this chapter we will concentrate on the overall design of the narrow band SS-TDMA 
network. In this approach we will compare the possible methods of attaining a cost 
effective, efficient network control.
The methods of acquisition and synchronisation were discussed earlier in Chapter-2, 
and the method of acquisition and synchronisation to the SS-TDMA frame window 
was discussed in the previous chapter (Chapter-5). In the following section we discuss 
the methods of traffic burst acquisition and synchronisation as well as a scheme for 
monitoring the status of the traffic terminals. This is followed by discussion on the 
burst time plan change procedure and the on-board clock control.
In SS-TDMA the system efficiency can be defined as:
SS-TDMA System Efficiency = data transinission time 
^ ^ total time
= Frame q * Filling q * Assignment q
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Frame q = 1 —
Where q = efficiency 
guard time + preambles where Tp = frame time
Filling q =
^^Capacity demand in each submode 
^^Capacity offered in each submode
Assignment q = minimum time needed to transmit critical line of the traffic matrix actual time needed to transmit critical line of the traffic matrix
If we examine the form of the frame efficiency, we see that it can be improved by 
decreasing the acquisition and synchronisation field length (we will call this the 
synchronisation region) of the SS-TDMA frame. Two methods of network acquisition, 
synchronisation and control are presented in the following sections.
6.2.1 Network Acquisition and Synchronisation Method (A).
In this scheme the SS-TDMA frame is divided into a synchronisation region and a 
traffic region. The functions of acquisition, synchronisation and control are carried out 
in the synchronisation region. Fig.6-1 shows the details of the synchronisation region. 
There are three types of burst that are transmitted in this region, as shown in Fig.6-2, 
Fig.6-3, and Fig.6-4.
Fig.6-1
Sync. Region
■Frame Period
Traffic Region
Loopback Acquisition Ref. Burst ^  SignallingRegion Window Distribution BurstRegion Region Region
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Fig.6-2
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Fig.6-4
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The first is the ASU burst (Fig.6-2), which is used to lock to the loopback window, 
and provides the reference to the SS-TDMA frame switching pattern to the reference 
station. It is also used to measure the on-board clock drift, and to perform the ranging 
function to eliminate the Doppler effect in the on-board clock control algorithm.
The second burst is the reference burst (RB) (Fig.6-3), which serves as the reference 
to the traffic terminals for their transmission of traffic bursts. This burst also carries a 
control channel which can be used to perform the acquisition (to give permission to 
transmit a preamble and source identification in the acquisition window), 
synchronisation, loading of a burst time plan and other control information. The 
reference burst in this case is distributed in a broadcast mode (point to multi-point).
The third burst is a communication/signalling burst, (Fig.6-4), which is transmitted by 
each traffic station once per multiframe. The number of frames per multiframe are 
variable to accommodate an increase in the number of traffic stations per beam. This 
burst also carries a control channel which is used to monitor the status of the traffic 
terminals by the reference station.
The method of acquiring the traffic terminals is by providing the acquisition window as 
shown in Fig. 6-5. A separate acquisition window is provided for each beam. The size 
of the acquisition window depends on the satellite position keeping accuracy. In the 
case of OLYMPUS, the 20 msec, frame period is divided into 256 frame units (Time 
Units). Each Time Unit (TU) is 78.125 p-sec. Taking 4 TUs per acquisition window, 
the acquisition window becomes 312.5 psec. (For OLYMPUS, the orbital plane 
variation is less than ± 0.07°). The traffic terminals are acquired sequentially i.e. only 
one terminal is acquired at a time, and under instruction from the reference station. 
However it is possible for traffic terminals residing in different beams to be 
simultaneously acquired in the network. In this case up to four traffic terminals, 
residing in different beams can be simultaneously acquired.
Once the traffic station goes into the synchronisation phase, it transmits a 
communication/signalling burst (in addition to its traffic data burst) once per allocated 
frame of each SS-TDMA multiframe. If there are sixteen traffic terminals per beam, 
then a multiframe consisting of a minimum of sixteen frames will be sufficient for 
synchronisation and control. As the multiframe is variable up to 40 frames, any one or 
all of the four beams can have up to a maximum of 40 traffic stations. If the traffic 
stations exceed this value then two communication signalling burst can be allocated per 
beam in each slot, which will be
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Fig.6-5 SYNCHRONISATION FIELD DISTRIBUTION FOR NETWORK ACQUISITION AND SYNCHRONISATION, METHOD (A)
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sufficient for 80 traffic terminals per beam. The synchronisation region in this case 
occupies 10.55% of the frame. In order to improve the frame efficiency, we can reduce 
the size of the acquisition window. This can be accomplished by measuring the 
distance of the satellite from the reference station and the elevation and azimuth angles 
[1]. Fig.6-6 shows the method of accomplishing this procedure. Here azimuth and 
elevation angles are a  and P respectively. From Fig.6-6
T2 = r 2 + d2 - 2Rd cosa cosP 
Assumed random angle errors of equal variance
Total range error = da (cos^a sin^P + cos^P sin^a)^/^
Which has a maximum value da  or maximum time uncertainty 2da/c. The angle 
measurement accuracy required in this method is ± 0.01°. Stations up to 100 Km from 
the ranging station (reference station in this case) can be positioned with an accuracy of 
±116 nsec. For stations at greater distances (up to 5000 Km), the variation in burst 
position becomes ±5 .8  |isec. At 25 Mbit/sec. (QPSK) this corresponds to ± 7 3 
symbols accuracy, and at 8 Mbit/sec., accuracy of ± 23 symbols. By implementing 
this method, the acquisition window can be reduced as shown in Fig.6-7. The 
synchronisation field in this case occupies 7.43% of the frame period.
Fig.6-6 RANGE MEASUREMENT USING ONE EARTH STATION
RSinp
RCosP
Ref. Station Traffic Station
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The frame efficiency can be further improved by eliminating the acquisition window 
altogether. As explained earlier, the synchronisation region for the traffic stations 
consists of an “acquisition window” and an allocated slot for each traffic station in a 
particular frame of a multi frame. This allocated slot duration which in the above 
method is used to monitor the traffic burst position and control information regarding 
the traffic terminal is adequate for acquisition when using the above method of satellite 
position determination. In the new proposed method to improve efficiency, each traffic 
terminal will acquire and synchronise using a slot allocated in a particular frame of the 
multiframe. Hence a separate acquisition window is no longer required. This method 
reduces the synchronisation field to 4.3% of the SS-TDMA frame as shown in Fig.6-
In the above method only one ASU needs to be associated with the reference station. 
There could be another redundant ASU plus secondary reference station for reliability 
reasons.
6.2.2 Network Acquisition and Synchronisation Method (B)
The synchronisation field in this method is shown in Fig.6-9. The three types of bursts 
are as described in the first method. A fourth burst is added which is a range burst and 
which is transmitted by the two ASUs to provide range information to the reference 
terminal. Here three earth stations, a reference station plus two traffic stations, are 
provided with the ASU to perform the ranging function. A separate acquisition 
window is not required. The reference station calculates the satellite position by 
triangulation, knowing the coordinates of the individual traffic terminal, the Dn (delay 
in transmitting the burst so that it arrives at the satellite in the required time) value is 
calculated. The acquisition of the traffic terminals is sequential, however it is possible 
to simultaneously acquire more than one traffic terminal residing in different beams.
The traffic terminals transmit there communication/signalling bursts in the assigned 
frame of the SS-TDMA multiframe. The error in the position of these signalling bursts 
is measured and this information is conveyed to the individual traffic terminals via the 
reference station control channel. In this method the synchronisation field occupies 
5.86% of the frame time. A further improvement in the frame efficiency by using this 
method can be provided if we remove the additional range bursts. This can be achieved 
if the ranging stations provide the range information to the reference station in their
2 1 2
communication/signalling burst. This will reduce the synchronisation field to 4.3% of 
the frame time.
In this method we need two additional ASUs for ranging and two extra ASUs for 
reliability (An additional ASU with the reference station and one redundant ASU with 
the backup traffic station which can be used as a ranging station).
COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED METHODS
Two methods of network control for the purpose of acquisition, synchronisation, 
control and monitoring of the traffic terminals in a SS-TDMA network have been 
presented. In the first method there is a clear advantage of using only one ASU with 
the reference station and network management centre, compared to the second method 
where at least two additional ASUs are required.
For the first method we have given three different configurations in which the traffic 
terminals can be acquired, synchronised, and monitored in the SS-TDMA network. 
The minimum time achieved is 4.3% of the frame period. However this requires 
azimuth and elevation measurement accuracies of ± 0.01° by the reference station. 
Secondly each traffic station is allocated a slot per multiframe, and the slot is used for 
both acquisition and synchronisation, as well as for monitoring the status of the traffic 
terminal.
The second method can be used with the commercial TDMA systems which rely on 
acquisition and synchronisation by satellite position determination, using three ranging 
stations. The synchronisation region in this case also occupies 4.3% of the frame time.
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Fig.6-9 SYNCHRONISATION FIELD DISTRIBUTION FOR NETWORK ACQUISITION AND SYNCHRONISATION, METHOD (B)
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6.2.3 BURST TIM E PI AN CHANOK PROCEDURE
In order to use SS-TDMA with maximum efficiency it is required to change the burst 
time plan (BTP) according to the exact traffic requirements. This requires us to change 
the burst time plan without interruption to the existing traffic. In SS-TDMA, the BTP 
change procedure has to be coordinated with the switch state time plan. The switch 
state time plan defines the beam connectivities and their position in the frame. The 
following two proposed methods can be used for the BTP change [2].
1. Transmission of superffame reference burst from the satellite. Which can mark the 
start of the superframe. This marker can be used for the burst time plan change.
2. Blanking of the loopback window (blanking means that the window is not 
connected back to the same beam i.e. no loopback), or increase of the loopback 
window at each superframe.
Neither of these methods can be used with the present SS-TDMA operation via 
Olympus. The reason being that there is no provision for the transmission of a 
reference burst from the specialised services payload. Secondly the loopback window 
(frame synchronisation window) cannot be blanked or extended on a superffame basis 
because the DCU (distribution control unit) is not equipped with this facility, in which 
a particular switching pattern can be changed after a certain defined number of frames 
as in the case of the INTELSAT-VI [3].
In the case of OLYMPUS, the burst time plan (BTP) change procedure can simply be 
carried out by stopping the traffic burst transmission from those earth stations whose 
burst position is altered. As the synchronisation region switching pattern will not be 
altered in any BTP change, the synchronisation of the individual traffic terminals will 
not be affected. After the down loading of the BTP. The control channel in the 
reference burst can be used in a destination code "broadcast" (to all traffic stations) that 
the new BTP will be used from the start of the next multiframe.
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6.2.4 ON-BOARD CLOCK CONTROL.
6.2.4.1 THEORY AND REQUIREMENTS 
THEORY
The clock signal is defined as a sinusoidal voltage time function [4] [5].
U(t) = Vo sin (27CVot + <|)(t))
where
Vo is an amplitude constant 
Vq -  constant nominal frequency.
<|)(t) = Phase containing random and non-random departures from the ideal periodic 
function.
Statistical methods can be applied to the random term whereas the non-random 
(Systematic) departures are modelled by deterministic functions of time. The 
instantaneous frequency can be defined as:
v(t) = Vo + ( ^ d({) 2 k  )  dt
and normalised frequency departure i.e. fractional frequency offset can be expressed 
as:
v(t) -  Vo 1 d(t>
If the clock has been synchronised at t=0 with respect to the ideal reference clock then 
its time departure at time t can be expressed as:
x(t) = f y(t') dt’ = Jo 2icv„
In practice the time departure can be measured at regular instants tk separated by equal 
intervals x. The normalised frequency departure is obtained as a sequence of average 
values;
—  2Y (tk, x) =  — {x(tk +  x) -  x(tk)}
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Measurements performed by means of counter or phase comparators yield results of 
this form. Normally it is recommended to separate random fluctuations from non 
random (or deterministic) departures as much as possible. Most oscillators observed 
over a sufficiently long time interval T, demonstrate behaviour Ym(t) which may be 
represented by;
Yn,(t) = Yo+ at + Y(t) 0 < t < T
where Ym(t) = sum of random and systematic departures
Yo = Constant systematic off-set
at = linear drift term
Y(t) = random variable
Crystal Oscillator
The phase of a conventional crystal oscillator varies as:
(1 + 8)t + ^  4- + e(t)
where
ôQq = Bias frequency off-set error, 
a  = aging rate of the crystal, 
p -  clock acceleration rate (negligible)
e(t) = flicker noise and other phase noise in the oscillator itself.
If clock corrections are made at some time to, in order to correct both the bias 
frequency error 5 and the initial time error (phase), then the residual time error at time 
t, is;
2 1 8
If the time difference "t-to" is of the order of several days, the first term dominates and 
the timing error is approximately given by;
A(t) = a  (t — to)
REQUIREMENT
The CCITT specification are given in the form of allowable “time interval error”. The 
"time interval error (TIE)" over a period of S seconds is defined to be the magnitude of 
the difference between the time delay values measured at the end and at the beginning 
of this period [6]. It is the difference between a normal timing instants generated by the 
clock and the true interval. It can be expressed as;
TIE(S)= |A T (t+ S )-A T (t)|
The above relationship is demonstrated in Fig.6-10 below.
________________ Fig.6-10 Definition of Time Interval Error___________
AT Slope represents long 
term freq. departure
Slope represents short 
term freq. departure
TIE
S seconds
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The corresponding (normalised) frequency departure, Af/f, is the "time interval 
error" divided by the duration of the period. Where independently synchronised 
national networks are interconnected via a digital satellite link using TDMA, the 
satellite link may be independent of the national networks. The CCITT Rec. G811 
recommends that the link be operated in a plesiochronous mode using a high 
accuracy 10'^  ^ source for the satellite timing. The overall specification is illustrated 
in Fig.6-11.
Fig.6-11 Permissible TIE versus Observation Period S for a Reference Clock
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6 .2 .4  2 O L Y M P U S  C L O C K
The Olympus clock nominal frequency is 12800 Hz. with an accuracy of 1 part in 10  ^
over any month. It is designed to remain stable to within 31 mHz. Two telecommands 
are provided (increment by one and decrement by one). A single step changes the clock 
frequency by about 17 pHz, so that a total control range of 61 mHz is obtained. The 
VCO is driven from a D/A converter fed from a twelve bit register (4096 states). Other 
relevant specifications are as follows [7];
Maximum frequency change/voltage : 455 pHz
Maximum frequency change/step : 20.6 jlHz
Minimum frequency change/step : 17.0 p.Hz
The required accuracy of 0.5 msec, over one day corresponds to 74 pHz. In the 
following we discuss the calculation of the buffer requirement for the case of on-board 
clock control procedure for the Olympus SS-TDMA operation.
6.2.4.3 CLOCK CONTROL
The operation of the ASU and its method of acquisition and synchronisation was 
discussed in Chapter-5. In the synchronisation mode, the ASU burst is synchronised
to the trailing edge of the synchronisation window. The displacement of the
synchronisation window due to the on-board clock drift causes the ASU to realign its 
burst with the sync, window to reduce the displacement error to zero. In addition the 
phase error due to this displacement is measured. In this way the ASU tracks the on­
board clock. This information on the phase error can be accumulated over a duration 
(sidereal day). The clock control algorithm can then be applied to work out the 
frequency offset of the on-board clock and the correction to be transmitted via 
telemetry, tracking and command link. The minimum interval between the clock 
correction depends on the stability of the clock in order to maintain the uncertainty 
averaged over 72.34 days no greater than ± 10"^^  and other short term variation to be 
absorbed within the digital satellite system. The block diagram of the clock control is 
shown in Fig.6-12.
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Ideally it is required that the highly stable cesium beam clock be on-board the satellite 
so that no clock control is required. This at the moment is not feasible due to weight 
and reliability reasons. Another proposed method of on-board clock control is by 
having an on-board VCXO tied via PLL aiTangement to the highly stable clock of the 
reference station [8][9][10][11]. The on-board clock generator is continuously locked 
to the clock derived by the reference burst from the master control station, averaging 
the phase information of the reference clock over a number of consecutive frames. This 
method is preferred in satellites which will include on-board processing and high 
transmission rate. This method leads to the use of very short correction interval which 
reduces the guard time to 40% of that used in the previous method (where clock 
correction is carried out on a sidereal day basis). Thus improving the frame efficiency
[12]. The third possible method is by a beacon ground station which is used as a 
timing source for the on-board master clock. The satellite clock can be locked to the 
beacon ground station and uses this timing reference. This method will be used for the 
ITALSAT.(Since ITALSAT will operate at 20/30 GHz, they have planned two beacon 
stations which form a fully geographically separated redundant pair. These are 
employed in order to minimise the time for the satellite clock to free run in degraded 
mode) [17]. However in Olympus as with INTELSAT-VI [3], the method of on-board 
clock control is as discussed previously and there is no provision for the second or 
third methods.
As far as the clock correction algorithms for Olympus are concerned, they can either be 
by drift prediction i.e. clock drift is approximated by a polynomial function using a 
cumulative phase error measurement. The approximating function is then used to 
predict the drift in the next correction interval [14], or by a second method in which the 
oscillator drift is not predictable from one measurement interval to another [13][15]. 
One more aspect that should be considered is the processing required in implementing 
the algorithm. We will calculate the buffer requirement for the second method and will 
see if this method satisfies the required clock stability requirement and at the same time 
the required buffer due to this clock correction can be accommodated at the earth 
stations.
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Fig.6-12 Block Diagram of On-board Clock Control.
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The discrete system model for the on-board clock control is shown in Fig.6-13 and 
Fig.6-14 [13] where :
fo = nominal frequency of the oscillator
fs (0 = on-board clock frequency
wn = Clock correction value in the nth interval.
xj = short term phase error
Sn = long term phase error in the nth interval.
T = correction interval.
Un = incremental clock frequency correction, 
pu (t) = Doppler shift,
(pu )n = long term Doppler shift of the nth correction interval.
The on-board clock frequency can be written as:
fs (0 = fo [1+ Ps (01 (1- Wn) 
f s ( 0 - f owhere pg(t) =
fs (0 ~ fo [1+ Ps (0 “ Wn ]
The buffer requirement in this method is the sum of basic error term, quantisation 
error, Doppler shift, and the error induced by the delayed clock correction.
Quantisation Error
The quantisation step size e, causes an inherent inaccuracy of the on-board clock 
correction. The quantisation error is < e/2, and for a rounded number is bounded by 
e/2. The buffer requirement due to the quantisation error is 4 eT.
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In the case of the Olympus clock [7], the VCO is driven from a D/A converter fed from 
a twelve bit register (4096 states). The telecommand adjustable clock contains a crystal 
oscillator with a nominal frequency of 12800 Hz. A single step changes the clock 
frequency by about 17 jiHz, so that a total control range of 61 mHz is obtained. This 
yields a quantisation step of 1.33 *10"^, The buffer size requirement is 4eT = 0.46 
msec. (T is one sidereal day = 86160 sec.).
Since the quantisation error is known to the ASU, its effect on phase error 
measurements can be calculated. During each phase error measurement we can subtract 
the quantisation error. This reduces the buffer size [14] to 2 eT = 0.23 msec.
Clock Inaccuracy
If Aps is the worst case on-board clock inaccuracy per correction interval T; i.e the 
clock frequency departure is no greater than fo Apg, during interval T.
(P s^ n  (P s^ n —1 — A p g
According to the Olympus clock specification the required accuracy of 0.5 msec, over 
one day corresponds to 74 jxHz. This is calculated as follows;
At = 0.5 * 10"3, and time interval T= 86160 sec., then At / T = 5.803 * 10" .^
The clock frequency departure Ap fo = 5.803 * 10'^ * 12800 = 74.2 * 10'^ » 74 p, Hz.
Taking into account various factors (which are mentioned in Olympus on-board clock 
specifications), e.g the frequency change due to supply voltages (max. freq 
change/voltage: 455 pHz), the worst case on-board clock inaccuracy per correction 
inteival T (for T = 86160 sec.) is taken as Apg = 5 * 10" .^ The buffer requirement due 
to this inaccuracy is given as 6ApgT.
Buffer size = 6ApgT = 25.85 msec.
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Doppler Shift
The long term Doppler shift of the n^ '^ correction interval is the average value of pu(t)
1 f ‘“
( P u ) n  =  ?  l  ^ P u ( f ) d t
= :j^[r (nT) — r ((n—1)T)] 
= ~  * range variation
The long term Doppler shift can be calculated from periodic range measurements. 
Subtracting this term from the long term phase error eliminates the Doppler effect from 
the clock correction scheme. It should be mentioned here that for a sidereal day clock 
conection, Doppler effect can be neglected.
Delaved Clock Correction
A five minute delay in the incremental clock correction increases the worst case 
parameter values by about 2% [13].
Buffer Requirement
The required buffer size is:
Buffer size = Basic Error Term + Quantisation Error + Delayed Clock Correction
Buffer size = 25.85 * 10  ^+ 0.46* lO"  ^+ 0.11 * 10"3 = 26.42 msec.
As mentioned earlier if we remove the quantisation error during each phase error 
measurement then the total buffer required will be:
Required Buffer = 26.19 msec.
At the transmission rate of 8.736 Mbit/sec.
= 28600 Bytes (14300 Bytes for both Transmit and Receive sides)
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As can be seen from the above calculation, the effect of quantisation and delayed clock 
correction is small. The buffer size depends mainly on the basic error term. An optimal 
clock correction system can be used, which minimises the long term phase error of the 
on-board clock relative to the high stability reference oscillator. If Apg is the worst case 
incremental drift over time interval T, then the cumulative phase error in this system is 
bounded by TApg.
The optimised solution is given by [15], as.
H(Z) =
T(1
(2 - z r ‘)
_ 2 - 1 ) 2  I t■) d -z " ') ( 1  -  z - ' )
The optimum system yields a zero long term drift of the on-board oscillator, relative to 
the ground reference oscillator. The worst case average frequency error in the phase 
optimised system is
I ^^n  I — ^  fo Apg
The duration of the clock correction interval is taken as one sidereal day. In the case of 
a sidereal day correction, the Doppler effect can be neglected. The above calculations 
show that the required buffer size can easily be accommodated by the earth station 
buffer.
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6.2.5 Measured Results of the OLYMPUS Clock Stability
The measured step of the on-board clock by telecommand is 19.823 |iHz [16]. The 
total number of steps are 4096 as shown in the table below.
Range
Step 0 12.7999580841 KHz
Step 4095 12.8000392787 KHz
Step 2114 12.7999999941 KHz
Step 2115 12.8000000139 KHz
The clock frequency and frame period were measured over a period of 24 hours during 
the Olympus In-Orbit tests conducted by ESA. This measurement period included both 
the eclipse and effects of Doppler.The measured results are shown in Fig.6-15 and Fig 
6-16. The measurements were conducted for both the extremes of the clock range i.e. 
at step 0 and at step 4095, The stability at step 0 and step 4095 over 24 hours period 
was 3.416 * 10"8 and 1.743 * 10-8 respectively. The assumed clock stability of 5*10-8 
in the calculation is very close to the actual value.
Fig.6-15 O L Y M P U S  SS-T D M A  Clock Stability Test
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6 .3  C O N C L U S IO N
In this chapter we have presented two methods of network control for the narrow band 
SS-TDMA system, for Olympus. The aim was to minimise the synchronisation region 
and at the same time accommodate large numbers of earth stations in each beam. The 
first method is preferred as only one ASU is required but an additional ASU can be 
used as a standby for reliability reason. The minimum duration of the synchronisation 
region is 4.3% of the SS-TDMA frame. Regarding burst time plan change methods, 
the methods of BTP change proposed for Intelsat-VI cannot be used with Olympus 
because of the limitations of the Olympus specialised services payload. A simple BTP 
change procedure is proposed. Finally the calculation of the on-board clock control 
show that the buffer required for clock control for plesiochronous operation can easily 
be accommodated in the earth stations.
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1. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The aim of the research work was to experiment with the Olympus specialised 
services payload SS-TDMA experiments. The initial aim in the first phase of this 
experiment was to demonstrate the successful operation of SS-TDMA with 
Olympus, using commercially available TDMA systems and also to evaluate the 
satellite link performance. The work at first consisted of identifying the types of 
TDMA terminals which could be used for the SS-TDMA applications, when to 
interface them with an additional acquisition and synchronisation unit (ASU).
The suitability of the TDMA terminals was based upon their initial acquisition, 
synchronisation, network control architecture and management procedures. The two 
types of TDMA systems which were identified for SS-TDMA operation differ as to 
their initial acquisition procedures. The initial acquisition procedure of the TDMA 
terminal determines the number of acquisition and synchronisation units required in 
the network. In this case TDMA systems such as the DCC narrow-band system 
which uses wide window techniques for initial acquisition have a clear advantage 
because we need only have one ASU with the reference TDMA terminal. Whereas 
for those TDMA terminals which use open-loop methods for initial acquisition, we 
would need at least three ASUs in the network. Regarding the synchronisation 
method, a feedback control technique is essential for SS-TDMA operation.
The design of the ASU was divided into the acquisition procedure, which requires 
locating the loopback window, this is followed by the edge acquisition procedure 
and finally synchronisation using the metering burst. The design of the ASU burst 
structures in various modes and the choice of the UW pattern for the required 
performance was performed. The performance of the ASU in terms of its initial 
acquisition and synchronisation was verified. The ASU acquires and synchronises 
with the SS-TDMA frame synchronisation window and then allows the TDMA 
reference station to boot up and transmit its reference burst with reference to its 
synchronisation burst. The performance evaluation of the ASU in terms of miss 
detection/ false detection versus BER were not performed because of lack of 
experimental time on the satellite. However when doing satellite link performance 
measurements the ASU remained in lock even at BER of between 10“^  and 10'^ but 
lost synchronisation if this situation persisted over a longer duration (which would 
be unlikely in an actual operational satellite link). It should be mentioned that SS-
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TDMA operation using this ASU and the Dornier Dynac TDMA terminal was the 
world's first SS-TDMA operation (a month before the INTELSAT-VI SS-TDMA 
operation was demonstrated) cum experiments.
The performance evaluation of the satellite link was performed using the BOSS 
simulation package together with some earlier simulation using the TOPSIM-III 
software package.The single carrier simulation results of BOSS and TOPSIM were 
compared and were found to be in close agreement. These simulation results were 
obtained using a semi-analytic method of bit error rate estimation. The same channel 
performance was also evaluated using a Monte-Carlo method for further 
confirmation of these results. Computer aided simulation has emerged as a powerful 
tool in the evaluation of complex satellite link and its various aspects. These 
simulation results when compared to the measured results were found to be in good 
agreement. No degradation was observed due to the inclusion of the ASU unit with 
the TDMA reference terminal (taking into account measurement accuracy). The test 
of the ASU in and out of the link was conducted in the earth station and not on the 
satellite.
In addition to the single caiiier simulation, multicarrier performance of the link was 
evaluated. The comparison of the simulated and measured results of two carrier third 
order intermodulation ratio as a function of TWTA operating point, two carrier BER 
performance as a function of satellite TWTA operating point and uplink carrier fade 
in the two carrier case proved that the simulated degradations were accurate.
Some of the simulation results have not been confirmed by experimental 
measurements. These results are the effect of filter roll-off in single and multicarrier 
operation, BER performance as a function of channel spacing (adjacent channel 
interference, ACI), co-channel interference (CCI) due to single and two uplink 
interferers. These results remain to be compared with the experimental 
measurements.
The earth stations used for these experiments provide large system margins. 
However the link budget indicates that small stations with 3 metre dish antenna and 
50 watts of uplink power have adequate margin to achieve the target BER (both in 
clear weather and faded conditions covering 99.95% of the time), for stations located 
within the 3 dB contour of the beams for the SS-TDMA network operating at 8 
Mbit/sec.
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An on-boai'd clock control algorithm has not as yet been implemented on the ASU. 
The simulation of the clock control algorithm given in thesis should be carried out 
and then compared with the measured results. The performance of the ASU on 
satellite also needs to be evaluated. The second phase of the SS-TDMA experiment 
will focus on the acquisition, synchronisation and control of the traffic terminals. 
The proposed methods of acquisition, synchronisation and control can be readily 
implemented. This requires additional software within the reference TDMA terminal 
for the network management procedures.
The major achievements of the work described in this thesis are:
1. Identification of the narrow band TDMA systems suitable for SS-TDMA 
applications.
2. Earth station requirements for the SS-TDMA network by link budget analysis.
3. Simulation of the link performance, including most aspects of the RF, and some 
aspects of baseband circuits.
4. Design of the Acquisition and Synchronisation Unit. Its interface to a commercial 
TDMA system and successful operation with the Olympus SS-TDMA payload.
5. The satellite link performance measurements and their good agreement with the 
simulated results, both in single and multi-carrier operation.
7. Design of narrow-band SS-TDMA system for cost-effective and efficient network 
control. The aim was to minimise the synchronisation region and at the same time 
accoiTimodate large number of earth stations in each beam.
8. The calculation of the onboard clock control show that the buffer required for 
plesiochronous operation can be easily accommodated in the earth stations.
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Future work on SS-TDMA with OLYMPUS could be:
1, The ASU needs to be optimised, and its performance over satellite measured.
2 Simulation results including co-channel interference (uplink CCI due to single and 
dual interferers), and adjacent channel interference, (carrier spacing) needs to be 
confimied by measurements.
3. The burst mode simulation of the link, that looks into different types of carrier and 
bit timing recovery methods.
4. The simulation of the onboard clock control method and its implementation on the 
ASU. The simulated and measured results could then be compared.
5. Development of software for the new network management procedures within the 
reference station.
APPENDICES
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APPENDIX-1 
1. DETAILS OF THE OPERATIONAL MODES
The operational modes are as follows:
1. Mode M l.l to mode M l.5 for SS-TDMA and Frequency Re-use.
2. Mode M2.1 to mode M2.5 for Television Distribution and Video Teleconference.
3. Mode M5.1 and mode M5.2 are mixed modes.
Tables 1, 2 and 3 lists the configuration for the individual modes. Some of these 
modes are provided with redundancy to ensure that they can be configured even if a 
receive chain and a transmit chain should fail.
Table. 1 Mode M l.l to M l.5
Mode Coverage Zone
A B C D E
Channel
M l.l either lA 2A lA -
or 2A lA 2A - -
M1.2 either lA - lA 2A 2A
or 2A - 2A lA lA
M1.3 either lA - lA 2A -
or 2A - 2A lA -
M1.4 either lA - lA - 2A
or 2A - 2A - lA
M1.5 either lA - lA - -
or 2A - lA - -
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T ab le .2  M ode M 2.1 to  M 2.4
Mode Coverage Zone
A B C D E
Channel
M2.1 either - IB - - -
or 2B
M2.2 - 1B&2B - - -
M2.3 either IB - - - -
or 2B
M2.4 1B&2B - - - -
Table.3 Mode M5.1 to M5.2
Mode Coverage Zone
A B C D E
Channel
M5.1 2B lA - - -
M5.2 lA 2B lA - -
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APPENDTX-2
2.1 SPECTEIED SATELLITE RECEIVE PARAMETERS
Nominal Polarisation Linear
Receive Polarisation
beams C and E Y (perpend, to earth equat. plane)
beams A, B and D X (orthogonal to Y)
Receive Antenna Gain Characteristics (nominal pointing)
beam centre 40dBi
edge of coverage 36 dBi
Typical mainlobe pattern -12 (Wo)^ with (|)o = 1.1°
Uplink Co-Channel Interference (CCI)
beam A to beam C 33 dB over 85% coverage
beam C to beam A 33 dB over 85% coverage
other beam pairs not specified
Input parameters vyithout receive chain power divider
Satellite noise figure 6.5 dB max.
System noise temp, (including 270 K earth) 31.2 dBK max.
Input Power for Saturation (IPS) Adjustable from -101 dBW to -93 
dBW
Input Parameters with receive chain power divider
Input Power for Saturation (IPS) Adjustable from -97.6 dBW to - 
89.6 dBW
IPS daily stability(excluding beam pointing error) is 3 dB max.
Input Power Flux Density for saturation (without Rx chain power 
divider)
beam centre from -97 dBW/m^ to -89 dBW/m^
edge of coverage from -93 dBW/m^ to -85 dBW/m^
IPFD for saturation with receive chain divider increases by 3.4 dBW/m^
IPFD for saturation in the 13 GHz band reduces all 14 GHz related figures by 0.6 
dB.
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Gain Variations Due to Beam Pointing Errors
Coverage Contours Variations due to 3eam pointing error
positive negative
0 dB (beam centre) - IdB
IdB IdB 1 dB
2dB 1 dB 2dB
3 dB (EOC transmit) 2dB 3dB
4 dB (EOC receive) 2dB 4dB
5dB 3dB 5dB
2.2 SPECIFIED SATELLITE TRANSMIT PARAMETERS
Nominal Polarisation linear
Transmit polarisation (orthogonal to receive)
beams A, B and D Y (perpend, to earth equatorial plane)
beams C and E X (orthogonal to Y)
Transmit antenna gain characteristics (nominal pointing)
beam centre 39 dBi
edge of coverage (EOC) 36 dBi
Typical main lobe pattern -12 ((t)/(|>o)^  with (j)o = 1.3°
EIRP
beam cenüe (nominal ) 51 dBW
edge of coverage (nominal) 48 dBW
edge of coverage (minimum) 45 dBW
Down link Co-Channel Interference (CCI)
beam A to C 31 dB over 95% coverage
beam C to A 31 dB over 95% coverage
other beam pairs not specified
2.3 Other Specifications of SS-TDMA payload are given in the following table.
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AM/PM conversion coefficient (saturation down to 16 dB input
b a ck o ff)
Static measurement 6°/dB max.
AM below 4 KHz 1 l°/dB max.
AM above 4 KHz 6°/dB max.
Conversion Frequency Stability (between up link and d-link
frequency)
over any minute 1.5 KHz max.
over any three years 25.0 KHz max.
SS-TDMA switch characteristics
time frame duration 20 msec.
time frame elements 256
switching time 2 p sec. max.
Timing Accuracy
with telecommand clock control (up to twice daily) 0.5 msec.
free running (for one month) 1 part in 106
Duration of programme re-load by telecommand 5 minutes max.
Given the Olympus TWTA input back-off, the output back off is given as follows:
TWTA Input back off (dB) TWTA Output back-off (dB) Modulation Loss (dB)
0.0 0.0 0.6
1.0 0.1 0.6
2.0 0.2 0.5
3.0 0.5 0.3
4.0 0.8 0.2
5.0 1.2 0.1
6.0 1.8 0.1
7.0 2.6 0.0
8.0 3.2 0.0
9.0 4.0 0.0
10.0 4.8 0.0
14.0 8.0 0.0
